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. FOREWORD

r.S. Hoses or Itirrittsz.vrxrIvEs,
Co! itrrritz 0.N- IN-rza.v.t-rio.NAL.REIA-rioNs,

. Wcositington,D.C.,Julyee,Ig75.
The Committee ori. In.t...rnation.al Relat:ons has had a continuing

.r..teres..--, ii. the At,t 5... z:. 4,:n the Agency for.international Development
AID, has taker. to .niplenaent tla congressional mandate in the For-

eign At.- stance A,-t of 1973 whifli directed the Agency to rinderta
far reaching r.,forrr.s in the U.S. bilateral devepment ass tance
programs.
. As a result of that zoncern. the committee directed. in its report on
the Foreign Assistancs: Act of 1974. that AID provide it with a full
report on its implementation of the new ,directions'' reforms. The
report was to be submitted at the time of committee consideration of

. new foreign asi,istance authorizing legislation in 1,975.
In furtherance of that obje,ctive. on February 24, 1975, I wrote to

Hon. Daniel Parker. Administrator of the Agency. enclosing a list of
issue, Ica!, whi h the report should deal. The text of my letter and
accompany nag materials appear on pages 79-86. .

The report was undertaken by AID and forwarded to me in final
form on.,Iuly 3.197:i. In order to make its findings more widely avail-

, able. the Agen. -t" implementation report is herein reproduces as a
eornm ittf-e prin.

It is rr,t hope that thiz,, publication will,add to an understanding in
Congres, anti among the American public of scope and effects of
the congres.,:otal thitaafcs aimed at impro, and strengthening
the impat t of our de,,lopment assi.-tance prOgrams on poor people in
poor countries

. THOMAS E. MoRCIN.
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LETTER- QF TRANSMITTAL

Dirzurrxrv-T or STATZ,
Aoxscr 803 IN Lt...e.-CATIONAL DELMLOFIELPVT,

Washington- D.C., July 3,1976.
Hon. THOMAS E. MORGAN.
t onimitvt on I Aterhativrial Rdat;or,A. Howe. Represeraativet,

IV ciahitzfton. D.C. .
DEMI Mx. CPA TRVAN In 5 our committee report of October 25,1974,

AID was asked to provide to the committee two reports on progress in
implementing the reforms included in the Foreign Assistance Act of
1973. A brief-preliminary-report Ids submitted in January 1975,-01
I am now pleased to present to you the attached full report on this
subject.

In preparing this document we have benefited greatly from the
guidance contained in your letter of.F,ebru.sry 24, 1975, and the staff
rei.ornmuidaticiris Rhic acompanied it. Our report attempts to com-
'pent on the issues raised in your Itter and we are hopeful that it will
provide v aluabli. -information for your committee's consideration of
AID's legislative proposals for fiscal year 197647.

The report should be read in conjunction with our fiscal year 1978
congressional piesentation, particularly the summary volume, for
many of the iwiez, ill, which you expressed an interest are covered there
in some depth. Th....41reseritaln, t is: in effect the essential centerpiece
of our response to your request as it contains detailed descriptions of
all of our programS for the coming year.

One area not covered extensively in the report itself, for example.,
I:. the place of our assistance programs in a I.S. foreign policy and
worldwide development context, a subject in which you expressed:
special interest. As this is the main theme of the introduction to the
Sum-liars volume zee appendix 1, page 35and a key point of my
prepared statuript before your committee at our upcoming hearings,
a' thorough discussion of this important topic has not been included in
this special reporti to avoid excessive duplication. ,

The report -15 intended to supplement information contained in the
congressional presentation in several key areas for it discusses at
length the many policv and procedural issues associated with imple-
menting the re.forms of the legislation. It highlights for example:

The major shift of Agency programs toward the three prime
functional categories;

Thy defirricions AID is using in describing the poor majority and
otr key concepts;

The way in which vallous projects and programs" in each funs=
tional category ,h particular stress on the food. and nutritiop
sectionare increasingly focused on reaching the poor majority

(v)
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and involving them as participant.s in the development process;The many perplexing snbstantire uses involved in development
roject choices:

increased role of private and voluntary organizations in
implementing development programs;

-7-The many procedural changes underway to assure that AM's
existing programing and gem t systems are strengthened to
support full implementation of the legislative reforms.

YOut February 24 letter invited AID to provide information on the"difficulties the Agency has faced and continues to face in attempting toimplement the l !aim.- We welcome this opportunity for welieve a frank ex le I : with the Congress is vital to our jointly de-s-eloping-a workable oreign assistance strateu which both theCongress and the administration can agree. We 'eve, as the com-
mittee's reports have made-clear, that we should use on; best profes-
sional judgment within the general 'onal guidelines to in-
terpfet what experience demonstrates to' the problems and oppor-tunities as well as the practical:limits of working with the newlegislation.

The report tries to point out certain important factors which affect
AID'S capacity to produce dramatic results on a large scale in a shortperiod of time:

Tlite development tasks laid out in the new legislation are enor-
mous, for arhieving substantial improvements in the quality of life
of the poor majority is a long-term, arduous, and extremely costly
procese.

We are attempting to help bring about basic changes in the lives
of vast numbers of poor people; we have not had great success indog in our country; at is of course many times harder in
another country.

While AID has long .experience aid a great deal of expertise,
we must admit that given the nature of this business we simply
don't have many of the answers as yet; the Congress should be
prepared for false starts, changes and failuresfrom which we
will learn muchas well as successes if we are to foster the experi-
mental attitude that iserucialto findingmoreansviers.

Data is scarce on which to develop sound projects or.to determine
how the poor majority ben9fitsor losesfrom development;
such projects are, at least initially, more staff intensive and ex-
plore much uncovered terrain. -

We are working with sovereign governments which must make
many difficult political, economic, and social choices if they are to
adopt the basic development strategy we advocate, a rapid phase-
out of assistance to nations solely because they have not fully sup-
porteti this approach should be approisched with caution.

While we have made our choice on priorities, we do not operate in
a vacuum. World economic and political conditions have a domi-
nant impact on the domestic policy and program choices of devel-
oping nations -ei4. the food, fuel, and fertilizer crisis of the past 2
years. We recognize the close interrelationship of all major inter-
national economic issues with our aid associations with the LDC's ;
e.g., our policies in regard to trade and commodity issues may have
a distinct limiting effect on our ability to influence LDC choice on

a
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*-1)
development tioestions. We also reco that there is an impor-
tant link between the overall st of a country's economy and
its ability to help its needy F. y, bilateral aid programs Erz
part of an enlightened U.S. foreign policy and cannot erer be en-
tirely disassociated from it. (TIN Development Coordination Com-
mittee under me ,-.1iairmanship is an important channel for arriv-
ing at comprehensive C.S. Government policies toward the LDC's)

A1D's resources are at the moment. much smaller in real terms
,than they were (e-g. calendar year 1971 AID disbursements in 1967
prices were 44 percent below 167 levels) and

LDC's cannot be disassociated from size of our
substantial, our influence in b about desired in

coin-
mitment. The melding of our resources with other bilateral donors
and the IFI's provides an important multiplier effect of significant
proportions, but the leverage of diminished resources on accept-
ance of policy advice must be recognized.

In this connection, we were very troubled by the substantial cuts
made in the key de elopment assistance authorizations by the appropri-
ation committees in fiscal year 1975. If we are to implement the reform
plan, and have continuing credibility with AID recipients and other
donors alike, we need better assurance that our new approaches will be
adequately funded. A cut of 30-46 percent from authorized levels, with
an appropriatidn fortheoniing.late in the fiscal }ear, causes immense
program and management difficulties, particulatIy in the grant portion
of the program,. Other examples of the varying congressional interpre-
_rations f the significance of the new legislation are commented upon
in our report.

Mr. Chairman, AID enthusiastically supports the emphasis of the
new legislation and will do :everything within Our capacity to imple-
ment a development program of which we can all be proud. The en-
closed report describes some of our current thinking and the steps we
have been taking to assure that AID's program reflects the high pur-
poses set forth in the Foreign Assistance Ad. We believe we have made
much progress in the past 2 years, and while we best of all knoiv how

. much more there is to be done we hope you will find in this rergretnand
our presentation to the. Congress the clear evidence of the cy's
very substantial and serious effort to respond to the challenge of the de-
velopment task and the will of Congress.

Sincerely yours,
DANrsz PARSES, Admiirdatralor.

7
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REPORT TO THE COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ON *

IMPLEMENTATION OF LEGLSLATIVE REFORMS IN THE FOREIGN

ASSISTANCE ACT ,;OF 1973

I. INtRODUCTION

The House Foreign Affairs Committee Report of October 25, 1974
requested that AID provide to the committee a full report on the im-
plementation of thelegislative refornis contained in the FAA of 1973.
In a very seal sense we believe that our fiscal year 1976 congressional
presentation recently delivered to the Congress is the most important
statement of our progress in carrying out tig:Is)urposes of this legisla-
tion. We believe a careful reading of the substantial narrative mate-
rial, delineating in great detail our specific program in each sector ana
country, will provide useful insights into the many ways in which AID
is moving forward rapidly in, implementing the new legislatite
program.

In this connection it should be emphasized that this year special ef-
forts have heed made-to assure that the presentation reflects with
reasonable certainty projects which actually will be carried-out in
fiscal year 1976, subject to the availability of fund§.'We 'make this
assertion cautiously, for predicting the development business is diffi-
cult, especially in these unsettled times; there will inevittibly be
changes in certain areasperhaps in Africa more than others given
the large number of least developed countries located there. But as
we hare done 2 years work in fiscal year 1'975 in preparing projects
for. both fiscal year 1975 and 1976 and for the first time carried out
rigorous project review prior to including projects in the presentation,
we believe there will be fewer substantial deviations in fiscal year 1976
than has been the case in the past.

Chairman Morgan's February 24, 1975, Thtter to AID Administrator
Daniel Parker contained many suggestions which have been of great
value in preparjng this report. One important recommendation was
that we should 'describe the place of the reforms in the context of the
total development effort-by the United States and ether donors. While
two will allude to this subject from time to time in this report, we be--
lieve that a clear and succinct statement has been provided as an intro-
duction to the May 1975 Summary Voluipe of AID's fiscal year 1976
submission to the Congress (pp. 1-9). Thus, in the interest of brevity,
we have not sought to prepare an additional general statement on this
subject (a copy appears in appendix 1, p. 35). The Administrator's
testimony before the committee will'also focus on many of the impor-
tant issues touched.upon in the introduction.

There are, of course, many issues and problems not raised directly
in the congressional presentation which may be.of interest to the com-

(1)
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2

mittee. In response to the suggestions made in-the chairman's letter of
February 24,1975, this report will focus on the following major topics:

the substantive policy issues involed in conceiving, designing and
carrying out new direction programs;

the procedural steps AID has taken to assure the implementation
of the reforms; and

the difficulties faced by the Agency in implementing the legis-
lation.

The report concentrates on issues of the food and nutrition category.
In part, this is because the list of questions appended to the chairman's
letter emphasized this broad sector and the numerous important is-
sues that permeate it; moreover, this sector accounts for the bulk of
AID's development assistance funding request. We have tried, how-
ever, to Address the key issues and opportunities in all major sectors
and assure the committee that the allocation of space in this report
does not reflect less 4ntere4.0e the Agency's part in the critical prob-
lems of the health/population and education sectors.

11



IL,THE S BSTANCE OF THE LEGISLATIVE REFORMS
WHAT IT MitANS 1'0 AID

A. AID's BAsic 'APMKACH TO DEVEL0Mit;T

AID's development assistance strategy is cast in different form today
than it was several years ago. The key elements are, we believe, con-
sistent with the main themes of the 1973 Foreign Assistance Act.

By concentrating our aid in the three key sector's of food and
nutrition, population and 'health, and education and human IT-
sOur6es -development, we seek to help developing nations increase
their capacity to meet basic needs of their people. '

Projects and programs are especially directed toward hing-
the poor majority within, the populations of these natio . We
urge recipient governmen to design policies and progr s to
-assure that the benefits of e nomic growth accrue to all the people

, and not a select few. Influencing LDC institutions, policies, And
systeniiire indirect but essential means of assuring that benefits
reach the broadest group within the poor majority.

Private and voluntary organizations (PVO's) are increasingly

/
active, with p evalu-
ating deyel Inui ca-
pacities to re ch directly large numbers of poor people.fi

t programs which draw upon their unique ca-
support, in planning,,Implementing, and

.1
AID is Stre ing the importatice of integrating women i the

development ffort.
Moreover, while it is slow going, we are emphasizing programs

which involve the poor as active participants in the development
process itself, avoiding any suggestion of a handout.

,--- There are, of course, other elements in congressional guidance to the
A ency, both substantive and procedural, many of which will beA
to ched upon in this report. At the outset it should be clear, however,
t at ,AID is committed to these basic principles and as an Agency is
s riving' to achieve positive, tangible results in each of these basic

eas. We believe much Iwogress has been made, but we are well aware
f how much remains to be accomplished. This report attempts to
escribe both.
In emphasizing the different character of our current approach,

we. do not believe the Congress should lose sight of an important fact :
AID personnel have had long and valuable experience in the develop-
ing world; despite the flow of changing rhetork iinsl institutional

. emphases, many AID staffand a substantial amount of other re-
sourceshaye been at work for years on hundreds ofqirojects aimed
at many of the problems identified in our discussion of AID's new
directions. What is new is the complete commitment of the Agency

t.

(8)
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4

to concentrate our attention on these approaches and to attempt, on a
broad basis, to engage the poor in the development process.

It is also important to stress, however, that while we art proud of
our accomplishments and eager to move ahead rapidly in support of
this strategy, wee must also be modest as we discuss the future. De-
termining the precise application of general development approaches
in specific cases remains, despite all our efforts and those of thousands
of practitioners and scholars alike, a very murky, difficult, uncertain,
complex, and intractable -business. The rapidly changing circum-
stances and conditions, the special characteristics of individual socie-
ties, the vagaries of the international economic system, and so forth,
all suggest tharniodesty, especially as we confront other nation's
problems, should be an important governor on our actions. Our diffi-
culties in predicting our own economy emphasize the need for re-
straint with others.

Moreover, while AD) and the U.S. Government must, of course, be
responsible for our progra4s, it is essential that we always keep in
mind that the decisions regarding .development policies and prac-
tices in the LDC'slie with the sovereign governments of those nations.
Our influence is profound in some, slight in others, but in all cases
must be exercised in a collaborative and sensitive style if we are to con-

. tinue to be a welcome force for development. As is clear from recent
overt expressions of the tension between developed and developing.
nation(or example, the breakdown of the energy conference in Paris,
the group of 77 positions in various United Nations forums, and so
forth) the changing pattern of relationships between countries under-
lines the need to respect the integrity of other nations if cooperative
solutions to world problems are to be found.

In making their individual decisions on development strategies, re-
cipient governments are now well aware of the emphasis of AID'S own
legislation. We have made a concentrated effort to inform key officials
at all levels of the m&ining of the new legislation and in general have
found them sympathetic to the same goals. It ie evident, however, that
a great gap remains between sentiment, rhetoric, and policy in, many
nations, and in some cases, a fundamental concern. that we ma . be
construing the necessities of national development too narrowly from
their vantage point. This is especially true * Africa where basic infra-
structure is most needed. Governments are increasingly aware of,what
kinds of projects we are prepared to support, and in general thes,e are
the types of projects we are asked to consider. The shift in program
concentration in the past rs, as shown in the table on the follow-
ing page, is indicative.of egree of our change. There are projects
turned away as inconsisteAt th the new directionsa sampling is con-
tained at appendix. 2, p, 41. Governments now turn to..the interna-
tional financial institutltms. United Nations development program,
and other bilateral doneri for projects essential io a balanced develop-
ment program which fall outside onr priority areas, as is clear to all,
the fact that we rarely fund major infrastructure projects ,or many
other activities does not obviate the need for them, especially in Africa.

'13
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As thrr.aniittee has pointed out, the task of achieving substantial
progress fur the billion or so very poor people in countries receiving
AID Assistanct is not an easy one it requires an extremely large In-
sestment of resources, long periods of time, and very difficult policy
choice. for gosernments. We have not had universal success in cur own
count y in eliminating povertyand the situations are not tbtalty un-
relatedslid so we have great sympathy for nations trying to make the
right hoii es for their own societies. Because of the large investment of
resounes requited. it is clear that a healthy economy, one which is
rt. iltiplying job opportunities, government revenues, and foreign ex-
change earnings, w ill enhance the prospects of a successful attack on
_poverty. The pace at which governments are able to move toward
concentration of their resources in projects that not only help but
insolse the real participation of the poor is one of the most difficult
choices for LDC's. In part this is because of the political impact of
such decisions. in part because the appropriate answer in each case is
not always crystal clear. AID can help, but the political movement
s hieh we believe is essential in the long-run interest of these societies
will not come overnight. We have embarked on a ventgre which re-
quires that the Vnited States make unequivocally clear its intention to
stay the course.

B. DErrxirroNs

3'n addressing the issues raised by the new legi4ation we have con-
sidered it important to define certain terms and concepts so there would
be a greater degree of consensus inside and outside the Agency. While
these hake been described at length in an Agency paper entitled "The
Congressional Mandate . Aiding the Poor Majonty' (see appendix 5,
p. 63) issued on April 30, /97.5 ._several key elements are summarized
here. .

vino ARE THE POOR SP.A.rdarrr

Few officials in des eloped or developing countries have spent much
time on fiat 3uestion. perhaps feeling_that "you know the poor'when
you see them and that attention could more usefully go to designing
and implementing programs for people who are obviously poor by any
reasonable standard. We are sympathetic to this view and do not in-
tend to belabor the question, but the need to be sure of our focus at a
time when AID appropriations are particularly tight requires that we
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always have in mind what we want most to accomplish and for whom.
'A closer look at the charaderistics of the poor may suggest ways of
improving the effectiveness of AID programs.

- As an aid to characterizing the poor
of any one bench.short

ority. we use several rough
rks or standards of poverty. Falling

ma- it to place an individual in this vast group which totals
ovgr E46-0 million people bv our standards, or around three-fourths of
the total ,population of AID assisted countries, in some countries more
thin 90 pe)rent of the population is in this group, while in other better
off coditri0 the proportion is far lower.

In interpreting thesi benchmarks we stress the need to consider the
spirit Of IV legislative reform as precision will be difficult to achie:F,
for some tune given the frequent absence of reliable statistical data in
LDC's. This is especially so as these indicators are intended to apply to
varying Proportions of country populations, 3iot to countries as a
whole.

The following benchmarks are used
(a) Per capita income below $150 per year;
(b) Daily diet of less than 2,160 to 2,670 calories (depending on

the country) ;and
(el Several health indicators: life expectancy at birth of belOw

55 years, infant rnortaifty over 33 per 1,000 children aged 0 to 1,
birthrates over 25 per 1,000 population, or access to broadly de-
fined health services for under 40 percent of the population.

. t
HOW ARE AID'S TARGET GROVPS TO BE CHOSEN ?

Moving the poor majority beyond the poverty benchmarks noted
above would be an extremely expensive and lengthx process even in
optimal policy settings. Although we cannot 4a,v with precision, the
price tag for each year would most likely be a njultiple of the LDC's
present gross national product and the aid donors share well beyond
the realm of possibility. To suggest how large thejob is, with 5 percent
annual growth in real GNP and 2 percent annual growth in popula-
tion, per capita income would double only after 25 yearsassuming
steady application of needed resourcesand perhaps still fall short
of $150..

As AID's resource's like those of other donors and of the LDC's
are limited, it is normally impractical to think of AID-financed po-
grams affecting directly the entire poor majority in any country, much
less moving it beyorid the benchmarks in the near term. But wherever
possible. AID support must be part of a development approach con-
duci e broad-based systemic change. While AID financed programs
must attempt to reach large tiumbers of poor people, AID'S primary

. target group will often be a limited portior) of the poor majority in
each country depending on jts economic v0 social conditions, its ca-
pabilities and desires. and other considerations which determine the
programs yielding the most impressiveeberiefits at least cost. ATVs
programs will also be disigned to yield sec6ndary benefits to as many
as possible among tfie poor. and certainly to a% oid aorsening the plight
of the poorest. Once again we recognize the difficulty of tracing out
exactly viho)s affected by an activity and what the long tairge con-
sequences art, ,AID's Philippines mission is making a valiant attempt
to do so but finding it tough going.

15
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Iry pressing ahe.- .1 ith Liar new legislation. 'AID assistance focuses
on:

CV/4f e tra ,-ount rt:t4 Tt hose development policies we an
support and that eali utilize our assistance effectively ;

--ectneenbatinl (.74 At y ett: tom (focx1 And nutrition, population and
health, and edueation r affecting the basic well -being of the poor;

pror;d:7,y kty cfarepopi: his' (frequently in concert with other hi-
, lateral and nit..rilational ddriors) of development packages de-

signet to invoist and affect broad.segments of the poor majority,
thus multiplying the impact of our assistance;

--atApportaig aelect,d pilot programa testing new approaches with
potential for affecting many people., thus encouraging the ri-
in.entation needed to ads ance the arteof development. Above a
must be prepared to assume risks.

now mere 'T ML ST AIDS AESATANCE Ti) THE POOR MAJORITY RE/

While se do not believe that there is any serious misunderstanding
on this question. the frequent reference in committee reports and else-
whele,to, -dame a.-.sistaric,e to the poor majority suggest that a defini-
tive statement on thiS aspic woultthe usefult,.

AID,supportS and assists LDC agencies in planning, financing, im-
plementing, monitoring, and evaluating programs and projects which
promote development activities whichptunarily and directly deal with
the. problems of and art intended to benefit the poor majority.

AID therefore supports activities which directly benefit the poor
majoritr or support. tliiough assistance in planning and institution
buikling, Lilt' agencies that deal directly with the problems of the
poor majority. Almost invariably Ail) assistance would reach the
poor majority -not "directly" from U.S..gAvisors working with vil-
lagers. but through :

(a) public-or private intermediary institutions, and.
(b) advice leading to change in LI)C policies which, 41 several

sv ass, might improve benefits to the poor (for example, policies
which influence the availability of opportunitiestirfiluding em-
ploymentand the supply and cost of basic goods and services).

. wriaT is rite MEANING or "parricir,vriole

Des Aliment progress for the poor will hire ti*le-consuming sys-
temic change. Procrrann, (Host likely to su , and which receitiehigh-
est priority emphasis under the congressional mandate, and All)

. . . .
piney. are those MI ols ing the active and effective participation of the
poor in all facets of the development process. This is clearly not
simphuiropositicai tat implement, especially as it has important politi-.,
cal implirations. We shall refer to participation frequently in the
follov mg section of the report, but to briefly describe the participation
approarii toom staff we have used the following:

-i-Economie ben.;fits arc widely and significantly shared by the poOr
with the objeetive of narrowing the relative income gap between,
rich and poor, for example, the rt.-op which benefits small farmers.

Decisions cone.rp;ng th, act icities to be carried out are made,

.1 16
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preferably, by those benefited f or example, the poor), or if not,
at least with effective consultation and substantial acceptance by
tbcga benefited.

The activity in'tchicli they partici , ideally, a learning ez-
perience for benefited persons, increases_their technical
dolls and/or their capacity to organize for common purposes and -
for greater accei to the benefit s of development.

The poor make a aigniformt contribution in effort and resources
to the activities from which they barter:4 for example, through
per?:snal savings, or serving as members of local planning of: pror
act unplementatum .committees, or through actual project maple- ,
mutation.

The participation and coWitranstion of women should be explicitly
taken into account under the above-mentioned-considerations, foT
example, any of the above or other examples when the participants
RV women.

C. Pot= Swum
As anyone knowledgeable about economic development problems

will testify, there are a larp numrer of very policy choices
that must be made. While &me are the responsibility of the.country
receiving_assistance, we must also decide on the most sensible course
for the U.S. Government to pursue. Our support of a. participation
strategy concentrating on a few key sectors is an illustration of a
choice made. But there are many °other serious areas of economic, so-
cial and political policy that inevitably drive toward the core of na-
dontl development as we try harder to change traditional approaches.
This section will attempt to describe some of ms's work and thoughts
in key

I
'areas, recognizing that much is still nerve terrain to all of us.

.
.

. I. EMOTION' 103--700D AND 2. Lipr..4.102: 1

.; While entitled Food and Nutrition, in AID's view section 103 of the
is broadly interpreted in legislative history to consist of activi- ,

ties in support of rural production rather than simply agriculture
- with the emphasis on linkages between agriculturp, industry and

marketing:
`AID wovided only a fraction,--albeit occasionally, a large one --or

the foreign resources any LDC Uses, and it is the LDC'sown resources,4
and its own development policies that are the primary determinants
of development progress for ifs own people. Whenever possible, there-
fore, kW support must be part of a development approach conducive
to the broad-based systemic change needed to affect the lives of the .
poor. Barriers to development in the economy, society, and politic:349f
the LDC must be identified and a package of coordinated policies estab-
lished to remove or weaken those impediments. (AID-assisted ;sector
-analysis work is a major step in helping LDC's move in this direction.
Many Latin American sectonploans have been based on tufa:analyses.)
Not all governments have fully committed themselves to this task, but 4,

AID's assistance seeks to suppoit programs that contribute toward
expansion of such a broad-based view. (A fiscal year).* loan to
Nicaragua illustrates just such an effort.),

d s

:Sem appendix 3, p. 43, for a =nary trateateat of AID's ProgrFn to this atconat.

r
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A basic issue which we confront in the rural production area 'is
whether a small farmer strategy is consistent with our dual objectives
of increased food production and greater equity for the mass of rural
populations. The committee's report of October 25, 1974, recognizes
that there are pressures imposed by the current world fo6ct crisis that
might deflect agricultural development strategies away from small
fanner focus. AID strongly supports the small farmer strategy and
our fiscal year 1976 congressional presentation is replete with projects
which emphasize it (see appendix 3, p. 43 for illustrative list). But
the assumptions behind it. are not simple propositions and the evidence
for them is not entirely clear as yet. We believe that over the to term
the social benefits will be spread much more broadly' and food pro-
duction increased at, east as much by emphasizing the small farmer;
in the short term, however, there may be significant equity benefits to
the poor if larger farmers have greater immediate capacity toincrease
production more rapidly and if lower food prices result. ,Ad

There are ways of ameliorating this short-term large farmer ad-
vantage; one is the use of food aid to tide `over the need while small
farmers gain greater resoures, the other is to start immediately to
assure small farmer access to relevant physical and institutional
infrastructure.

The implications of these issues are significant for all AID pro-
graming in the rural area, abalysis of this complicated interrelation -
ship is underway. but there is clearly need for considerable additional
stud% and research. In the long 1-1tn, equity and an imprmsed quality of
life for the poor majority req'ilires that they have an opportunity to
irnprose their incomes by direct involvement in the productive process.
The sooner the effort is begun in a large way, the earlier the benefits
will accrue to the broad base of poor population in LDG's.

South Asia has the largest food deficit and thus is the largest single
factor in the world food unbalance. Our strategy there seeks the dual
objet, c es of increased food p_nicl u ction and greater access to the means
of production for the mass of the rural population. The committee's
report of October 25, 1974, recognizes that the World food crisis created .

a situation where the Agency cannot neglect the goal of helping coun-
tries feed themselves. South Asian countries have a large number of
mall landholders. in fact. they predtaninate in Bangladesh. Since
there is a considerable body of evidence to support the proppsition that
programs with a small. farmer focus have as much (wildpossibly more),
going for them o% er the long term as those which concentrate-only on
productionand neglect the small holder, there is rio question of con-
flicting goals in the long term.

The question is how much can be done for the small farmer in the
short term Risen the pressing need for higher production. Fbod aid
(that is. Public Law 480) clearly helps society tide over crisis periods
and permits the small farmer to retain his meager capital; technical
assistance can begin to help institutions develop but they will' play
a meaningful role in support of the small farmer only in a longer time
frame. Donor financing of needed agricultural inputs (that .is, fer
tilizer and pesticides) on an adequate scale is the key to closing.the
food ghp:

z-perience in South Asia over the past several years, after the
"Green Revolution" took hold and the small farmer came to use the

18
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new technology, indicates that a short supply of fertilizer affects the
sine] farmer more than the large because, notwithstanding South
Asian government programs for "fair distribution" of inputs the mar-
ket Rtice, which in periods of serious shortage means the "blackmar-
ket, rations supply to consumers with money (or credit) as against
those without. Consequently maintaining an assured and adequate
sitpply achieves the goal of "fair shares as well as that of higher
roduction. Therefore AID fu.ancing of fertilizer and fertilizer planti
Ia key' to having the small farmer get aece:s to supply'. If measures

re taken at the same time to create a liable distribution system which
reaches villages and remote areas, the combination will achieve pro-
Ruction and distribution goals. Institutional credit covers only a small

, :fractiton of total need and can be expected to grow only slowly. Our
techhical.assistance programs in South Asia include projects in agri-
cultural research and (rater management especially keyed to the need

' of small farmers which will support technokgical change.
In this connection we take issue with the interpretation of the legis-

lative reforms contained in the reoent Senate Appropriations Com-
mittee report. Underlying all of the committee's comments is the
apparent assumption that we should provide assistance under the food
and nutrition category "onll if we provide food directly to poor people
within the period of 1 year. The overwhelming implication is that the
food and nutrition category is an extension of the famine and disaster
relief category or the 'Public Law 480 program.: Such a definition
would present AID from supporting cooperatives, building up exten-
sion, research or irrigation capacities, focusing on pricing policies,
establishing training institutions, and so forth, all of which strengthen
and build the LDC's own ability to feed its'population adequately. The
major effect of the pursuit of the strategy recommended by the com-
mittee would be to perpetuate LDC dependence on food imports; AID
would be left in the position of treating the symptom rather than the
cause of hunger and malnutrition.

There is a great ,potential for increasing food pioduction in the
developing world given the low yields which prevail generally com-
pared with those obtained in developed countries but. more to the point,
also by small farmers in such countries as Taiwan, Japan, and Israel.
This effort to provide help to those who need it most will frequently
be a time-consuming and difficult process for major changes in rural
production systems will be required, Where food pro uction assistance
can have a relatively short payoffwhich in the best of circumstances
will seldom be within a single fiscal year w ell and good, but the thrust
of our development approach is "in direct support of the longer term
structural changes needed, to increase the productivity of the- small
farmer" (page 17, HFAC report 9.3-1471. OctiSber 1974). The House
reportand AID policy .strops that our "programs in support of
short term production increases in certain countries * * * [should be],

. kept to the minimum * * " (ibid.).
AID has not developedand probably will not attempt to dev6lop--

a specific worldwide standard against which to determine the precise
definition of a "small" farmer. There are sarying estimates of appro-
priate levels, but accurate figures on the minimal economic farm size
differ widely within countries let alone across national boundaries and
continents. The differing climates, quality of soil, rain-fed or dry
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land. croppmg pattv IL, and so forth all ,sen e to make rigid definitions
difficult. to sustain. Thus our project proposalS must now describe the
nature of the target group and its relationship to the total popula-
tion. The intent-1h this area as in all othersis clear: The concentra-
tion should be upon those who are among the poor majority, and there
should be a good chance that the project will, directly or indirectly,
spread to a wide portion of the population. This means that while an
occasional rich farmer may. conceivably benefit from improvements
made in the total system, thetprime focus is on enhancing the quality
of life of the poor farmer.

Realizing the potential efficiency of smaller production units re-
quires adjusting the main body of traditional development thinking.
One way to build on the inherent efficiency of small producers is to
reduce or remove the frequently negative-effect of LDC policies, sub-
sidies or compartmentalized bureaucracy, as in the area of wholesale/
retail crop price wntrols, interest rate regulations or Ministry of
Agriculture services. While this effort is, of course, principally the
responsibility of the LDC government, All) can and does encourage
local reconsideration of policies in the context of program or project
design. Thus.. an emphasis on overall economic efficiency and policy
planning is an important aspect of a participation strategy with sig-
nificant impact on poor farmers. AID's agriculture sector loans con-

,tam provision for 17.S. advice in this area as do the various specific
new and continuing projects in Korea. Nicaragua, Ghana, Kenya and
elsewhere. About P20 million in AID's fiscal year 1976 programnot
im luding sector loansare directed toward agricultural planning and
administration.

An example, of necessary institutional infrastructure is the estab-
lishment of systems and organizations designed to provide adequate
production credit at a fair price. But. investors are understandably
hesitant to put up funds in a relatively high-risk situation such as
when a small farmer borrows to purchase improved seeds or other in-
novative technology. If government regulations are amended to per-
mit somewhat higher but not usurous interest rates, development banks
can attract, more sabers, lend at a fair return and in so doing expand
and ultimately provide even greater credit resources Jo the labor
intensive modernizing agrichltural community. These higher interest
rates discourage larger farmers from forcing their witty into these pro-
grams yet provide small farmers credit at lower rates than currently
av adabla from local money lenders. AID plays an iniportairt role in
prov iding seed capital and technical assistance to expanding credit
institutions until they convincingly prove the benefits of these pro-
grams to investor awl borrower alike. There are many projects with
credit institution elements in AID's program, including activities in
Bolivia. the Dominican Republic, Kenya, 'Tanzania and Peru:

fi AID's guidelines on amen credit recognize thepotential for savings
by small farmers. A number of AID projects intrude savings stimula-
tion as one component and AID continues to strongly support the work
of CI NA (Credit Unions-National Assotiation) There is need for
better understanding of the potential for resource mobilization here,
however, and AID has underway a review of new policy statements
which will increase our emphasis on savings and link it to credit
programs.

2
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Adequate physical infrastructure is also an essential component of
establishing the small farmer as a viable producer. Where limited
physical infrastructure exists, it is usually theca farmer that bene-
fits for it is he who has the wealth or politial power to control it.
Thus, while AID is generally no longer providing support for major
infrastructure projects, we continue to be extremely interested in those
projects which provide the necessary local base for smallproducers to
increase their crops. Important examples are several iTgation proj-,
ects in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Korea. The capital in-
vestment associated with thesis labor *-rtensive projects should, when
combined with local institution sage the use of these resources,
provide major benefits to small farmers and the national economies. In
the Philippines, for example, the pilot program upon which our loan
is based estimates that within 2 years hen ly income will quadruple.

There will continue to be occasional large-scale infrastructure proj-
ects which AID will consider important enough to finance if they
contribute to overall agricultural production goals for the poor major-
ity. An example in the fiscal year 1976 program is the Senegal River
Basin development (OMVS) loan of $15 million, the first stage of a
coordinated multinational effort to regulate the waters of the Sahel
reg,ion. Major mainstream dams, irrigation works, port development
and basic infrastructure will ultimately be involved. .Especially in
Africa this need for AID to join with other donors in support of
critical major infrastructure may recur and should be consideredon its
merits. his indicated earlier in this report, page 4, African govern-
ments in particular are concerned that our emphasis in the new legis-
lation not prevent us from supporting worthwhile infrastructure
projecta.

Agricultural research is an expanding area of AID concentration.
A'new title XII initiative is proposed in this year's legislation to
enlarge U.S. participation in international food and nutrition research
efforts. Priority is given to research which will increase work on crops
and technologies which are must sulfable for the mass of small farmers.
In many cases, like our agriculture regearch loan in Uruguay, this
means concentration on applied research to transfer the technology
already developed elsewhere to meet the needs of growing food crops
in a particular area. While the grer..revolution has had substantial
impact on productivity in certain areas, it is 'also true that the is
much more to be done to assure that smaller producers benefit _more
directly from these and future nes crop varieties. Research will con-
centrate on improving yield potential and protein levels of the major
cereal grains rice, corn. wheat/barley and sorghum /milletsas well
as improving the disease resistance and yields of high-protein food

'legumesdry beans, soybeans, chickpeas, and cowpeas. Research is
also underway on new technologies such as alternatives to expensive
chemical fertilizers through improving the capability of crops to assim-
ilate nitrogen from the atiposphere.

AID` emphasizes the important link between the research and the
ultimate intended recipientthe small farmer. This is done in a given
country by building into the project an appropriate delivery or infor-
mation system via extension programs, radio bulletins, cooperative
meetings, field demonstration days, or audiovisual wilts. The outreach
of the international research institutes supported by AID is being

2'
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strengthened, while AID projects in LDC'sfor example, the Philip-
pinesstress the association between 'the' researcher and an effective
extension system. Of particular importance is theincreitsing emphasis
by the institutes and in AID projects on study of existing Ong
"systems" and how the new technology and/or systems can be m
to enhance benefits to small farmers and other groups among the rural
poor.

As indicated above,. AID believes that section 103 comprises the
whole range of services described as rural production. hi& develop-
ment planners, who tend to dichotomize natiohal development into
rural and urban aspects, fail to give sufficient attention to 'the im-
portance of market towns and other urban centers in serving the grow-
ing needs of people in rural areas. As a result, action programs for
rural development have failed to exploit the considerable and essential
contributions that these centers make.

There is growing awareness of the substantial interdependencies
between the urban and rural sectors, and good progress has been made
in identifyink the kinds. of general services and functions which are
required at various administrative and geographical levels to support
rural development.

In recent years, AID has paid insufficient attention to the relation-
ship between the producing area and the marketing and support
system, between the agricultural community and the sources of
employment-generating services it needs. Regional planning, an
important basis on which governments plan the appropriate relation-
ships between various population and production centers, is becoming
a strong feature of many LDC 5-year plans. Although AM has not
placed much stress on regional planning in a formal sense, there are
now a few projects that explicitly incorporate such concepts.. More
insight and more time are required to develop the mix

,
magnitude,

order of priority, and location of services at all levels and four different
patterns of agriculture. More practical information is needed also on
alternative designs and approaches for establishing these services, in
order to produce good projects. Papers have been prepared and cir-
culated to missions, and the importance and applicability of regional
planning gradually is being understood. Integrated area development
schemes have been startedfor . example, in the Philippines and
Nicaraguaand pilot projects are underway in several countries.

AID is increasing its assistance to the development of small market
towns as production centers in which to locate and strengthen appro-
priate smaller scale industries and service trades tied to the needs of
the dominant agricultural sector. Loans of this kind are underway or
planned for Panama, Peru, and Bangladesh. In the latter case, small
iron foundries are to be supported to permit the production of specially
designed hand irrigation pumps. In the two Latin American examples;
local municipalities are able to borrow for industrial and business
development. Rural electrification projects. reaching millions of people
in the Philippines and elsewhere have laid a good basis for future
small-scale industrialization. Recent loalis in Colombia, Central
America (LAAD), and West Africa are intended to promote small
agro-related industries.

But it is evident that AID is not yellwell staffed to engage in many
of the small industry areas or in regi&al planning and development.

2 2
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There are few experts in these areas. the varieties of .Nble al ills
are many; and while reliance on voluntary agencieg will be an imvor-
taut part of our effort, we are still feeling our way. There is obvious
need for more experimentation and effort here.

Technology transfer and adaptation cut across all AID'ssectors of
interest, but we recognize that it is important to do more in the search
for technologies especially appropriate to the rural villages and mar-
ket towns that service the rural ppor. Be ggss have been made in
the development of marketable agricultural imp ements, for example,
Bangladesh. AID is supporting several projects at expanding Ameri-
can research and development competence m appropriate tedanology
and in searching for better answers to specific problems, such as alter-
native and small-scale sources of energy that could be used in rural
areas. Work is underway on labor-intensive_construction techniques
that can be used for land improvemen-trfarm-to-market roads2 and
other cifil engineering projects. Appropriate technologies for utilities
in rural areas are also under study.. A TO has supported development
of commercially successful low-cost agricultural implements at the
International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines. Several mod-
els are being locally manufactured and sold to small -scale rice farmers.

But these efforts are at an early stage (despite the fact that there is,
much small farm technology lying around unused and untested), as
are also studies of the close interrelationship Qf technology and insti-
tutions. Whp benefits from technology may no in fact, be determined
by technology as such but by the, socioeconomic system in which it is
used AID will pay increasing attention to the institutional setting in
which technology is being introduced as well as the relevance of par-
ticular types of techniques for small production units. This is a rela-
tively new area for AID and most developing countries, and so we
shall both ne.. d to proceed on a learning by doing approach.

Nutrition.

As the fiscal year 1976 congressional presentation emphasizes, im-
proved nutrition may result from programs involving direct child-
feeding, food-fortification educatiun, on better nutrition practices like
longer lactation or improved weaning foods, .c,r other measures in the
nutrition field proper; agricultural or rural des elopment programs
that increase and diversify the supply of food a% ailableor which stim-
ulate agricultural production -so rural incomes rise enough to permit
additional food purchases; health and sanitation programs that im-
prove the efficiency of food utilization by reducing gastroenteric para-
sites and mitigating other diseases, and education programs that touch
directly or indirectly on nutrition.

Programs in the nutrition field proper have produced mixed results;
feeding programs are sometimes promising, but rr?ay not reaclitall the
needy, or they may provide too little additional food -to make a differ-
ence, or they may stimulate counterbalancing changes in distribution
of other food. Thud, AID, with particular help of the voluntary agen-
Cies, is seeking' wherever possible' to meld together, an effective nutri-
,Eidit strategy combinkg-all instruments:described above.

In a Ghana projectAection 103 funds finance technical assistan
training, and commodities while Public Law 480 title II administe
by ."luntatl agencies 'rill be used to promote maternal and _child
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health. In Chile-we have authorized a nutrition loan which will fund
both research studies arid a pilot nutrition program to reach the chil-
dren and young mothers of the poor majority. A similar 1976 loan is
proposed for Costa Rica.

Participation
-

This is an appropriate place to review severaliispects of the "p
Ration" _question, for while it embraces all dev elopment of the
FAA. it arises naturally in a discussion of the ruralasZeetlsopment
issues Subsumed under section 103. We have suggested in an earlier sec-
tion (p. 7) how we Arline "participation." In discussing the participa-
tion approach, we must be realistic as to the rate at which other na-
tions-are willing and able to adopt the many difficult political and so-
cial choices of the basic development strategy we advocate. This means

- that a rapid phaseclt of a-,..-sistance to nations solely because they donot
fully adopt this alpproach could be self- defeating in the long run. A.
pilot project consystent with the new directions in such a country inay
initiate a dial nd process, which could lead over time to major
changes in stra

Among the whir which we are concerned are the following:
Local in8tit, .We recognize that they are needed as part of

-the process of tang people involved. How much we can do, of course,
depends on go) inert policy --whether the government itself is em-
phasizing loca st it ut ions and, if so, is the government willing to have
Americans involved. Recent experience suggests that central govern-
ments are 1I141e4 likely to support economic organizations.rather than,
politicalfur-example, fanner cooperatives rather than effective local
gov ennient and an, more likely to accept external support in economic
rather than political/administrative organizations. .

The presence of niany cooperative projects in AID's program il-
lustrativv of this point and of the emphasis we place on enhancing the
access of small faimt rs to the essential services and supplies of the agri-
cultural sysiem. II 'bile co-op& have often not been successful, we be-
lieve that the strong central support shown for local activity through
sensible policy choices and real decentralization of decisionmakingwill
make various forms of community groups of this kind a key to the sue..
cess of the participatorrapproach.

Increasingly, our decisions on project funding will depend on the
degree to which participation at the local level is a reality. As we grow
more secure in our own minds as to the various forms appropriate to
local settingu w shall be able to do this more broadly. .

In the meantime we ha Fe supported several studies of local insti-
tutions government and' nc»igovvrnmAntand w ill continue to find
ways to gam p eater kno.lt age of real situations in order to define
and develop projects which will strengthen local participation. For
example, an AID-Supported rural works project represents Afghan-
istan s dist, t fforeto de,ccutralize decisionmaking to local communities.
Latin Ainerion count t\-21a ye been at work on this for somewhat
J.911ger ,1 1978. B9Ji i.t.proJtf:t wil).belp,crcate a.nd.Slrengt.411 some 200
small farmer ,xurimunity organizations and establish a cooperative
movement involving some 301) cooperative organizations.

Lawl tenure.W( re, -ignize the ii.kportance of laud tenure to effec-
tive participation of the pour aid to incicased production; we are also

Z4.
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aware of the sensitive political character of this subject. We haire been
associated with several reform programs in the past and continue to
help provide the best available advice and research support on the
technical aspects of land reform. (Several instances are noted in this
ear's Congressional PresentationSummary Book, p. 34.) The AID-

, I : University of Wisconsin land tenure center is a, unique
reso,

But is clear that there are many nations Which have not yet con-
cluded that reform of the land owning or tenant systems are politi-
cally possible, economically desirable or administratively feasible..
AID is reviewing carefully, what we might be able to do in such cases
to improve the tenure position of tenants, sharecroppers, and the rural'
landless as well as farmers with fragmented, marginal holdings. This
is an extremely delicate area; it is also central in certain cases to the
effective involvement of the poor majority in agricultural life other
than as underpaid laborers. In certain extreme cases we may have to
simply avoid supporting otherwise sensible agricultural programs be-
cause of failure to settle the tenure issue. In most cases, however, step-
by-step improvements should be possible. The recently approved $15

imillion agricultural sector loan in Nicarapa illustrates what we bee,
lieve can be done through careful integration of many programs. The
Philippines is doing important worlf in this area with AID assistance:
In Liberia, the Government has developed a land tenure system satis-
factory to the IBRD and AID as the basis"for a joint rural develop-
ment program in Lofa County.

Employment.An obvious and important ingredient of the partici-
pation strategy is an emphasis on labor-intensive approaches to devel--
opment. Employment IX the main way in,'which -the poor majority
obtain the means to improve their health and basic standard of living.
AID's policy determination No. 48 of October 2,1912 laid forth AID's
basic view on this subject, which has been expanded upon in subsequent
documents. Agency experience makes clear that employment and It
equity considerations must be raised at the very beginning of project
development if they are to be effective. As a result of dear guidance
statements, Agency training programs, incorporation of stronger pro-
cedures in project documentation requirements, and further research,
there are now several projects underwayand others plannedwhere
the primary objective, is increasing productive employment oppor-
tunities as well as raising output. The National Employment:Planning
Project in Latin America, a "pick and shovel.' project to increase the
effectiveness of labor-intensive feeder road construction in Colombia,
a pilot project in Kenya on labor-intensive road construction tech-
nologies2 and rural public works projicts in Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Indonesia, and Yerrien are illustrative.

For many among the poor majority, the chief.emplOyment problem
is not finding work but making existing employment more productive..
This includes small. farmers and artisans, traders and industrialists
who are self employed rather than wage laborersAlus, AID'S empha-
sis on small farmers and rural development seeks to increase produe-
time employment, programs in nut ritioh, education, and health help to
increase the individual s capacity for productive employment.



Women in Develokrnent

An essential ingredient of the participation approach to develop-
ment has been highlighted by section 113 of the Foreign Assistance
Actthe need to give particular attention to programs which tend to
integrate women into the economies of develqping nations. AID's
progress in implementing this-element of the new -legislation is de-'
sctibed in the fiscal v ear 1976 Congressional Presentation Summary
Book (pp. 87-88). Vir-e now require that all AID project proposals
address this important. issue, but we that there is much time
and effort needed before this concept will fully accepted in develop-
ment thought and action. The International Women's Year activities
should direct worldwide attention to the possibilities and make up for
lost time in engaging women more deeply in all aspects of development
programs, and Ail) ulissions and central offices are now ,proposing
prhojects in all categories of assistance which specifically attempt to do

2. SECTION 104POPVLATION PLANNING AND imams 2

Some efforts to improve health in the LDC's have succeeded dra- -
matically, particularly efforts to eradicate endemic diseases or im-
prove personal hygiene and sanitation. But funds have also gone to
curative seriices, which have not generally resulted in as broe.dhealth
changes as other measures might have. Too often developing countries
have aimed to establish sophisticated health services even if they
served only a few people. Thus most of the ?boor are still beyond access
to any but traditional health services and without the clean water or
rudimentary sanitation essential to reasonable health. For theni, life
expectancy remains low , sickness and death, particularly among the
young, remains very common. ..

Increased attention is now being given to determine the most effec-
tive means of modifying the whole system of policies and conditioxv
that may account for the most common threats to health among the
poor. Improved health conditions require coordination of private and I

public programs, including those AIDassists, in sanitation and water,
nutrition, family planning, personal hygiene, health services proper,
as vs ell as economic and social measures. An effective package that an
LDC could fihAnce with current resources is possible -if reliance is
placed on inexpensive wayssuch Lis upgrading traditional practi=
tionersof encouraging the poor to modify their practices now condu-
cive to ill health. Thus the active participation of potential benefici-
aries also emerges as-the keystone of new approaches in improving .
health.

AID is now assisting 25 low-cost health delivery programs as coin-
pa d with only 1 in 1Q71. For example, a loan has recently been
a roved for Korea which provides support for an ingovative health

v.ery ..researek and-demonstration projept. A heath developthent n
corporation, a semiautonomous body to be created by the project, will
be responsible for planning research andaperational aspects of the
demonstration under direction of a national health council which rep-
resentsresents various mi istries and 4her interestssuch as agricultural

See appendix 3 ((2 section 104), p, 48 or asummary statement of AM's Program
In this amount.
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cooperatives and universitim Other research and analysis com-
ponents as well as evaluation will be conduciect through a secretariat
operating as an arm of the Economic Planning Board. these are
unique features for health delivery projects, stressing a g:reat degree
of autonomy for the new organization and the need for broad-based

der public and interrniniAerial participation in the projects funded under
the loan. We hope this will be a model for other efforts elsewhere.

It will not always be easy to &chime the. full integration of health
and family planning

E

delivery systems. While AID encourages their
DMfilm). (as, for example, in the Danfa project in Ghana and the
S--deNelopment and evaluation of integrate delivery sys-

temsexperiments in Thailand and Ecuador), this issue is often the
subject of serious domestic political or bureaucratic considerations
over which AID can sometimes have little influence. We will continue
to support separate family planning programs, including,efforts Of
private organizations, if that seems the most sensible short-term
course, for substantial economic and social progress will be possible
only if population growth abates.

Without doubt AID's population program has been a.powerful cat-
alyst in achieving international lecog,nition of the population growth

problproblem

and understanding of the need for action. Ten years ago, theem
Stated was the major donor in this field. Today 13 other de-

veloping nations carry out bilateral programs and provide support for
international organizations, such as the L.N. Fund for ,Population
Activities (UNITA), and age,incies such as the International Planned
Parenthood Federation (IPPF). Total donor resources directed
toward this problem are now hovering around $240 million a year.
While the LDC's are putting increasing amounts of their own meager de
resources into the task, the total world effort is still clearly inadequate.
For example, requests from developing countries to L'INFPA afone
doubled in fiscal year 1975.

Ten years ago, few LDC's considered rapid population growth as
a major fader in their national development planning. Today over 100
LDC's have alread'y started family planning progrirns or are prepar-
ing to act. There is evidencp that these efforts have helped reduce pop-
ulation groWth in such countries as Korea, Taiwan, the Philippi es,
and Singace

Since it began a decade ago AID's population program has con
trated its skills and resources on creating the basic infrastructure and
a strong manpower base to build the momentum in the drive to re-
duce population growth. The program has worked to:

-LTD:mote-worldwide understanding of the population problem and
its impact on development; -

Encourage creation of family planning programs through volun-
tary national and multVateral efforts; and
Provide technical and institutional support for development of
family planning prograrrd.

In the next few years. AID's assistance effort will be marked by
four major emphases:

Expanded support for family planning information programs,
improved .administrative and management systems, manpower
training, and examination of the impact of social and economic
factors on, fertility;

27
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Increased integration with other deyeloplent progranis, [Artie-
.

ularly health slid nutrition initiatives in rural and poor `Urban
ELMS;

7L--Increased collaboration with other bilateral donors, the World
Bank, UNFPA., and WHO: and

.Stimulation of increased support of other donors to help meet
the rapidly intreasmg demands for contraceptive supplies which
our program is now no longer able to provide.

Reasonable ccess to safe and effective_J amity planning services
and informatio is essential and remains a primary purpose of AID
population p m fund inp AID is working to help develop a vari-
ety of effective vpes of family p services, invo*igating oppor-
tunities for distributing services throw commercial chgrrneIs (for ex-
ample, Jamaica, Bangladesh, Indonesia) as well as through public
health systems. Increased attention, is also going to developing innova-
tine information and education programs relying on both modern and
traditional media. .

But people may be content with fewer guldren maly.if changes
in economic structure remove the advantage many parents now see
in large families and as changes in society open new options for
women. In this context, a radical reduction in infant death rates as
well as improvements in personal nutrition, health, education and so
forth will be required if substantial improvements in living standards
are to become realistically feasible. Increased attention in the popu-
lation program is being given to exploring how currently operating
policy measures and socioeconomic conditions influence attitude on
family size, and what policies might work in conjunction with firmly
planning services and information to encourage smaller families. The
cost of such research and pilot programs is row but the lohg-term
benefits may be substantial. In our population program as a whole
increased attention is going to determining the most cost effective
means of reducing fertility on both the "supply" and "demand" sides
of the question.

3. SECTION 105EDUCATION AND FTU3fAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

In .a world of plenty," education" may connote literacy and wide
learning, truth for its own sake .es well as a means to progress. In a
world of want, education must unfortunately of necessify be something
far more restrictive and practicalas to improving
standards rather than an end in itself. A definet "minimum prac-
tical education" to be that body of knowledge, attitudes, and skills
necessary to effectively contribute to and participate in a developing
society and economy. Education should help equip LDC citizens to
cope with their most pressing problems--hunger, ill health, and a lack

1pf more productive employment.
Minimum practical education. varies with the ituations people face.

What is essential to effective participation differs dramatically among
,and within countries. We seek to identify learning needs, and select
and try out the most promising alternative means for meeting those
needs, including b9th formal and nonforinal programs.

'See 11,1,eflat 3, (<3 f,ection 105). p. 53 for a mammy statement or AID's program
fa, this acconot.
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Where resources are very short, where lifestyles severely limit ac-
cess to formal education, or under other circumstances, programs to
increase literacy may or may not be the most effective means of en-
abling more people to contribute to and participate in development.
Even the U.N.'s worldwide target of "universal primary education"
may be an inappropriate target, at least in some countries present
circumstances.

The proper form and channel for education assistance will vary
depending upon the circumstances. While we believe most traditional
methods are too expensive to meet the mass needs outlined above, there
may be exceptions; universities play an importnt role in many coun-
tries, and can be more c)osely linked to development needs than they
often are, most of assistance will, however, be concentrated on
work at a lower level closer to the immediate needs of the poor ma-
jority. As is clear from our view that a minimum practical education
should relate closely to the learning needs of other sectors and from
the illustrations in the congressional presentation the channels of as-
sistince may well be farmers ergaiizations, health groups, the school
system, or others.

Thus, we support new approaches, including nonformal learning
programs that do not rely upon literacy for providing important in-
formation to rural people, and the use of communications media ( with
existing teachers serving as monitors) to extend incomplete, two or
three grade primary schools in the rural areas to the full five or biz

es.'grad
Experimentation must go forward on all fronts in human resources

development. Nationatiyucigets in I.DC's commit as much as one-fifth
of their resources to the formal schools, and cannot easily be stretched
to permit farther expansion as school -age populations increase, par-
ticularly in the rural areas of the poorest countries. Nonformal educa-
tion approaches, to which AID turned its attention in 1970, are being
closely studied and trial operations are being sspported in a number
of countries. -

The nonforraal education thrust of section 105 shows up in all three
Apf the main functional appropriations. Farmer training is included in
pection 103 projects in several countries, among them Tanzania, Phil-
ippines, Nicra, Peru, and the Sahel. A comrhunity approach to
health and fame yplsuaning education is included in a nurhber of sec-
tion 104 projects. Such training programs are no less important to the
achievement of mandate objectives than projects funded under this
section.

Activities funded under section 105 include the use of radio as a
way of reaching rural populations in Nepal, Paraguay and several
Central Ainerican countries; a practical approach in vocational skills

straining in Ghana, Kenya. the Sahel countries, Nepal, Nicaragua,
Panama, Afghanistan. and Swaziland a new correspondence curricu-
lum at the secondary level in the Dominican Republic, and decentral-
ized school administration in Bolivia, Panama, and Peru.

It is absolutely clear that we must enhance our efforts to improve
the administrative capacity of Government and. development institu-
tions at all levels (a task force report on this topic is now being com-
pleted). This is especially true as we move more deeply and rapidly
in attempting to strengthen developing country programs in support

-,t9
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of thiniewaloor majority. The provision of training opportunities and
advice in public ion, project design and apprai-

sal planning, management and so forth straingthen the vital human
resource J*ase on which national development programs must build

2Co ste-s7, quick or inexpensive systems now exist or are likely to be
developed, although exper.mental approaches are being tested. Much
of our current support in this area is part of specific projects funded
wider other, functional categories, but the 1976 congressional pre-
sentation does contains. number of projects primarily focused on ad-
ministration, particularly in Africa.

AID's participant training program is an important tool in helping
sLDC's improve the technical and general capabilities of their man-
power. {About 7,500 participants will be programed in fiscal year
1976.) Seliction of participants and muses of study must be con-
sistent with AID development priorities andior AID - financed proj-
ects in agricultural/rural development, population/health, and the
education,'haman resources area itself. Training to improve the com-
petence of Government administrators in such areas as development
administration is, as we have noted, often a prerequisite to further
LDC growth. AID policy encourages the training of w.omen, especially
In nontraditional fields, and urges. the .use of training generally to
support greater popular participation in LDC development.

4. arcrius 106 --SELECTED DEVELOPIEMNT PP:WM& 4

As the committee is aware, the Agency has made major strides in
focusing our programs on the three highest priority categories. This
is particularly reflected in this account which in the fiscal year 1976
request amounts to $47 million as compared frith $220 million in 1973.
The list attached at appendix 2, page 11 suggests how many projects
which would fit into this category have been turned"urned liway in the tast
couple of years. We reiterate, however, that AID will wish on oecisnifi

. to provide support to essential infrestructure'projects after careful
examination of all alternatives. They will be few in number and
judged individually in terms of their importance in reaching the poor
majority.

There are in our 1976 presentation important activities which de-
serve support but are somewhat outside the principal categories
post-disaster reconstruction; transportation; industry, energy, science
and technology, urban development and housing; program develop-
ment; and the stimulation, of reimbursable technical assistance. Each
of these is detailed in the 1976 congressional presentation but it is
worth examining in slightly m 're detail the growing importance of
urban development

While much of AID's emp d that of the Congressis on
the rural poor, there should no assumption that we disregard the
large and increasingly impo nt problems of the urban- poor. The
largest and poorest majority of people in developing countries still
resides in rural areas; nevertheless, an ever-increasing proportion is
located in urban Areas. (In Lain America, for example, the percent-
age of the urban population is equal to or greater than that of the rural

4 See appendix 3 ((4) &celiac 106). p. foe for a^ carmary atateiotai of AID's Programs
is this account. . ,
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population.1 Adding to the natural population increase in citiesan
increase which is even more pronounced in rural areasis the rural-
urban migration flow which is fed by real and differences
in opportunity. The dichotomy between 'rural" an `.'urban" is fuzzy
at best, given the dynamics of the ebb and flaw of po6r people between
rural and urban areas and the more rural-than urban character of
many of the nonmetropolitan urban vergers in developing countries.

As indicated above, section 103 permits a wide latitude of t;
in the rural area, including the deg elopment of small-scale industry
and services at the small market town level. Beyond this, there is
clearly a great deal of AID support ongoing in health, populat;bn,
and education areas that affects the urban poor, and this will continue.
The bulk of our efforts, bowel er, will remain in the rural agricultural
areas.

With our urban development policy determination several yearsago,
we decided not to make the urban sector an artitcrf program concentra-
tion, although a small AID,'W office was established to develop. in
agency capacity to take account of the urban aspects of development
and to respond as appropriate. This policy determination is being
reviewed, and it is evident that a broadened agency mandate on the
urban r and on the areas of overlap between rural development
and u development will be forthcoming.

A closely related area is the housing guarantee prograni. AID'S
goal in the shelter sector is to assist LDC"s to develop the institutional,
technological and financial capabilities to provide shelter under rea
sonable conditions, particularly for the poor majority. While in the
past, housing project,; ha; e more often than nut resulted in improved
housing for -somewhat better off economic groups, the program's em-
phasis is now on meeting needs of the lower income groups. Housing
guaranty funds are considered most appropriate for more advanced
LDC's or for those whose balance of payments prospects permit re-
payment of such financing. Where consistent with LDC and .A.ID
priorities, development loans or grants may also be used selectively,
usually in conjunction with housing guarantee funds, to finance LDC
housing which will permit AID to achieve a more direct impact on the
housing needs of lower income groups, facilitate the borrower's
ceptance of the concept of nunsubsidized low income housing, or assist

"-in the design and implementation of low income housing.

5. SECTION 1 0 7SELECTED COUNTRIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

While this category represents but a small portion of AID's fiscal
year 1976 request--$32 million or 3 percent of the functional accountscounts
it is a very important one as three fourths of it supports centrally
funded private and voluntary organization (PV0) activities. (While
the category is intended to include "assistance in support of the .geueral
economy of recipient countries:* no program Johns were made m fiscal
year 1975 and none ire proposed for fiscal year 1976.)

The PVO's, long active overseas in rOlief programs, are now eager to
apply their experience to a broad range of flevelopment activities. To
support this evolving emphasis, a growing number of private and col-

fa tsee 3 ((5) oketioa 107), p. 59 for a yoromary stitemsesit of AIM programs
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untary organizations_are adding specialized technical skills to existing
staff capabilities for long-tertodevelopment efforts.

AID accordinglY has:
Assisted private and voluntaryorganizations in expanding the

size and scope of their overseas programs;
Involved additional private and voluntary organizations in de-

felopment assistance programs;
Enhanced the capacity of private and voluntary organizations to

plan, implement, and evaluate development assistance activities in.
developing countries; and

Encouraged cooperation among private and voluntary organiza-
tions in program planning and execution.

As AID has moved into a new era of expanded cooperation with the
PVO community during the past ear, channels of communication
have been widened with dialog and consultation. Since
April 19742 in concert with_ tie Advisory Committee on Voluntary
Foreign Aid (AC V.FA), AM has sponsored several workshops on
policy, administrative and procedural questions associated with plan-
n.ing and execution of voluntary agency development activities. A
similar workshop on Public Law 480 title II programs was also held..
Other new approaches, such as consortia arrangements among PVO's,
are being encouraged to achieve more innovative use of financial and
manpower resources. Other current efforts to assure PVO support in
the participation style of development include admission of PVO pro-
gram administrators and other staff in AID training courses on proj-
ect design, management and evaluation. Special training courses for
PVO executive program and field staff are now in the planning

In fiscal year 1975, another initiative .min two new grant
nisms was launched to strengthen the development role of PVO's.
These grantsthe development _program _grant (DPG) and the
operational program grant (OPG) respond to congressional intent
to help PVO's function independently m.clevelopment p Ap-
proximately $10.5 million of fiscal year 1975 funds was for
such gfants as part of a concerted AM effort to tap this greatsource

ski ed overseas experience. $15 million is reserved for similar pur-
poses in fiscal year 1976.

The DPG concept is intended to help AID draw upon the
desire of PVO's to function independently by enhancing PV ability
to plan, manage and evaluate development. activities consistent with
the flew foreign assistaqe legislation. These grants will expand PVO
capabilities at their headquarters and ultimately in their field. pro-
grams over a 3- to 5-year period. Twenty-four PVO's are receiv-
mgsuch grants in fiscal year 1975.

The OPG con'eept was created to stimulate greater direct PVO in-
volvement in planning aril implementing their own innovative projects
which concentrate on the basic development problems affecting the
poor majority. An important hypothesis will be tested through these
field programs. That successful private organization programs can cbe

extended under varying conditions without sacrificing the independent
'character of private programs and their eness to the needs of
poor pedple. -six,PVO's received suc grants in fiscal year 1976.

53,316 0 4 32: .
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DI PROCEDURES

CHANtp:G AID SltaZIES ACM PEOCLIMLE

The committee's October 1974 report suggested that AID needed
a mare system" and _ornpreherz...ve of mechanisns aesioLp ed to
affect the prograrainz pror:et.1,-. While we do not disagree on the need
'Mr ur.provemeritz. AID .ha, had s.i.:11 a system for some time. A sub-
gantal modifica`,..on and impro;entent of the system is. however;

Rede.---..gr. nor;; began early kr 197: when the Agency em-
Larked' on a refono :.,an conctrate foreign aid more squarely on
3:43z of basic human reeds. huCrt-r.rierir.g streaplining and updat-
ing the Inaamery ha_ pra..-pscded with particular intensity during the
past 1...! month:, A tomprehensibt framework for.development and
modifitior. of poii,-..es and procedures, now -emerging., is dignecl to
provide a ready :nean.s iits-u.r.n.g :omplianm. with the aid Ohjectives
and assistance approaches ,contained in tht 1973 Foreign Assistance
Act. This frarrifwork :I:usrated graphically in the chart facing
this page and .ts processes briefts described in the narrative which
follows.

Much prpgre.c.an now be reported on the actual restructuring of
Ain's planning, busigeting, project design, review and approval, im-
plementation, financial, evaluation and information systems. A large
part of the progress is undramatic yet essential to the efficient manage-
ment of a program focused on the emphases of the new legislation.

PLANNUtiG

The .planning base for country programs is the Development Assist-
ance program Asper (DAP) which is intended to.provide multiyear
AID strategy for each AID country or subregional groupng. DAP's
are now in hand from nearly.#11 countries. While they refle differing
mission capacities and degree of All) iinvolvement in each cotmtry,
they provide in both their strategy anFl sector assessment sections a
broad basis on which to consider annual budget requests and specific
project proposals. Significant internal discussion has ben stimulated
by the DAP's and they provide a valuable opportunity to reap..11 a eon-

, census on the programing implications of the 'congressional mandate
in each country. Even so, DAP guidance is being revised to gave
greater attention to the nature of the AID target grotipp and their
primary development needs, to cooperating country policies with re-
gard to these groups and to the establishment of benchmark criteria
for measuring improvements. In addition, the Agency is developing
new processes to integrate more fay AMID 's research programs
its new operational program thrust.

(25)
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BUDGETING

DAP's provide the background and rationale for basic budget de-
cisions; at the same time the budgeting process. is being .utihzed to
verify 'the continued validity of individual DAP strategies, partic-
ularly- as they relate to the problems of the poor majority. Projects and
numbers contained in the annual budget submission provide the ma-
terial for a careful review of programs at the regional and central
level. Moreover. in recognition of the long-term nature of the develop-
ment task and the need to assure cooperating countries of a, longer-
term AID commitment when they undertake bask reforms, the Agency
is exploring ways of attaining multiyear funding for grant projects
comparable U., that provided for loans.

PROTECT 8T8TE3(

The in on of AID's formerly separate loan and grant system
has reduehe three oategories of traditional AID, ssistance (techni-
cal, capital and program) to two (project and nonproject) and re-sulted in an entire new design. review and approval system, more
closely integrated with the budget process and focused on problem
solving rather than source of financing. The new system. following 6
months of field testing, went into effect on April 23. It incorporates
the use of modern management systems techniques in project desip
(the logical framework) and to assist implementation planning, (the
project performance tracking network chart). 'Social soundness and
beneficiary- analysis have been formally introduced as general require-
ments of project feasibility analysis,Aying the design and review proc-
ess directly to the task of assuring compliance with .gency policy and
the congressional mandaea. New guidelines on the duration and phas-
ing-of projects are also being issued to tie into thenew design system,

_emphasizing the need to delineate achievable project goals within a
manageable time frame. -

There are three basic documents in the new system . Project identifi-
. cation document (PID) ; project review paper (PRP) ; and the defini-

tive description and appraisal, the project paper (PP). The PID is a
short alert document designed to get project ideas on the table. It can
be submitted at any time and serves to justify an arxis.ity'i inclusion in
the annual budget submission. It should be consistent with and flow
logically from the programing framework established by the DAP.
The PRP is a fuller document used to determine whether to proceed on
to a full project paper and whether to include the activity in the con-
gressional presentation. Prepared by the AID field mission with the
active involvement in many cases of the host country, the PRP and PP
will describe and analyze in detail the beneficiaries (initial and ulti-
mate) of the project. The PRP's social analysis will identify and
evaluate potential societal impediments to succe4s, et cetera, what pat-
terns would need to be changed, what segments of society may be ad-
versely affected, could any group other than th,...intended'beneficiaries
take the project over, di% ertmg its benefits to their own use? The social
analysis section also focuses on increasing the role of women in eco-
nomic activities. ,
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AID recognizes that there is no widely accepted technique for this
of analysis, but we believe it is essential to begin asking these and

related questions if we are to be sure of reaching the AM's pool- ma-
jority target population. Our current capacity to do successful benefit
incidence analysis varies from country to country but like all other
development agencies is generally limited. The subject is a complex
and difficult technical matter and AID is just learning how to ap-
proach it. Most LDC governments are not enthusiastic, and there are
few knowledgeable experts in this area. We believe the processof im-
proving our capacityand that of the LDC'swill be slow but ex-
tremely important to pursue.

PROJECT REVIEW AND APPROVAL

We have made a major effort,to intensify project review in order to
assure responsiveness to the new legislation. This system requires re-
view at three steps in the project developmentprcoriess: Project identifi-
cation,. preliminary project analysis, and final project appraisal.

Regional bureaus have prime responsibility for project reviews but
the Agency's central review office participates actively in an effort tut
establish high standards of central policy emphasis without discourag-
ing project individuality. Selected projects are reviewed carefully at
the Administrator or Deputy Administrator leveL Interi3ureau review
committees now pay special attention to the technical and socioeco-
nomic analysis called for by the emphases of the new legislation.

While this process has particular releyance to new project pro"
the Agency is also attempting to revise ongoing projects initiates) prior
to the 1973 legislation. The operating bureaus, in conjunction with .
central review office, are undertaking a detailed review of ongoing
grant-funded projects (this has already been completed for loans)
with particular attention being given to thoSe projects which have been
underway for 5 years or more.

We have been able to initiate these new systeingwithout delaying
the project development cycle. Projects particularly responsive to the
new directions usually deal,with largely uncharted territory and are-
both difficult and complicated, but special efforts made in the past
year to speed up the review and approval process have helped move
the system along with reasonable speed. It is obvious, however, that it .

takes longer and is more difficult to design and develop' to final ap-
proval stage a complicated small farmer organization project than a
program loan or large infrastructure project. We assume that, with
greater experience and the successful operation of pilot projects; future
projects should be easier to put together and implement. The Agency
maintains its commitment to thorough analysis as a principal means
of improving project design and so no special tracks have been estab-
lished for "mandate" projects (with the exception of smallunder
000,000projects and private and voluntary organizations grants)

PROGRAM EVALUATION

We are giving particular attention to program evaluation as a
means by which project managers in the field can measure progress
toward planned targets and search for causal factors affecting success



or "railnre. Most of our evaluation effort is carried on in the field
where the results can be fed directly into program management deci-
sions and into plans for new projects. The Agency's program evalua-
don effort is being expended and improved in several waft..

The .Agency now requires, as a condition of approval, that all proj-
ect designs incorporate evaluative elements (for example baseline data,
verifiable targets, progress indicators, and explicit designassumptions)
as well as an evaluation action plan.

The evaluation system is be extended to cover all programs and
projects including development loans, Public Law 480, et cetera, with
evaluation methodology and requirements tailored for the characterls-

'tics and-decisionmaking needs of each class of projects.
The experimental nature of ofir mandate activities requires increased

knowledge about the impact of our activities on brans program g
goals and on specific target populations, as well as prompt feedback of
our experience into.planning. Such impact evaluation is difficult and
costly. Consequently we have launched a study to see whether simple
meth can be formulated to permit evaluation of the developmental

df AID - supported protects, that is,4:he infitience'and contribu-
tions of our assistance on broader sector and national development
goals. This effort also is inteAded to develop improved design methods
for delineating the hierarchy,Xf objectives and developmental change
to which the individual project will Contribute. These mcludg
in institutional capacity, changes in the structural relationshipsw
a sector, impact on target group productivity and benefits.

Our review and approval process now requires thit the project
designer demonstrate that he has examined and given appropriate
consideration to evaluation findings from similar .projects and pro -
grams elsewhere. To support this requirement, two initiatives are now
in train. Fiist, an Agency, task force is formulating a development
information system which is intended to assess, distill, and deliver to
the reviewer both substantive evaluative findings and state-of-the-art
technical information for decisionrnaking! Second, the Agency plans
an increased.number of expostevaluation studies of mature and com-
pleted projeCts to expand the data base of the development information
system. In -Latin America, Africa, and other parts of the .Agency,

mpioneering efforts have been made to evaluate the impact of AID pro-
grams on poor people, for example, intercountryevaluations of agri-
cultural sector programs, small farmer organization programs, educa-
tion sector loans., et cetera.

The Agency is also experimenting with new indicators and other
measurement techniques to see what changes ocpur in the lives of the
target populations propose to affect. Thw'special tools are being
developed in connectidn with individual projects and we are examining
the .bility of wider applicatidn.

e Agency'sprogram of design and evaluation seminars has been
iexpanded both n the field and AID/W to assure that AID direct-

hire, contract, PASA, grantee. and cooperating country officials are
able to apply proven design and evaluation concepts and methodologies.

MANAGEMENT INFOR3fATIONv SYSTEM

AID's management information systeni is being overhauled to pro-
vide more usable and timely information, with particular emphasis



on monitoring Agency response to the congressionalniaJidate. Work
has just been completed on a proposed new activity numbering and
classification system for fiscal year 1976 instillation te, support *new
information system. The classification systems provides for a 'la ur-
pose code which is related to the new appropriation structn7e an
which will facilitate management monitoring of the turnaround of
the AID program. A country program data bankto include data
on other donor activitydesign has been approved in principle. Pro-
posals are being developed to change the financial information System
to better support other information systems. A revised project report-
ing system has been approved in principle and work is underway to
focus nonfinancial reporting on key events or key indicators. A study
has been approved to consider the feasibility Of establighing an Auto-
mated data bank of economic and social indicators. All. are directed
at providing management with the tools to assure that AID programa
aredesign a n t i ed out effectively and to provide the informatiOn
necessary to demonstrate the results of .AID's programs.

J
sinocesi

The major Agency processes are shown di 'tally, as they
interact, in the chart on page 25. The bulk of t e ni6aifications to the
management system are now in place; all elements are to be fully
operational not later than fiscal year 1977. As a procedural, system it
appears well suited to our heeds. However, even an excellent system, .
will not succeed without clear policy guidance, such as is being pro-
vided via policy statements, definitions, and conceptual framework
papers supporting implementation of the congressional mandate.
Twenty -seven of these have already been issued thus far, 18 others are
in process, and another 18 are projected. Nor will a perfectly designed
procedural system succeed .without effective project management, at
elf levels in AID/Washington and in the field. This is the job of our
management information.system and of seasoned, experienced leader-
ship and staff.

All of the above enumerated changes in AM's systems should im-
pact significantly on our ability to assure that the considerations which
are central to a participation strategy of development are integral in
every aspect of AID operations. We will be pleased to provide addi-
tional background and detailed description on any of the above pro-
gram management systems if the committee wishes.

TRAININV AND EDUCATION IN TERMS of TEM MANDATE

The committee has urged that "every AID professional employee
with any effect on the planning, programing, implementation or
evaluation of the Agency s development aid programs be thoroughly
exposed td the basic ideas behind the reforms."The Agency has focused
on three major apprciaches to this task which we too believe to be of the
utmost importance.

POLICY 13TATziaNT8

More than 60 policy statements and Conceptual framework papers
intended to explain and support implementation of the congressional
mandate have been identified as necessary. This list attached. at appen-
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dirt page 61 should be.considered a dynamic and changing list which
is bing refined over time. Items are added or deleted as appropriate.
Included in the nearly half of these already issued are papers dealing
with such topics as: "Aiding the Poor Majority," "Working Defini-
tions of Essential Mandate Concepts." "Integration- of Women into
National Economies," and "Expanded AIDPVO Relationships";
global policy statements and sector guidelines for rural development,
health, nutrition, education, and population, and descriptive guidance
establishing a revised roject system and some other essentialslements
of the restructured AW program management system.

Still in process or projected are guidance papers dealing with topics
such as rural producpon, land tenure, savings mobilization, relation-
ships Pf rural infrastructure to agricultural production, risk avoidance
for the small farmer, appropriately scaled technologies, ongoing in-
novations in low-cost health delivery systems, et cetera.

While the list. doffs not include AID's congressional presentations
for fiscal year 1975 and 1976 or reports of th.i various congressional

_committfes concerned with AIDIegislation these are important edu-
cational materials widely circulated and read in A.ID/Washington
and in the field,

v

3fEETIN04. CONEFRENCES, AND SEKLVARS

There is a limit, of course, to the amount of paper that can be
absorbed, and while there is much more to be done in providing guid-
ance to missions we realize the importance of direct contact in con -
veying the essence of the reforms to our staff. Over the last year all
the regional Bureaus have held conferences, seminars, and workshops
in Washington and at field locations dealing entirely or in substantial,
part with matters relating to the congressional mandate; more are
Scheduled for this comingEscal year.

For example, the East Asia Bureau held a series of extensive brief-
ings and discussions on the mandate in which all but 9 of the approxi-
mately 80 professional employees of the Bureau participated. Most of
these people have been involved in program and project reviews where
specific new directions criteria have been applied:This same patterns

4 has been followed in modified form in other AID/Washington
Bureaus.

Mission directois in all Bureaus have been extensively involved in
this educational process. A full day at the Febrilary 1975 Latin
America Directors Conference was devoted to in-depth discussion of
the mandate, particularly as it is translated into programs in the
three basic sectors. In the same month, East Asia directors and pro-
gram officers met to. discuss the same topic as did the directors for
Neir East and South* Asia (?NSA) countries.

aremeetings with a broader range of staff a also crucial. In
December the then Asia Bureau (encompassing the current
NESA. and East Asia areas) held a session attended by a cross-section
of program, capital development and technical officers from each
mission and AID/Washington to review problems arising from mis-
sion efforts to reformulate program ideas along the lines suggested
by the new legislation. New project ideas were discussed and problems
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of design and implementation considered. At the same time, and
stretching over mangy months, U.S. AID's conducted "training pro-
grams" for their professional staffs, sometimes joined by hat coun-
try professionals. Such programs were carried out in Bangladesh,
Afghanistan and other missions in the region.

In East Asia, two 'field conferences were held for about 70 project
managers, about half of whom are host country officials and local
national employees of U.S.,. AIM with additional conferences sched-
uled for 1975. The Assistant Administrator and Deputy Assistant
Ad.rninistrator for Africa have traveled to nearly every African mis-
sion in the past year. Their primary purpose has been to explain
to and explore with the entire staff in each location the implications
of the mandate for program development. A mission directors con-
ference is planned for September which will especially focus on
further developments in this area.

As the role of private and voluntary organizations is so important
in the;Agency's current approach, special efforts have been made to
expose their staff and our own to the essentials of the new legislation.
Several major conferences have been held in the past year in which
about two-thirds of the participants have been PVO professional staff
and one-third AID staff; conference reports have been widely circu-
late inside the Agency and to the PVO community.

There are many other examples which could be cited, but these are
sufficient to suggest that nearly all the Agyncy's professional employees
have been exposed to the basic elements, of the legislative reforms. We
had considered the desirability of a further 11/2-day orientation pro-
gram in field missions and Washington to be certain that we had not
missed any key staff. Upon further consideration, however, we con-
cluded that while such an effort might be useful, the potential benefits
did not outweight its estimated cost well over 3/00,000and the staff
time involved.

Titermiqu PROGRAMS

While we have set aside the idea of a brief orientation program for
Agency staff, we are attempting to integrate a fuller examination of the
many issues encompassed by the participation strategy and the other
emphasis of the 1973 Foreign Assistance Act into our-various AID
training prcrams. . ...

For example, AID has initiated a new 12-week development studies
program detigned to produce more highly qualified project develop-

orient officerssome generalists are having their expertise in technical
areas deepened, while some technicians are learning manaement skills.
The first cycle been on May 12 devoted its first week primarily to an
analysis of new legislative initiatives. Both House and Senate staff per-

. sonnet participated in one session. A field exercise component of this
training wel provide an opportunity for trainees to apply the analyti-
cal skills t ey have acquired in a U.S. development environmentviz.
Garrett County, Md., part of.the Appalachian regionworking with
county officials on an economic/sociological "based study . of the
county's development. ,.

. .
4.'
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Other ,regular programssuch as the MIDS course at Syracuse, the
project management seminars, the Brookings and North Carolina uni-
versity environmental training programare now also bru?ging_the
concepts of the mandate into the curriculum where appropriate.

We now have in the planning stage three 1. to 2-week training pro-
grams.. A Washington course is being developed which would provide
an opportunity for Agency staffboth Washington and fieldto think
about, read, study, discuss and debate the many issues that grow out of
this different approach to devetipment. As is.clear from the preceding

,----- section of this report, there are many policy issues and problems that
are not easily grasped or understo6d and there is much room for honest
disagreement between professionals in' the development field. AID
staff need the chance to consider the importance of these newand
oldideas in the context of their own practical experience. We hope

-to have a. program developed in the next several months which would.
bexurmany times throughout the year so that eventually all key staff
would havelhis opportunity to deepen and enrich their knowledge and
strength in these areas of the development art.

One of the two programs designed for overseas staff is an analytical.--
skills workshop. This course will focus on sociological, mircoeconomic
and political, organizati analysis and the techniques needed to
carry them otrtorm suppo of projects designed to aid the rural poor.
Thelhiid program is\call network management. Here training will
support the role than required to shift from mane,' g large direct
hire staff engaged in direct implementation of prog to a role which
requires consulting skills, problem-solving, resource t fer and col-
laborative behavior with counterpart personnel responsible for imple-
mentation of pro' We shall keep the committee infornied of our
plans for these progra as they proceed.

PERSONNEL AND Ozo.5zaza-rion

We had hoped that adjustments in AID'astaff.clueto the RIF` under-
way since last October would not have had a substantial impact on the
Agency's ability to carry out The reforms of the mindate, but-we regret.
that this has not entirely been true and morale has, unfortunately, suf-
fered. It is inevitable that RIF induciedand anticipatedmovements
of both Foreign Service and ChilService personnel have obviously
distracted some attention and energies away from program matters. It
is a tribute to the Agency's staff that despite the upl;lea vals and uncer-
tainties ca.uied.by the RIF that so much prngressh been made. But
the pressure is riot yet over, despite our original plans, for thaevents in
Indochina hay e resulted in the reduction of several himdted additional
overseas positions and so the RIF is as yet unfinished.

The RIF was inteoded, of course, to help bring our skill availabi/i-
ties into line vvith Uur Zequirements; reduction of surplui personnel
was the first step in the unhappy but long overdue action. We plan to
follow it by recruiting additional personnel for certain spOlfic cate-
gories es lly related to implementing programs associated with the
legislac : reforms, but as the committee will understand it is a difficult
task to reducing personnel at the same time that 'Other new daft
are being hired. . - .

The Agency is under no illusions about the difficulties inherent
in mounting and maintaining effective, results- oriented programs. We
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recognized early on that attacking the problems of the neediTeist would
require more staff time and effort in tht field and involve different
disciplines than did the types of operations which characterized many
of our programs of the 1960's. We also are deeply conscious of the
long history of criticism and charges of overstaffing to which AID
has been subjected. Moreover it is our desire and intent to reduce
personnel wherever it can be done without serious impact on. our
p (For exam le, cumulative staff reductions from June 1968
to June 1976 will reduce AID's direct-hire staff by fiore than 56
percent.)

On the other hand the ,Agency is also conscious that' the font line
of the _development effort contmues to We in the field, and wEJ are
determined to assure that each mission is pinpeily staffed with the
manpower that a U.S. AID Director believes essential to Ian, desigapl
manage, monitor, and evaluate his program ity, and
effectivel
. Acco ly, AID,'Washington has been in dialog with the field -
since last fa l in an effort to identify additionkl position reqUirements
in priority sectors or for functions essential to support activities in
such sectors. As of this tirqe approximately 60 additional regular
position needs have been identified and approsed.

As the field missions becOrlie more deeply emneshed in the com-
plexities of _program design and execution under our participation
strategy,, as additional guidance materials are issued _and new pro-
gram management systems, installed, -Manpower 'requirements are
expected to continue to sou adjustment. Often we will be
looking for types of pe in rce supply anywhere. For ex-
ample, some of the skill in ich we already _anticipate need
for additional recruitment and:or retraining of existing staff are :
Rural development generalists, regional plane rs,- development-
focused social scientists, practical rural educators, ramedicaVlow-
cost health,delivery and rural organization devel ment experts.. It
is clear that many of these skills will best through PITO's;
on contract from other Government agencies, or from experts of the
recipient 'country, but some will need to be American direct-shire
employees. Recent guidance messages to the field and the reoperimg
of the fiscal year 1976 development intern program stress the impor-
tance of these new gkill areas to Agency programing. -

Some AIEVW organizational adjustments may also- be desirable
as we Proceed in the new assistance style. The organization of an
Office of Rural Development in the Technical Assistance Bureau,
mentioned in our preliminary, report, is being established and staff
are assigned, but here too the RIF action delayed the formal initiation
of the. office. After the RIF and ag experience is gained with a
Agency's new 'systems and procedures there will be an intensified look
at the need to adjust the ncy's organizational structure to assure
implementation of new ions.
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CONCLUSION

'N.Wais concludes our rather broad ranfing response to the committee's
request. While many of the Agency s activities have been touched
upon, in a subject this vast it is not possible to be certain that wp
have explored all Matters of interest to the committe. We are hopeful
that the committee will find this effort the candid, useful and func-
tional document we intend it to be. We are, of coui-se, prepared at
any time to review in detail with members of the committee and its
staff this report and AID'S effort to implement the reforms of the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1973:

(84)
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U.S. FOREIGN ASSISTANCE AND WORLD PEACE

U.S. foreign policy seeks international stability /..- which nations are able
to pursue their own social, polittrel, and economic goal&

U.S. foreign assIstance programs support policy by . A fi a pattern of
worldwide growth and stability within which our own Nation an . -, itself
and prosper.

Foreign assistance must be a flexible tpol- The world is undergoing La., II.

swift 4Lnd profound changes. The new and urgent problems affecting world peace
and U.S. self-interest in partictlar area's underscore the need for continuing
adaptability to:

strengthen our ahllitT to "nfineumpeaceful solutions in situations of inter-
national tehsion and potential conflict. Economic, humanitarian, and support-

, ing assistance to peoples and countries facing the prospect or the conse-
quences of war provides resources to alleviate suffering from' oxulicts and to
-seek peaceful solutions when international peace and stability are threatened
and when U.S. national interests are involved.

help. improve the lives of masses of people who live under conditions of ex-
treme poverty, malnutrition, disease, and ignorance, through assistance to
their long-term development objectives so that theyand wecan continue
to work In an interdependent world for peace and progress for ourselves and
our children.

alleviate human' suffering, foreign assistance hat,provided `a vehicle for
prompt kap in time of natural or man-made disasters.

The proud ' tradition of American generosity and humanitarianism is reflected
in our foreign assistance program. Americans have always responded to the needs
of the hungry, the homeless, the sick, and the oppressed.

among the nations of the worldThe challenge of incrsing interdependence
has come fast upon us. era has passed lzr-which our size, our strength, our

&
technology and our resources posed no limits to our economic expansion-and rising
living Ekandards. Our destiny and that of the rest opt the world are inextricably
bound together :

We depend increasingly on the developing countries for: .

Raw -material impqrts to meet the needs of American Industry and
American consumers. Almost 40 percent of U.S. import requirements for
strategic commodities come from developing countries.

Markets in which to sell the products of American enterprise, creating
jobs for 'American workers. Developing countries now buy nearly one-
third of II.S. exports.

Opportunities for productive and prodtable investment of U.B. capital
and technology. One-fourth of U.B. foreign investment in 1973 went into
developing countries.

Cooperation in finding international solutions to complex world prob-
lemsmonettry. food, population. and environment-

-The developing countries need skills and capital resources to:
Feed their people;
Develop their human and assure their people an equitable

participation In the benefits of wth ;
Exploit their natural resources environmentally sound ways;
Strengthen their cooperation in building a peaceful, stable world

community.
It is not In our power nor in our ielf-irderest to cut ourselves off from the .

world and attend only to our own problems. Few important problems are either
solely domestic or solely inte4ristiteal:

The temporary oil embargo and the fourfold increaseln oil prices subetan-
daily aggravated inflation in the United States.

ezzi
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Less Developed Developed
Countries

1:711: THE LEES DEVELOPED
P.'' COUNTRIES HAVE .

Low Income

... Poor Diet

High Birth
Rates

d

High Infant
Mortality

... Low Life
Expectantly

.6-4' 0 'A
,

... Limited
Education

?;:

The increased cost of oil and phosphate increased the cost of ?ertilizer,
resulting hi less food production in developing countries and higher food
pricein the United States.

Our ipsvitIon increased the cost of our exports which. developing countries
must buy, thus fueling their demand for higher prices for their goods.

When the fish catch off Ebe'coarst of Peru dropped because of the vagaries of
the Humboldt current, the higher cost of fishmeal for a1rdru4l feed increased
the cost of meat and poultry. .

S325.

, Per Capita
GNP

% of Population
with 1psufficient
Protein Supply

17 Births
per 1,000
population

11g

53
71,

Deaths
Per 1,000
Live Births

'Years

41X
, Literacy
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The crucial issue for most countries o! the world is developnient. In the later`
dependent world in which we Ike, their dere:lope:tont depends al our trosPerity.
Jost es-our presperity. depends on their development. Now ja the time-for mature
relleIi°a on how we intend to go forward, for our greatness as a nation depends
on our willingness to participate with the developing comitries_in building a
better end mere prosperous world community.

Many developing countries have made tangible progress. Some former aid
recipients are now able to _pursue their development goals using their own
resources, without concessional U.S. assistance. Others are moving in that
direction but many still need our help in technology and resources'.

*

TEL Foto man ENELGT Ceases

Much of the,developing world now faces the most serious chaliepge to develop-
ment and stability since World War IL 'The food and energy crises also seriously
affect the .United States and other inddstrial matt illustrating
and reinforcing the interdependence of rich and poor ea

The former world food surplus has become a predari Milli= food reserve.
Food production,increases of 20 years have been offset by potulation growth..
leaving only rni.imsi increases in food per person; further increases in food
produetion have been hampered by the worldwide. shortage of -fertilizer,
aggravated by the energy crisis.

Global cooperation to 13rid permanent sant:Iona to food shortages is Mende-
Thnovetive, iniUginative work is needed to;

--improv.e agricultural technologi-; expand agricultural researctri extend the
Green Revolution to new high-yielding.orops ; improve water conservation
and iitilization ; expand dry land agriculture.

.
--involve small farmers in developing countries in high productivity atricui-

turf. The benefits of development must,reach the poop and needy in rural
areasthe landless laborers, the small farmer;

earty out the U.S.-supported proposals at the World Food Conference-
- develop grain reserve arrangements , create a permanent international Con-

sultative Group on Food Production and Investment;
continue and expend efforts to reduce- rapid population growth..
Cooperative International efforts are needed to deal 'with the energy crisis

brought on by sharp oil price rises, The energy trisit has had differing effects
on the develaping counnies :

A few low-population developing countries with financial surpluses have_
. become aid-pros g countries ;
Other oil countries with large,. poor teiStaitioris have Brighter

'prospects for rap! mic development without reliance oq, highly con-
cessional aid ;

But, a. large group) dependent on high-priced oil importt, unable to quickly
expend offsetting export earnings, with limited access-to commercial bor-
rowing, are in urgent need. Their development efforts of the past two
decades are imperiled, they face the possibilitY of further -eictrictions -In
the airead,yloWilving standards of their people.,

Assistance efforts must be" directed to the countries most seriously affected
b$t the crises in food, energy, and population growth. Our development assistance
orogxams ale incresilney foettised on helping these countries with their
problems:

,1,11 II

The need to reduce' popillation growth becomes ever more urgent.
FeducatIon and skills are essentialif the poor are to use modern agriciiltural

methods more effectively. * . 4
--:-Women and minorities must snare in the opportunities offered.
These actions are pert of the answer to the challenge of despair. and poverty

for 'nearly one billion viral and urban poor in the developing countries.

Drystovismr Asearrartce
.

The food, population and energy crises reaffirm the urgency and thrust of
the new directions of our development assistance -programs. Earlier develop-
ment strategies assumed thet economic _growth would soon afrielria down" to
the poop masses. In fact, while the lEr dim-of the poor in some countries
benefited from development to some degree, many of the very poqrest wereeither
no better, or even worse off, than a decade earlier.. Recognition of these trends
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and their setious Itsplicittions has led to a shift in our aevelopenent,ascisitance
strategy for the developing countries:

Congress restrnetured foreign astistince.legislatkon 2 yeart ago .te focus
oar developers= assistance program on the bandit: Dental proh>_ms of the
poorest majority:

food and nutrition;
e

pdoupcualation on

aan hm resource developuient
The age-old problems of poverty. are complex and cannot be quickly and

easily solved. Effective attacks will require:
difficult self-help efforts by the developing countries;
sustained, knaginattre, and innovative assistance programs:
enfficieut resources in manpower, technology, and capital to fill the

critical gap.
Rural development is a central problem for developing countries. It requires

a combination of:
-economic incentives. fanning must be a profitable business if small farMera
are to double and treble their production;

institutional improvement', farmers must be able to obtain credit, buy
fertilizer, learn and apply modern technology, and bare the distribution
and marketing systems needed to sell cheit increased production. This
requires building and improving institutions :Cooperativessmall business
groups, local goreniraent agencies, market infermation systems;
improved and adapted technology , four -fifths of the farms in developing
countries are 12 acres or less, most are family farms. The telanology needed
for these tiny enterprises must be:

appropriate to the size of the enterprise:
cheap enough to be afforded by the farmer:
simple enough to be useful at low levels Of skill and education.

producer and consume? links, rural and urban populations. agriculture and
industry, must become mutually supporting:

farmers must be linked to market towns
effective demand must come from consumers in urban areas, this re-

quires jobs and -incomes to buy the farther's product;
communications systems are needed so that producer and consumer

are aware of needs and opportunities ;
distribution and storage systems are required to minimize price finctua-,

lions, avoid "boom and bust" cycles.
Imlay /aims and new loltiatives are demanded to meet the challyges of develop-

u.^nt for the rural and urban poor majority. Our foreign assistance program is
proposing new and strengthened emphasis on :

-aglicultural :worth keyed to the problems of the small farmer in developing
countries;

higher yielding crop varieties, more efficient soil and water systems, new and
cheaper fertilizing methods, and less dependence on high-cost energy sources ,

improved livestock management.
Combating malnutrition require., a coordinated effort in agriculture, health,

education, family planning, foods for peae,and food technology. To assist develop-
ing connlrie meet this complex set of problems, our development assistance
techniques help increase the-capacity 43:

analyze the nature, extent. and cause of malnutrition ;
Identify effective ways- :within available resourcesto strike at the rout
causes of malnutrition:

-plan, implement, and evaluate cost-effective nutrition programs reaching
the most vulnerable'groups:

preschool children ;
pregnant and lactating mothers.

High population growth rates in many developing countries continee to erode
developmeht gains in per capita terms. Curtailing poputation growth is a sential
In the improvement of individual well being in overpopulated countries. For a
decade, our developmtnt assistate program has worked to:

promote understanding of the population crisis;
---encourage others to import the worldwide population effort ;

create and maintain family planning systems and services, concentrating
largely on the deliver's, of contraceptives and related services. Despite this
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effort, contraceptive services are available to no more than 15 percent of the
population of developing countries.

Although this is a iong-term problem. sane success is evident in countries such
as the PtoLppines. Indonesia. and India. Future programs will focuson building
the institutional framework for family planning through :

--effective information systems to reach the rural and urban uneducated or
to encourage positive family planning decisions:
expanding research for better understanding of the economic, social, and
other factors which affect population growth

developing trained manpoker
improving administration and management

Integrated, low-cost health and fsrroly planning delivery systems, imagina-
tively adapted to the needs of the rural and urban poor, are essential

Eighty-five percent of the people in developing countries have no regular
access to health services.
The expensive medical and health education systems of the industrialized
countries are beyond the means of most developing countries.

To help meet these pressing problems. our development assistance programs
are working to help derelop,ing countries:

design. low -cost -omprehensive health services delivery systems, including
family planning educationsind services:

develop imaginative and adaptive new approaches to the problems of pre-
ventive and curative medicine, nutrition, endemic disease, environmental
sanitation. and p&able water supply.

Development and education of human resourcespeople eAped with the
knowledge, skills, and' attitudes necessary participate and contribute to their
societiesis the bedrock on which all progress has been founded. Lack of edu-
cational opportunits prevents the poor majoiity. In the developing countries
frosparticipaung effectively in the productive process and sharing equitably
in its ttenents. To voqtribute to the solution of this fundamental problem, our
development assistance program.seeks to help developing. countries to:

making practical and relevant learning opportunities available tO a greater
number of people at lower cost ;

--develop innovative, and imaginative nonformal edticational and learning
techniques to equip the poor majority with the essential knowledge and
skills necessary for effective participation in the societies in which they live.

FOREIGN DISASTP? RELIEF AND RECONSTRUCTION

The Am erican peopie have always helped to reduce human suffering abroad
brought about by natural rind manmade disasters :

Special disaster relief funds available through the foreign assistance program
enable the United States to provide swift assistance in food, shelter, and
medical care to people suddenly cast into situations of severe hardship.

The recent appointment of the Administrator of AID as the President's Spe-
cial Coordinator for International Disaster Assistance provides apmeans for
assuring prompt, effective and well-coordinated responses to disasters abroad
by U.S. agencies and between the United States, multilateral agencies, and
Other donor countries.

A new international Disaster Assistance fund is proposed to further improve
our ability to alleviate human suffering due to disasters. The fund of not more
than 52O million would permit :

rapid responies to urgent "relief needs:
transition from short-term relief activities to rehabilitation efforts;
assistance for disaster preparedness. contingency. planning, and disaster Pre-

ctictiqn Activities. =

Longer-term reconstruction assistande, which often requires substantial levels
of funds, would be subject to separate congressional action.

SECURITY SUPPORT' S° ASSISTANCE

The President has ordt ,ed a review of our Middle East Policy, We will subse-
quently be in a position to consider And then propose country assistance levels
and their program composition. Similarly, we may be submitting assistance pro-
gram proposals for : ,44Portugal, when we have had the opportunity for further discussion with the

new Portuguese cabinet on its policies and programs:
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C\ivins, when we can make realistic projections on Cypriot refugee relief and
rehabilitation needs.

Meanwhile, specific program requirements are proposed to finance.
--grants to Malta under a NATO defense agreement:
--(ultural, educational, and scientific programs in Spain pursuant to the Base

Agreement of 1970:
technical assistance in management and administration to Bahrain,
economic assistance to Laos formerly provided under the Indochina Postwar

Reconstruction program

LEVELS or Torsi. Fossios Ecosoilic Asaisrascr

Despite the growing needs of developing countries, total levels of economic
assistance from industrialized countries have been declining in real ter/Us.

Over the past decade, the real per capita income of donor =tries members
of OECD 'Development Assistance Committee), rose 50
In the same period, the real value of total official development assistance
front these countries fell by 7 percent.

As a Jesuit, the real value of official development assistance provided to
developing countries declined by 30 percent per capita after taking into
account population growth.

Complementary systems of bilateial and multilateral assistance are essential
to maintaining and Increasing the flow of assistance to the developing countries.

Both the -old rich- industrialized countries and the -new oil-rich" countries
can choose the channels most appropriate to their interests,
The internatiodal financial Institutions offer channels through which large
amounts of development financing can be provided on an objective, technical
basis.

Bilateral programs are more responsive to the particular priorities and
foreign policy interests of donor countries.
Continued U.S. participation in both bilateral and multilateral assistance
systenis is vital to the needs of developing countries, to U.S. foreign policy
interests, and to the encouragement of further increases in assistance flows
from other donor countries.

U.S. bilateral assistance piorides a means for focusing our resources.
on the key problem areas affecting the poor majorfty in developing countries
in innovative ways:
on the countries most seriously affected by the food and itneru crises,

on problems and areas of critical U.S. foreign policy Importance.
The United States must maintain mutually beneficial and interdependent rela-

tionships with a wide spectrum of developing ovaries, ranging from the poorest
and most seriously affected, to the newly, ail rich, tot less-developed, by choosing
the most appropriate techniques at our disposal:

bilateral assistance .
reimbursable development assistance;

contributions to multilateral institutions;
export credits:

.guaranty of private Investments; r .trade preferences.
The Development Coordinating Committee, created lly the Congress in the.

Foreign Assistance Act of 1973 under the Chairmanship of the Administrator of
AID provides the mechatism for analyzing and coordinating U.S. policies and
programs affecting developing countries.

TILE FISCAL Yeas 1976 ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE REQCEST

The fiscaLyear 1976 request for economic assistance is summarized in the tables
whiciProllovi. Further detail' will be found in :

the next section of this volume, entitled fiscal year 1976 Budget Request,
the supporting volumes which cover proposed programs in : ,

Africa. 4
East Asia.
Latit America.
Near East and South Asia.
Interregional.
Management,.Personnel, Operating Costs.



APPENDIX 2

LL71' CF UNFUNDED PROJECTS -

The following is a partial list of projects proposed to AID misiions in the past
2 yearseither formally or informallywhich AID did not agree to finance as
they were inconsistent with the math emphases of the new legislation :

Ames
CameroonTransCam railroad, third stage. r.
Ghanahydroelectric dam, wood processing.
Liberiaexpansion of telecommunications loan.
Malawirrulp/paper production.
lifalawi, Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho, et ceteraroads.
Mauritius, Senegal and Malihydro and irrigation dams.
Eawandsconserra don project.
West Africalecommunication project.

Tar= ASCOSICA

Bblivia--medium-large farmer project
Hondurasurban development. -

Nail EAST SOOTS AEU

Bangladesh-shallow tnbewel/s (benefit larger farmer).
Pakistanbriad factories In big cities (upper income group was primary

beneficiary).
Tunisianational engineering schooL

I EAST Asu.

IndonesiaTrans.Java highway, Bandung power distribution, East Kalimantan
power generator. Gresik cementsecond expansion, Luwu regional development:
Airstrip and harbor sections, medical hospital, and majordams.

Thailand urban health centers.
(41)
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APPENDIX 3 ,

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN E. MURPHY, DEPUTY ADMINTSTRAtOR,
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, BEFORE TEE SUB-
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN OPERATIONS OF THE SENATE APPROPRI-
ATIONS COMMITTEE, JUNE 13, 1975

(1) Section 183: Ec;od and Nutrition

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am pleased to appear before you
today in support of AID's proposed fiscal year 1976 food and nutrition program
We are requesting an appropriation of- $534.5 million to help carry out the pur-
poses of section 103 of the Foreign Assistance Act which are . . . to alleviate
starvation, hunger, and malnutrition, and to provide services to poor people,
enhancing their capacity for self-help .

Our food and nutrition program for fiscal year 1976 totals $682.8 million, of
which $466.2. million is proposed as loans and $116.1 million as grants. This is an
increase of 8172 over the comparable program estimated for' fiscal year
1975 and represents over 60 percent of the funds planned for activities in the five
functional categories. The program is apportioned as follows:

limos*
Africa .East Asii .- r- ye 1
Latin Ameiica..... 169.8
Near East and South Asia_ 219. 2
Centrally funded-

. 48;8
. ..

Total , . 582.8
Section 103 is broadly interpreted in the legislative hIstOrz to consist of

activities in support ..4 rural production ratheg than simply agriculture, with
the emphasis on mutually supporting linkages between agriculture, industry,
and marketing. Thus, our 1976 program includes projects conceived to acaldeve
objeCtives such as :

Increased food production. .
Improved food distribution and marketing. .

Improved nutritional content of food.
Provision of information on modern nutrition practices.

Increased income for the rural poor.
Provision of inputs necessary for productive agriculture, such as:

Pestides.
Seed.

ci

Fertilizer. .

Machinery.
Development of rural market areas and towns.

ment of small scale rural industry related to agriculture.
ve pment and improvement of rural cooperatives.

Improved rural services, farm -to-market roads, and irrigation systems.
Improved agricultural research necessary to achievement of a Amber' of

these objectives.
We propose 0i -finance the program as follows:

.11411tost

New appropriation $834-
Recoveries 47. 8

682. &

The "Assessment of the World Food Situation" prepared for the World Food
Conference indicates that long-run trends in food production and demand are
foreboding. However, I believe that the current U.S. strategy, if vigorously pur-
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stied, can help lead to a humanetolution of the problem. Our strategy consists of
three elemegts, each addressing a separate aspect of the problem.

First, we will use Public Law 480 food aid to help meet immediate needs of
f deficit nations and .provide nutritional supplements for the most vulnera
bl ups in developing nations. These programs will not solve the malnutri
ti problem, but they are a necessity until the basic causes of the probleta
have been alleviated by long-term development efforts.

In the meditup term, we will promote the accumulation of nationally held
food grain reserves as insurance against major crop failures and to encourage
stability of food prices.

=Finally, we will expand assistance to the developing countries to help build
their, capacity to insure a secure, long -run balance between food production
and population growth. This is the primary goal of AID's food and nutrition
program and the topic of my testimony today.

This approach is realistic and workable, but we recogalle that achieving the,
broad, systemic change in rural societies necessary for success will be a complex
and difficult task. The main responsibility must lie with the developing countries
themselves, commitment of national resources and the establishment of policies
necessary to provide for future, long-range food needs require many difficult but
essential decisions whicl can only be made by each sovereign nation. U,S. assist-
ance is carefully designed to help provide the appropriate resources necessary
for success in each of the widely varying specific country circumstances

South Ada has been particularly hard bit by the rising cost and limited avail-
ability of agricultural inputs, and past achievements of the Green Revolution
have been threatened. AID will concentrate the bulk of our help on government
efforts to achieve a rapid increase in production by providing loans to expand
the availability of fertilizer and otheilliferm inputs. In Latin America, the main
factors constraining agricultural and rural development are economic. institu
Urinal and social , not, for the most part, a lack of basic resources. There, AID's
program will continue to emphasize the need for improving the performance of
those institutions which influence agricultural production. In all regions, how-
ever, the 1976 program shares the common theme of seeking to promote the
Increased productivity and improved welfare of the small farmer.

The unrealized productive capacity of the world's small farmer is the best
untapped resource available for expanding agricultural production. There is con-
siderable evidence that small farmers are able to produce yields comparable to
or greater than larger farmers if they can get a fair price for what they produce
and if they are .able to gain access to necessary farm inputs. Implicit in these
conditions for growth in agricultural output by small farmers is a requirement
for their increased participationthrough cooperatives or other local organiza-
tionsas their society changes and the economy in which they work develops.
This will necessarily involve production for cash rather than barter and for
export as well as domestic consumption. Only then will small farmers have the
funds necessary to purchase needed farm inputs and the resources required if
they are to improve their quality of life. This is the essence of agricultural and
rural development. We must be prepared for this process to take a substantial
period of time , many basic structural changes will be needed if a lasting solution
to the current world food problem is to be found.

FISCAL YEAS 1976 PROGYAILS ,

Production progromaS322 million.Despite their difficulties, the developing
countries were able to expand their agricultural output in the fifties and sixties
just as fast as the developed countries. However, much of their past success
is attributable to Green Revolution technologies and the improved seeds, ferti-
lisers, and pesticides on which they depend. Many developing countriesand
particularly small farmers within thoie countriesnow confront limited avail-
abilities and rising prices for these essential inputs. Assured supplies of produc-
tion inputs and improved access to them are critical to maintenance of the
progress achieved in the recent past. AIFYs fiscal year 1976 program would pro-
vide $181 million of such inputsmainly for the countries of South Asia which
account for the largest source of the world food deficit. A proposed $40 million
loan, for example, will help Bangladesh cover part of its fertilizer import needs
which will remain high until domestip production is expanded with the assistance
of a fiscal year 1975 AID fertilizer plant construction loan.
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The recent drought in Sa helian Africa ill the 'critical importance of
another necessary inputwater. In fiscal year 197 we are proposing an $87
million program of irrigation and water resources development Included is a
$1.5 million loan to help develop an irrigatiosi perimeter in the Senegal River
Basin. This project is part of a large, multilateral effort which will ultimately,
involve dam construction, irrigation works and basic infrastructure to service
5-acre family farms in an area threatened by the encroaching Sahara.

Our program for this coming year also includes $54 million to help expand
the production of specific crops and livestock. For example, a small farmer
income and production project in the Philippines is directed toward achieving
self-sufficiency in rice and corn production and increasing 11 farmer income.
A $7.0 million project will help traditional herdsmen produce and sell more live-
stock in areas of the five Entente countries ofWest Africa which are unsuitable
for higher Quality crop production.

Agricultural research and techn.oiogy,S49 mWion In the long /tin, in-
creasing agricultural output in the developing world will depend on the spread
Of more productive technologies suitable for small farmers. The diminiothing
Supply of arable land, rising costs of production inputs, and the fact that
most advanced agricultural technologies are capital intensive indicate the need
for expanded research efforts on the problems of the U farmer. In his testi-
mony earlier this week the AID Administrator descri,:. in detail our proposal
for a new title XII in the Foreign Assistance Act which would give special.
emphasis and impetus to our expanding research programs.

In fiscal year 1976, AID's program will support extensive research on new
vaiieties of grains with higher yields and nutritional content, on better farm
Inputsincluding biological rather than chemical fertilizersand on improved
farm management. For example, we will be supporting an agricultural research
program specifically designed to, help Bangladesh's small rice farmers grow
other grains and vegetables in the off Beaton.

We are proposing $9.5 million of projects as the food and nutrition share of
the fiscal year 1976 central research program which is authorized by section
241 of the Foreign Assistance Act. Most of these activities' are conducted at
U.S. universities and take advantage of the unique research capacity they have
devgloped in their work on U.S. agricultural problems. In addition, we will
continue U.S. participation in multidonor support for International research
centers including, for example, $5.1 million for the new International Fertilizer
Development Center.

Rural development--318 when small' farmers and landless
'laborers have access to improved services and stronger institutions will they
be able to participate meaningfully in their societies and insure the equitable r
distribution of gains from development. AID's program is designed to help
developing, nations improve rural infrastructure and utilities, develop market
areas and towns, strengthen local institutions, and promote light industry re-
lated to agriculture. In Ethiopia, for example, the Ada district development
project will help develop sanitary water supplies, improve local roads, promote
cooperative societies: and improve farm income for over 12,000 small farmers. '

/*a Also included is a proposed $4 million loan to Sri Lanka for rice processing and
storage. This loan will help to reduce loss and wastage rates within the process-
ingstoragemarketing chain from current levels of 15 percent to a nominal
rate of 5 percent The.eagrarian reforrii project in the Philippines will help to
develop an organizational structure and management system to efficiently trans-
fer land ownership to some 450,000 tenants farming rice!and corn lands.

Agricultural planning and administration-420 million.In assisting develop-
ing countries to bring about significant changes in rural production systems and
Institutions, attention must be paid to policy and procedural decisions at all
Levels. Effectively utilized advisory services play an important role in most
projects as they speed the time when developing countries can rely on their
own. trained personnel , the correct proportion of advisory services to other project
components must be decided in each Individual case.

There are certain projects that concentrate on enhancing, as a .primary goal,
improved planning and administration in the agriculture sector. In Nicaragua,
the, agricultural planning and statistical services project will provide technical '
assistance and training for the newly created Institute for Campesino develop.
ment which is responsible for dealing with problems of the rural poor.,Tbe
national range and rural development project In Kenya will help design and

.
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institutionalize national range ymbnivielpPtIt practices which benefit nomadic
and seminomadic herdsmen.

Sector programa-08 minion. Drawing upon extensive analyses of thb
entire agricultural Sector, sector programs provide an integrated package ap-
proach combining support for several key elementsplanning and policy advice,
training, credit, local organization development, marketing, fertilizer, and so
forth. A $12 million agriculture sector loan in the Dominican Republic will
concentrate on developing an efficient and equitable land tenure system, promot-
ing price ',stabilization of food crops, and increalsing rural savings and em y-
ment through rural cooperatives and local infrastructure projects. In
the $12 million agriculture sector loan is a follow-on to an earlier sector
and will support Tanzania's third 5-year plan, focusing on programs the
livestock development authority and its counterparts in the food-grains .. - r.

NutritionVA milifort.It is estimated that as many as 800 million perscins
in the developing world suffer from malnutrition. As a result, infant mortality
rates are high, children have difficulty learning in school and much labor effi-
ciency is lost. D:S. voluntary agencies (such as CARE) play an increasingly
important role in AID's efforts to°alleviate this suffering and utilize not only
section 103 resources but also distribute the bulk of the specially blended
nutritious food provided under the Public Law 480 food for peace program.To assist the developing countries in their own efforts and to insure com-
plementarity among U.S. activities, AID's nutrition program stresses planning
and education, the processing and delivery- of nutritious foods and nutrition
sector programs,, In Costa Rica, a $6 million loan will strengthen the capability
of the Costa Rican Governinent to plan, undertake, and evaluate nutrition pro-
grams aimed at the poorest income group in the population, especially children
and mothers. In Zaire, a nutrition riming project will assist the government
to formulate a national program strategy for combating malnutrition, the
country's single' greatest cause of morbidity and mortality.

M. Clusirmap, I appreciate this opportunity to present my full statemention
AID's food and nutrition account My colleagues and I , would be pleases tin
respond to any questions you may have on this topic.

km:mar= Passers nc Storms 103
Full - fledged rural development projects as envisaged in the co,ngressional

mandate can cover a very large number of subjects, agriculture, regional plan-
ning, local institutions, rural industry, Savings and credit.and so on. In several
'countries, such as Peru and, Nicaragua, AID will be involved the diversity of
activities mentioned above. More commonly, however, AID be involved in
Just a few, those in which a country is most in need of astriptance, or
those which a country has selected as the first steps in organizing 'integrated
rural development. There follows a list of projects which are among the most
responsive to the concepts of section 103, in addition to the several mentioned
move:

BoUvfo.Includes farm groups, local roads, agricultural marketing, credit,
improved technology, farm supply..

Dominican Republic.Includes improved land tenure for small freeholders
and tenants, a major revision of the agricultural credit system aimed at getting
small loans to small farmers, rural savings and mobilization, strengthening and
expanding farm groups, improved technology and agricultural extension. ,

Phtlipptites.-LIncludes improvement of provincial and local governments, with .7,
emphasis on planning and financial administration, rural roads, improved tech-
nologies, and what appears to be one of the more effective land reform programs
now underway in the developing world.

, Indonesia, - Of special interest in Indonesia is the coflhancing of the work of
I.S. Voluntary agengles In rural communities. A variety of activities are in-

'eluded, the train emphasis being agricultural productivity, village crafts, rural
roads, and village health. .

. di ghanistax.An All) suptorted rural works project represents
first effort to decentralize decisionmaking to local communities.

TunisiaWhat is intended to be a wide- ranging integrated rural project is
now being planned jointly by AID and the Tunisian Government, The project '
will be located in a recently organized province.

Tanzasia.AID is supporting a number of activities in Tanzania's well -inte-
grated rural development program, including improved technologies, farm groups,
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.frelSon 104: Poplilittion Planning and Health

AID is seeking a frocal year 1276 authorization and appropriation of $180.5
million to carry out the purposes of section 104 of the Foreign Assistance Act
" . to increase opportunities and motivation for family pisontrig, to reduce
the rate of population growth. to prevent and combat disease, and to help pro.
vide h e a l t h s e r v i c e s for the g r e a t majority . . .".

The population pisroling and health provam proposed for fiscal year 1976
totals VOL; million, .,f which $135.7 million is planned for population and $65.2

. million for health. This is an increase of $35,5 million 5ver the comparable pro-
cram estimated for flisal year 197L. The program is apportioned es follows.

Molar sestrio's ca asset'

e P Fbatt Total

Atri:a
Eat Asis
5 East Soo* Asa
Wu AirmiCa
IMO /Mots Foal for Poodstoo ktuvots
CestratirrisIseass tem'

Tctal

56. 6
ME
LC. 2
7.2

2L 0 -
65. 9

2. 6
13. 6
ILO
29.3

6.3

615.2
33.4
26.2
36.5
2L
72.2

135.7 65. 5 - 2E5

.

These funds will support a variety of activities, in addition to ramily'planning
assistance such as:
--Improvement of health care, incluninf maternal and child health. /

Extension of health systems to rural areas.
Training of health care personnel.
2-Improvement of environmental living conditions, such as:

potable water.
4better sewage systems.

, prevention oft -borne diseases:
propose to finance this program as follows : rooms

New-appropriati;m4 t E1S0. 5
'Recoveries '21. 0

,Total 201. 5

The World Pqpiciation Conference a nd World Food Conference last fall stressed
the interdeperidence,of all people. AID s population and health programs, in con-
cert with those of other donors and of the LDC-E, themselves, contribute directly
to improving the basic quality of life of the poor by tackling the critical problems
of rapid populatison growth, malnutrition, the high of disease and the
siarcity of elementary health services.

POPpLAT ION PEOGRA iss(
, If present growth rates continue,: the current world population of 4 billion

would double in 40 sears 10 O billion. The developing countries will accpunt for
,about firi percent of als greeth. The csinieqviences of unchecked pdpulation
growth in terms of attainable economic growth and bask services for the indi-
vidual are formidable.

Without major efforts to re4rain population growth, deyeiopment assistance
will have little or nu Impact. Thus, population assistance to reduce birth rates
is an essential element of overall development aide, other forms of a.ld do riot
substitute .for ft.

Since its inception a clew& ago..17 17 &population program has concentrated its
-skills and resources on selected countries with particular emphissis on building
a basic infrastructure and a 7,1ror;g manpower base to train fat111y planning

(48) .
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Forkers, awry out bloirodical and social science research for listure planning
and evaltuttion, and demonstrate and test methods of providing services. In the
future activities which hen, insure use of available family plerming gerriees
vsili be expanded. Essential aspects of the overall effort will be increased inter-
action with other development programa (particularly health and nutrition).
increased coilauorat,on with other bilateral and multilateral donors, expanded
family planning information and ediacatior, programs. improv eat and
greater participation by other donors to meet the rapidly demand
for contraceptives.

REC7XCT FLOGZESS

Over the pest decade. AID has assisted 43 developing countries on a bilateral
basis and another 50 through nrivate organizations and the United Nations Fund

.e for Population Actiiities
There is mounting evidence that population assistance efforts have effected

,fertility declines in several developing countries. In the Philippine, for &ample,
current data show that a trend of rising fertility since DM hks now been
reversed. following introduCtion of a .liroad'national family planning program
supported mainly by AID. Indonesia is exdettencing a marked *Cline infertility
in
e

Eastblished.. iTairet and Bali whete the family' p program is now firmly
t

FISCAL Yasa 1976 Po.Pr tar* IAN,,
The fiscal year 1976-population prOgram includes $135.7 million to suipoct

mint:, and interregional progatiis. These progranel rqpcentritte on et Malta'
areas.

sauCATION`A25D INFOILVATION tiros 311I.LZON)
-

.There is little doubt that educational and - motive t -1 efforts are needed to
pronitote widespread voluntary acceptance of family planning serviciit Such
efforts are complicated by the low level of literacy and limited access to low-cost'
communication media. Working with groups such as the International Oonfedere.--:
tam of Midwives. the American Home Economics Association and the EastWekt
(enter s Communications Institute, AID will continue to develop culturally
attuned information programs in selected aindtries., .

SIANPO;VEE AND =STA 1.1.1.10NAL DEWELCIPIGENT ( S14.2 ALLISON) '

successful population and health programs depend On trained manpower and.
indigentais institutions to lead and conduct the effort. Emphasis will gradually
b tft to training of paramedical and nonmedical personnel capetble ofworking tit

the yitiage level with only limited facilities. For example, through Development
Associates, Inc., a private noeprofit.organiz.aticrn, variona U.S. medical facilities
is in tram female paramedical personnel qualified to teach auxiliary workers who
will work in remote rural areas and poorer urban sections of their countries.
I rider a new program several American institutions will be selected to train com-
munity nurse administritors and educatOrs from such countries as Seam
Tanzania; Korea. and Afghanistan beetling In fiscal yeat 18713. . '.,

DE31Xi8APIIC DATA COLLECTION AND ANALT8113 (51.8 ea)

Demographic and social data are needed tolielp officialitmderstand population
grow th and its economic and social implications. Furthermore many population
programs are now at ajitage where measuring Impact is both feasible and es-
sential. In fiscal year 1x6, AID will continue to support the World Fertility
survey ahich now covers AO developing countries. Jointly funded with the

YPA, the survey pros ides basic data needed to measure fertility change and
the effectiveness of family planning programs. A new project will help selected
Central American cuuntriea, Pakistan, Kenya, "Tanzania, and Ghana monitor.
demographic impact and compare family planning acceptors with rionacceptors
according to a range of demographic and setioeeakomlecriteria..

POPULATION policy asp ritralsrr ExHAvros sea aarizoN) *

The complex questions er motivation and fertility determinants will be given
greater attention in AIDs .fiscal year 1076 piogram. raking the past year AID
has prepared a social science research strategy and initiated a new research
project on the social determinants of fertility. With the cooperation of other

-I
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' donors, additional research sill be carried out on the social, cultural, legal,
religioes. and other fatteis which- Leuence. fertility. In particular. arms which
other afteraadre roles U, childbearing and domestic reeponiabutties for L.F.PCwomen, sat as female eftcaticci and =WI-meat. w receive trecreaae41
atteetion. Hey target countries for social eidetic* reseeai ch efforta
Pakistan. Philippines, Kenya. Bangladesh. Colombia. and Egypt.

mem= COTTZOL TD:13NIQCIS AND O1' ELLTD3NAL rE6tk5CE .SLS 1121.1.2aN)

LLD' .succeser.1 biomediml research program has helped dense rem
inexpensive arid Amplified fertility control teciaaiques. However, adds=
methods and iccrecoreMents in currenbeeiefloods are needed to make them more
acceptable and suitable for use in derei6piaig countries.

-
ELY= ELLS:MT° DrIZEZZY SZCEML8 (S67.1 imams)

Most developing country dtizens dO not yet have access to even the most basic
roptalation and health services. Major emphasis will be.given. therefore, to con-

__

tinning expansion of service coverage iL the gre&t mass of rural and urban poor,
who tend to have the highest fertrsity, worst diets, and pooresehealth. Provisioo
of lrrvicl via delivery systems Is the largest single cement in our proposed
population budget Included in this amount are million for the Pre Sitiga2
of technic:0 services and support and $39.5 million for.contraceptivea.

The intermediaries ate a critical part of AM's poptilatiofi'a9sistalace effort. In
fiscal year 1876. $30.6 di/Ilion is allocated for prOgrams of these orgenizations.
For instance, the International Planned Parenthood Peden:ton tIPPF) cur
rently has promatris in 84 LDC'S Their prirearly objective is to initiate or-lin-
-peeve existing indigenoue family planning programs by providing commodities
and budgetary see.-port far jetleets and technical assistance information tind
education and related activities_ Of special interest are innovative projects in
eeininunity based distribution eystenes which IPPF bas established In such
reentries as Sri Lanka. CeAorabia. Thaliend, and Ghana.

The "Pathfinder- fund Is another example. It emphasizes training and motiva-
tion programs for host -.Amity personnel and provides subgrants to local pro-
grams Projecteil sebgraete for 11067 include paradnedic IUD training in tbe _

Philippines a ceirtMere,a1 niari.eting zfroject in Ethiopia and rural family plan-
ning clinics in Senegal. Haiti. end Bangladesh.

During th pest year the demand for .contraceptive supplies has markedly
'nen:seed Provision of commodities must be designed to serve as a catalyse to
institutionalize.public and, or private char:aids of supply. Over the long term,
eominercial distribution and Indigenous production of contraceptlies must be ,
developed Ir. oilier to shift the reeponsibility to the developing countries them-
14eives Pilot activities in Jaelaica and tiangladesh are now testing the feasi-
bility r.f commercial distribution channefic In collaboration with other donors
l'NFPA is surveying LI3C facilifies for cnntriereptive production.

Innt sire delivery systems that combine'famlfy planning with simple health
MPII,t1IT'S are required. AID wiii continue to support prototype integrated low
ooet health ser -lee progrei'.6 .eacb countries as Thailand and Colombia.

eN1TED NAAZOXIS rc-sp roe vortfrAnoi AcTrrnits oi21 IflUZION) .

Efforts, to involve ntber dpnora in population activities have been highly sue-
eeee. ful For example. the number of glonors to the UNFPA has increased from
2 in 1968 to 48 in 1e74 LDC- demands for population assistance exceeddorlor

million-421 in fiscal year 19:76 and $.4 million in the fifth quarterin
support. S of the UNFPA through a proposed 1876 pledge of -$25

'concert with othe !donors Will help extend family planning services and infor-
mation through netireedlcal delivery eysteme. agricultural extension Perri
and village level clinics.

Heal=
Carnival 3e. stigtenaous for most people in developing countries. Infant nor*

tality iff approx Mately, four times blither than in United States. For the very
poor, life expectancy is alieest 34 ye,1rs les+ than in the United States. Perennial
breeding of insects and continued pollutien of water and soil create over-
whelming' environmental risk for rural families. Millions of cases of malaria, t
river 'blindness. and sellstot'esmiasis lsnail fever} occur annusliy. While most
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LDC's seek adequate health systems, ouch *yawns are based on *dimmed
Western medtcal tectinieties and thus are often beyond their =teens. _Radical
rethinking of exerting health service cuocepts is needed now if the majorite. of
people ie the poor cr.-=tries are to be covered at a cost LDCS. c an =7-Act on
their own.

Fiscet. YE.L2 PILOGUM

An) s taf.±,It t-=1212LEUW three areas. derelopmeet of low cost
integrated 1.0-eat sieevere eyerres. ittprored health p!P*--ntrIg acad mariy e.
seat. and prestion major mire. ezivireoreentai health hazards r .

More thar, per.ero of the peopie the di'veloping ceenetries-do not have
access to ben. beasts and femey plaaning services. Few models of low con
health a:lees-stet In app='* hug the, pnerity, oety ;Le ratiliore prope.Atod for

de-Ittery pet/raeea at Racal year 1976. ties rural pea/a deliverY programa
In Et-este ted Nicaragua are proposed le Afghanistan, where only 5 pert
of the raralpeeetatier. hate aeeesse e. beaith servieee, a nee proem -will eelip
and test lea cuss outreach delivery systems. In Africa, programs are beOnnitig
in Liberia. Gbaria, and in the.Crera- Wese A ire Readoral area. In by
the ird &sail slat 134", AID Reel be ass r g ^wr piegrams as compiled to nay
/ is idi 1 , s

A maker riot' AID nee:salve is exparided support 'for preparation of national
bea.ib plane see scalar arialesee in relation to toveraq developmeet planning.

It 76 All- pre poses, budget operreeernottly $8 trallion for. heetttli goiesing
rale eserweeineet AID ei-reee belpibg prepare- 27 uSitional health plans. oreector
anelytee, np from 4 eurh 3.1113*--* :T 1973 se a part of a collaborative -effort
ant, Weite sponse: eight moral cenfeeetees on methodology
teetitb se, -er iann.e. :slid aeal.rii"...s for LDC leaderA in a direct effort Jo help
1.107-4 beip rtemeeires AID hoe drawn m ,he profeet-Iensi rfteeerres of SEW
U* Unieersity ef ti=in sled the 3--her ,feetpkini echee.;) of Nita..? Hettith for
gtndellee develepmeni. etal:eies and traieitq'

, meirenneeciat health -is ere* of AID e major concerns.- 4 ppre4ireeefelle t.39
million le pfvf.e.frt 4 eer rretreernene'eeriel *Aster: control AID Is helping polar
ts.untree end tent Cr."f mettexis te meet their rural water needs. ;Programs'
planned ter decel year Ole erielude a n million loan to Bolivia. to dereTop.a
rum ^onie".tnnitY legater water and wa=le system. This project will provide
for roust ructien ef simple p;teible water systems with waterdelivered to tom
manlike** throuzb puree- mfrs.: standpipes and In4ag.

AID is werkiriA web the World Bank. WHO, sad otheredonors t r3 dale
a glohai Nan for water borne disease epidemic eientrol. Cholera epidenrics whit%
atterk ail centinents but the AntericstA is a focal polut. A primary factor In tra4
.-101 stf.nattotA. search is the AID funded cholera *research laboratere
Beeigladesh WWII is field testing new vaccines for cholera control.. .

Coeperattve'efeerts are also ceder way t', study bow the rafted States can
c=ontribute to centre of eaale fever J eeJaisitosomiasise one Of theegreatest.bae-ards
in rural areae. AM eel centinueto -*report in 1976) ah (=erns-
tieral effort eo -control river telndneee in the ,Foils Rivei Basin. Kuwait. the
'Afrp-an Development Bahl and Japen have joined the rafted States in finance
Inc this program.

Malaria rename tee meet serious. hielteeicel 'hazard Id expansiort of apical- owe
rural preeinetim Despite previous major snotesees in reducing the Impact of the
dieee.e. it has recurred in Pakistan. India. Nepal. attend, Indonesia. Central
America and Flieriee.ID will support antenaleria p mein Indonesia. Haiti.
Ethiopia. and Peke...tap end WHO research on meth c of malaria control other
than Intl' i1L, in c(e,peration with WHO, will condo testing of biodegradable
analognee of 10FT in village sc:ale tostA in Indonesia.

The adverse impact of capital projects. such WI roads and irrigation systemic'
vin biological nrironreerit will be aseesieed and ways to, reduce major environ-
mental dirieasea which affect the mire' majority will be identified. The r S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency will amass the relevance of rS. methodologies for
Filer Whitton centfol to di-vete/pink erointry needs andeemabilities.

le 'summary, the taste groundwork for reducing birthrates,. death rates. diseaie.
end malnutrition has been laid Is many countries. However, substantial popula-
tion increases will continue over many years even if The two-child family becothex
the norm in this century. since the ptak of LDC populations are In the youngest

. -:59.
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age groups and still hare their childbearing years ahead. Titus, zia)or effonts are
needed now if reduction in the rate of population growth is W hareany.tbance
of realization.

Ingrained dietary and other beett. hatas arid provide the Ise:vices to
lioreorer. it uf.i.take many years 6f pezestps,t, efforts to the deeply

rombat diziease and reduze growth.. There are r,,,J curt term etirairms
thee pr9hien...s.whi4.h przr.,ple 1L Zne 1-.1.0Cs Their leaders

zr.1,5t. its pract4,- -..ne to t.e co=4...ez dt,tr..z..t.dz Of tratil-
n,,z, znd

Br tr..- . >x assisI-
tror ,TE, Jr..d G,, .-t-p-1113 t.zffortt

+J1r,ruz.p of whetherLy tb f 4r.-.ret
"dr rez-"A' *La. maie...ent

1 +.71' : and I
=..ay hwre
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(3) Section 105: Education and Human Resources Development

AID is seeking a fiscal year 1976 authorization and appropriation of $71
million to carry out tbeipurposs of section 105 of the Foreign Assistance
Act " to reduce illiteracy, to extend basic education and to increase man-
power training in hkilis related to development ...".

The proposed fiscal year 1976 program Education and Human Rseouroes
/.....29'doptnerst,,utich totals $95.3 milt= is apportioned as follows . Imola/
Africa $16.7
East Asia 11.2
Latin America 50.0
Near East South Asia 10.7
Centrally funded and other _._s__ 6.7

Total
-

95.3
It is proposed that the program be financed as follows

NflUons
New aParopriations_ $71.0
Recoverier._ 24.8

.
Total_________ _____ _ ___ ___________ ___ 95.3

The $95.3,million proposed for fiscal year 1976 represents an increase of $14.7
minion over the estimated fiscal year 1975 levels of $7.9.6 million2The fiscal year
1976-request is composed of $572 million for grants and $38 million for loans.

Activities included relate to
Increasing the relevance a,,nd scope of education ,inclades curriculum reform,

expanding educatonal opportunities, educational technology, and Improve
-teacher training)

Non formal education tilnclfding literacy and low and medium level skills
training).

Support for 4eveloping national universities.
General soli'Llarship, training, administration-and management programs..
Developing countries have made extraordinary progress in expanding and

improving.lheir education systems in the past 20 years, vast numbers of
schools Lase been built and teachers trained. Entire technical and university
systems hare been established and staffed and are now turning out qualified
graduates. As a result, literacy rate§ have shown remarkable increases, oppor-
tunities for, training at all lestels are often available without going abroad, and
the general levp of useful skills has been greatly enhanced.

But masy-fpndamental problems remain.
Pop ution growth has outpaced the financial and technical capacity of gov-

ernments to expand the education system.
Traditional edncation programs di too frequently are not retevant to basic
- development-needs.
Large portions of the poor majority usually fail to benefit from existing edu-

- cation systems.
In a world of plenty, education may connote literacy and wide learning, truth

for its own sake as well as a means to progress. In a world of want, education
must unfortunately of necessity be something far more restrictive and Practical-
-a means to improve living standards rather than an end in itself. AID defines
-minimum pavtical educlition to be that body of kinowledge, attitudes, and skills
necessary to effeetifely contribute to and Participate in a developing society and
economy Education should help equip developing country citizens cope with their
most pressing problemshunger, ill health, and lack of more productive employ-
meat.

(53)
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Minimum practical education varies with the situations people face. Meeting thelearning needs of the poor majority with severely limited resources requires con-
sidering new as well as traditional approaches, particularly those that engage the

wecttsrlemselves at all 'stages of the process. AID's fiscal year 1976 program
this general approach. I should emphasize at this point, Mr. Chairman,that this approach to education means that a considerable amountperhaps $25

million or moreof training and edncation_activity takes place in projects Pri-marily focused on targets associated with categories 103 and 104. Thus, for exam-
ple. agricultural education projects would be found in category 103 while the
training of health or family planning workers would fall into category 104 . more-
over some skills training is a part of almost every project we support whatever-the functional account.

FISCAL Thal 1978 Paonait

INCEF-LS130 run ILLEW-CCZ AND soppy OF EDCCATIOIC ($44 ICILIION)

Curricaltim reform, the expansion of education opportunities, the development
and use of new educational technologies and improvement of teacher training are
of vital importance if the tremendous shortage of relevant trained manpower is
to be reduced.

Rural education loan projects in Nicaragua and Bolivia, for example, are
designed to increase access of rural populations to education. These loans, based
on the findings of extensive education sector analyses, support integrated govern-
'Rent programs which focus on teacher training and Improved policy planning
and implementation capability.

Another approach is the $11 million education sector loan in Panama. This
project stresses basic education and an integrated vocational education program.
training in agricultural production skills, nutrition and health education, and the
encouragement of increased participation in educational activites by adults in
their local eamtinnities. The loan will help finance innovative pilot programs
designed to provide improved education at lower costs, these grow out of suc-
cessfully tested experiments instituted under a 1970 AID loan.

Thentilization of modern educational technology provides increased opportuni-
ties for relevant learning at bearable cost. To expand our knowledge in this fast
changing area, an interregional educational technology grant promotes research
which will adapt recent advances to fit deteloping countries and strengthens the
capacity Of U.S. institutions to provide the expert guidance which LDC's can draw
upon. Building on previous AID work in Colombia's education sector, an educa-
tional technology loan is proposed which,will support design, production, and dis-
tribution of newly developed practical instructional materials for primary grades,
a system of field education extension agents will be established to provide super-
vision and assistance to teachers in utilizing the new material.

rcoroartAr. EDucrnox (S17 MILLION)

The formal school system must be supplemented by a variety of nonformal
educational alternatives, including projects that attempt to improve awareness,
literacy and skills levels of children and adults all too 'often negle4ted by tra-
ditional systems.

For example, seven proposed grant projects are designed to increase radio and
television use to reach large numbers of people beyond the reach of formal school.
systems. The radio education pilot project in Nepal, will help develop the all im-
portant program materials needed for a real test of radio as a nationwide train-
ing tool in the difficult terrain of Nepal.

Women are an important but frequently neglectod development resource. AID,
consistent with section 113 of the FAA, is taking an active role in encouraging
the full integration ot women into the economy of developing nations. While we
now require that all AID project proposals address this issue, one effective route
to enhance women's role is through non-formal training programs. granX projects
In Africa and Latin America are proposed in fetal year 1976 which have as their
primary purpose improvement of the status-of women.

Trade unions play an Important role outside the formal education system in
training for credit union and consumer cooperative work, organizational leader
ship skills, health and nutrition education and the upgrading of vocational skills.
$10.5 million is proposed in fiscal year 1978 to continue support for these labor
programs in all four of AID's geographic regions.
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The proper form and chaluid for education assistance will vary depending
upon the circumstances. While most of AID' s direct assistance to institutions is
concentrated on work at, a lower level closer to the immediate needs of the poor
majority, universities play an important role in developing countries and we con-
Wine to provide support for them in selected cases. This is particularly true in
the agriculture sector, but there are also several in the general education
category. In fiscal year 1976 we will carry on our program at the University of
B2tswana, Le o- tho and Swaziland. the major source for middle and higher level
manpower in these southern African nations. Our, assistance to Afghanistan:is
only uzuversity which is introducing new curriculum stressing applied technical
skills, will be completed in fiscal year 1976.

or.sriat. scnotsasnir, maims°, Instrictsratrion AND ILANAGElaza PBOGYAMB

($31 ILLIZIOS)

By now over 170,000 participants have been trained by AID and predecessor
agencies, it is through this avenue that much of America's most significant im-
pact on the developing world call be seen. Included in this category in fiscal year
1976 are several large scholarship and training programs (a) support for the
Latin American Scholarship Program of American Universities (12,4 million);
&to, regional programs for training several hundred Africans, both in Africa and
in the United States, in development related fields ($3.2 million) (c)'the fund
ing of up to 500 students at the American University of Beirrit ($3.1
and kcl) a $5 million project in Indonesia which will extents on a loan basis the
highly successful grant funded participant trainingproject

These programs are but a part of a $32 million AID participant training pro-
gram &supported by funds in all functional categories) which will finance train-
ing of about 7,500 LDC participants in, fiscal year 1976. These individuals,
representing many development-oriented disciplines, receive training at hundreds
of American and third-country institutions before returning to their own coun-
tries to play an important role in the development prdcess.

In this CulltieCtioII. your committee's recent reportporrectly reported the serious
economic and social consequences of the emigration of skilled Pbrsoonel from
LUC s to the United .States. We are pleased to note, hOwever, that AID's record
in this area is excellent. Through fiscal year 1974, better than-99 percent of AID-
financed participants (excluding the special case of Vietnam) returned to their
country of origin after completing training in the United States.

It is absolutely clear to rile, Mr. Chairman, that we must enhance our efforts
to improve the administrative capacity of government and development Institu-
tions at all levels. This especially true as we more more deeply and rapidly
in attempting to strengthen developing country programs in suppOrt of the poor
majority. The provision of training opportunities and technical advice in public
administration, project design and appraisal, planning, management and so'forth,
strengthen the vital human resource base on which national dev opment pro-
grams must build. Much of our support in this area is part pf projects
funded under other functional categories. There are, however, pro 'in each
region primarily focused on admihistration. Thus, in several Af region,s,
special projects are underway and proposed which will expand 1. 1 capacity to
plan, program and implement development projects. In 'Latin America the
emphasis )n several grant projects is on enhanced administrative capacityin
economic areaseconomic planning, taxes, budgeting, et cetera.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present ray statement to you.
-My collesgoes and I would be pleased to respond to airy questions you may have

concerning the education and hurrah resources development4program.
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(4) Section 106: Selected Development Problems

Far fiscalfiscal yea.c 1976. AID as requesting an authorization and appropriatfon of
$45.3 million for Le Se,ected Developmen;. Problems account_ Programs funded'
from this account are to help solve economic, and social development probiems
in fields such as transportatoa. power, industry, urban development and export
development"' (Section 106 of the Foreign Assistance Act 1

-
The fiscal year 1976 program totals $46.8 mA,Lion. $13.2 million below the 0015i

parable program sevel f.,r fiscal year 1975. The fiscal year 1976 program is appros
tioned as follows

mituesq,
Africa 41.6
East Asia 7.1
Latin America 12. 4'
Near East South Asia 3.7
Centrally funded and other 12. 0

Total 46.8 "
We propose to finance the program in the followl;ng way':

Mations
New appropriations c $45.3
Recoveries 1.5

Total 48.8
As the committee Is aware from ALR's fiscal year 1976 congressional presents

Lion and from my previous testimony on sections 103, 104, and 105. the Agency
has made major strides In focusing our programs on the three h4hest priority
categories In fiscal year 1975, 81 percent of our development ,i.staricte was
funded from the first three functional accounts, and in fiscal year 1976 we plan
to finance 92 percent of our program in these categories.

There are, however, important development problems which continue to deserve
some attention by the United States foreign assistance program. At $47 million,
otir funding is now sharply below the 1973 level of $220 million, but we believe
that projects in the following major areas should not be neglected.

Post-disaster reconstrbction:
Transportation:

Industry, science and technology:
Urban development and housing;

Program development; and
Stimulation of reimbursable technical assistance.

Posr-Disssrui Rr.coasvituc-riox

Extensive reconstruction is required in two Latin American nations in the
aftermath of natural disasters:

Hurricane FM destroyed roads and flood control *facilities it Honduras, a
$5 million loan to help restore these facilities is proposed in this category
IIR a follow op to grant financed relief and rehabilitation efforts;

-Managua, Nicaragua, 14 being rebuilt following the earthquake of December
1972. $4 Ninon 1.1 loan funds and a $420.000 grant from this category will
assist the government s efforts to improve transport sys s, construct
earthquake-proof public service facilities, and to strengthen r ction
planning capacity.

Ta.a:vspoirrirrox

Better transportation, facilities improve communications, ease the movement
of agritult.ral commodities and provide access for the rural poor' to health and
other social serviiw.

(66)
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The major Project in this category is a $6 million loan to Zaire to expand
port ind service facilities on the Zaire River; _part of a broad multidonor
road and river transport progrard,this project will improVe the movement
and marketing of agricultural comma:Mies.

INDUCT/Y. Sciaxcz, AND TLC:EN/CAGY

American skills in industry, science, and technology are widely bought in the
developing world. Professional relationships established under doncessinnal as-
sistance arrangements will, we believe, carry, over in the form of codtinuing
Associations of mutual benefit once AID programs are no longer required.

AID a final loan/ in Korea will be for a $5 million project to support establish-
ment of an _ industrial standards system which should help spur United
States-Korean contacts and understanding in this important field.

The C.S. National Academies of Sciences and Engineering have helped 13
developing countriesincluding Guyana, Sri Lanka, and Guatemalato
formulate national science policies and to select and adapt appropriate
industrial technology. For fiscal year 1976, we are proposing $2 million in
grants to continue these programs and similar activities with the National
Science Foundation and the National Bureau of Standards. .

Una:C. DEVELOPICMT AND HOVELNG

Major economic and social problems develop in urban areas as the rural poor
leave their homes and come to the cities in search of improved economic oppor:
tunitlea Rural development programs must focus on this fundamental problem.
but we cannot neglect the broad range of problems faced by the evergrowing
mass of urban poor. Many of our programs in other functional categories &gist
city dwellers/or example, family planningbut we also have underway specific
programs in section 106 to increase AID's capacity to help LDC's analyze their
urban problems.

Under the centrally funded urban development prograni, AID has helped devise
new techniques for identifying necessary social services for the urban poor and
for improved urban 10d-use planning. A pilot derdonstration Is proposed for a
site in Nicaragua in two! year 1976, and AID is in the process of selecting
demonstration sites in Asia and Africa. In addition, our housing guarantee
program gives priority to the provision of_ low-cost housing for the poor. In
Gabon and the Cameroons we proposed a $500,000 grant to assist the formulation
and development of a sound shelter policy for low-income group&

PSOGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Chairman, as our rather extensive congressional presentation volumes
stiggest, we seek to provide the Congress with extremely detailed presentations
of our project proposals. We try to be Candid and forthright ; it is inevitable,
however, that some changes will occur in project descriptions during the year
given the nature of the development business and the Leadtime involved in
preparing our presentation. We do. of course, notify the Congress of any major
changes under the section 113 notification procedure. e

In this same spirit we hare tried to respond thlik year to the concerns stated
in the committee's report that general feasibility study Projects should notlbe
funded under section 106. In nearly all cases we have decided to finance such
projects from several functional accounts, attempting to the maximum 'degree
possible to identify the likely funding level from each one. This inevitably entails
a certain degree of risk, for at this time not every specific study topic and precise
cost has been determined, our estimates are based on past performance and
anticipated fiscal year 1976 program requirements.

I cannot overstate the importance of this type of work, Mr. Chairman.,LDC
capacity to dOrelop viable projects in key development sectors is involved. We
need to be able to respond to needs recognized by 7.,DC governments and-our
missions. Such efforts are particularly important now as we push ahead in the
areas emphasized by the new directions of the legislation. We hope that you will
appreciate that AID needs the modest degree of flexibility which general but
totally candid descriptions of such activities pfovide.
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STIMULATION OF RZIMBURSABIZ DsmoRMENT PROGRAMS

Section 6107 of the FAA authorizes AID toarrange for provision of American
technlpal services un a country-financed basis. While In effect for some time, this
program has become increasuigly active with the growing demands for skills and
services on the part of inure affluent develcping countries. The establishment of
Joint commission in Iran, Saudi Arabia, and several other nations has heightened
the demand. We bet.eve that significant investment, trade and development oppor
tunnies for the U.S. pnvate sector should grow out of these reimbursable pro-
grams. t nder the authority of recently enacted section 661 of the Foreign Assist
ante Act, we base programed $1 million in fiscal year 1976 to facilitate and stim-
ulate this tountry-financed technical service program. If demand warrants, addi
tional funds will be programed after prior notification of the Congress.

I appreciate the opportunity to make this statement on our fiscal year 1976
program for selected development problems. My colleagues and I would be happy
to answer any questions you may have.

66
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(5) Section 107: Selected dituitries and Organketions

For the program in selected countries and orgaiiizations AID is requesting
authorization and appropriation of $32 million ". . . for development progfams
conducted by private oa international organizations:* & Section 107 of the Foreign
Assistance Act.)

The fiscal year 1976 program totals S3L9 million. This constitutes slightly more
than 3 percent of the total program proposed for the five functional accounts and
compares to a fiscal year 1975 progran, of $38.6 million. (It should be noted that
the support of three voluntary funds of the Organization of American States
which In previous years was funded f,rom this account has been shifted in fiscal
se.3r 1976 to the International Organizations"' account, the flscaJ Year 1975 OAS
program level was $13.7 million.)

The fiscal year 1976 program includes two main types of activities:
Support to .S. private, and voluntary organizationsoand
Contributions to selected regional and international organizations.

The program is allocated by geographic area as follows :
Nikon* -

Africa $3.'8
East Asia 1.
Near East and South Asia .,.- ' . 5
Centrally funded and other a 26.4

Total 81.9
We proposed to finance the program in fiscal year 1976 as follows:

Millions

New obligational authority $32.0
_Plus recoveries 4.9
Less transfer of funds to the StateDepartment, Office of Refugee and

Migration Affairs, under the authority of thg Migration and Refugee Act
of 1962 5.0

Total 31.9

Prior to fiscal year 1975, "assistance in support of the general economy of
recipient bountn ,excerpt from sec. 107 of the Foreign Assistance Act) con-
stituted the bulk of the Selected Countries and Organizations" account. With the
shift in AID s program emphasis away from large -scale resource transfers, this is
no longer the case no program loans were made in fiscal year 1975 and none are
proposed for fiscal year 1976. Instead, the major focus of this icategory 4s on
strengthening American and indigenous private and' voluntary organizations so
that they can play an increasingly important role in the developing world.

ASSISTANCE To PRIVATE . AND VOLUNTAICT ORGANITATIONS (P170's)$2A.6
MrtzioN

-
U.S. private, and voluntary organizations have a long history of working

cooperatively with AID and the LDC's in furthering development objectives on
p people-to-people basis. In addition to' their special skills and dedication, PITO',
are a major source of nongovernmental foreign assistance. In 1974 thoseorgani-
zations registered with AID spent almost $1 billion for overseas activities,
two-thirds of which was raised from private contributions.

AID supports private and voluntary organizations through four interrelated
programs:

Reimbursing voluntary agencies for ocean freight costs associated with over-
. seas shipment of donated goods 57.6 million is now proposed for this

purpose in fiscal year 1976, but the requirements are under continual review.
Providing general program and budget support to established U.S. voltintarx

organizations.
(n)
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For example, in fiscal year 1976 we propose $4.5 million to support
the International Executive Service Corps. Since 1965, this organiza-
tion has provided the services of 3,300 volunteer executives to help
commercial enterprises throughout the world improve their managerial
and technical /Whs.

We also propose $4.2 million for the Asia Foundation which fosters
the work of leading individuals, community groups, and private and
public agencies in 15 Asian countries. Its program supports education,
development administration, rural development, and population planning
projects.

In addition, we plan to provide general support olunteer
Development Corps, the National Rural Electric -e Association,
the Cooperative League of the U.S.A., the Internatio.. Foundation,
and a number of other U.S. private and voluntary o : ;ittons engaged

Development. program grants, a new program set up in 111#4. year 1975,
in overseas development work.

programs. The program was created in response to inc 111'7TO interest
will help PTO's plan, irhpleinent, and evaluate their ove : evglopment

,in shifting from their traditional concentration on relief an umanitarian
assistance to place more emphasis on basic development pro +ems. In fiscal
year 1975, $5 million is being made available to 24 PTO': a comparable
!eve

pe tionaLpiogram grants also set up in fiscal year 197 as a companion
I:iplanned for fiscal year 1976.O . .

to the evelopment program grant, will provide PTOs funds to design
and implement, development programs in the areas of f.. .rodu
tion, rural development, population planning, health, *cation. This
program Will also test whether established and successr PT, ins
and techniques can be expanded on a broad scale without cing eir
people-to-people characteristics. Funds for this purpose are i uded u er
the particular developtr4t account related to tpurpose of dual
activity.

A total program level of about $15 million for these latter two activities is
planned fort fiscal year 1976. ,

SELECTED REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS- ($6.8 MILLION)

For fiscal year 1976, we propose $6.8 million to support the development effoits
of a number of regional and international organizations including.

$1.2 million to the Economic Commission for Africa to provide senior level
experts to work with African planning and rural development ministries to
prepare proposals for U.N. and other donor funding;

$1.8 million to the African Development Bank to assist that institution in
the design and development of capital projects. For the period 1974-76, the
African Development Bank plans a lending program of ;no million. Hcrw-
ever, African countries and regional organizations lack the skilled manpower
to design and develop activities to qualify for Bank funding. The grant to
the Bank will finance the services of skilled advisers and provide for neces-
sary technical studies.

I should point 'out, Mr. Chairman, that this project is part of an ongoing
technical assistance program begun In 1968. It is not for the purpose of either
a development loan to supply capital to the Bank or for a capital contribution
to the Bank's soft window, the African Development Fund. Thus, we believe
section 107 funding is the most practical and appropriate.

$1.0 million for the South East Asia Development Advisory Group to stimu-
late research and the exchange of ideas between Asian and U.S. /scholars,
businessmen and Government officials on development issues of major con-
cern to AID programs:

$1.8 million for support to other U.S. Government agencies to cover training
services for United Nations fellows in such fields as agriculture, manpower,
statistics and social welfare. The fiscal year 1976 program mill principally
involve the Departments of Agriculture, Interior, Labor, Commerce and
Transportation and will provide training for approximately 750 participants.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present this statement on the
selected countries and organizations category. My colleagues and I would now
be happy to answer whatever questions you may have on these subjects..
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"A
POLICY STATEMMS AND CONCEPTUAL _FRAMEWORK PAPERS SUP-

* PORTING IMPLEMMSTATION OF THE CONGRESSIONAL MANDATE
AND STATUS

May 29, I97

I. cot:gmtow' Mandate Draft Analysis AIDTO Circular 7'48, November 6,

1914.gmled).canal Mandate. Aiding the Poor Majority and Mandate Definitions
'AIDTO Circular A-1163, April 30; 1975 (Issued).

3. EmplOythent and income Distribution Objectives for AID Programs and
Policies tPD-48, October 2, 1972i, Policy Background Paper on same subject.
issued coucutehtly (Issued).

4. Guidelines for Evaluation of Capital Projects, January, 197% ClApter on
Equity and Benefit Incidence (Isiraed).

5, (Socio-Enonomic Criteria of Aid Donors AID Circular 584. May. 22, 1973
(Issued).

6. Source .BOok, on' Developing Country Policies on 'Popular participation,
June 23, 1972 (Issued).

- 7. Sociogcunomic Changes and Political Participation Huntington-Nelson
Report. September 1973 (Issued).

S. Integration of Women into, NatfOnai Economies PD--60, September 16,
1974, also PHA, OM and Regional Bureau airgrams on same subject. TAB is
exploring research needs (issued).

9. Private Sector, AIDTO Circular A-855, Del!ember 27.197A (Issued).
10. Action Steps to Enhance ATVs Relith'briship With Private and Voluntary

Qrganziations including C.S. Cooperatives in LDC Development Acilvitfes. Ap
Droved by Administrator Februalty 5, 1974 (PD- ) (Issued).

11. Private and Voluntary Organizations, AIDTO Circular A-346, May 4.
Fill (Issued).

Lt Guidelines Governing Funding for Private and Voluntary Orgalilzations fn
Connection with Development. Assistance Under FA PrOgram. July 23, 1974

.13-Private and Voluntary Organization Guide...1.11ns AIDTO C1z A-500,
August 2, 1974 (Issued). .

14. Procedural Guidance for PVO's on Operational Program Grants (AIDTO
Circligtr A-25, January II, 1975) (Isined).

15. Managemenejmprovement aisd Development Administration (William 0
Hall Wogic Group) AIDTO Clicsi9+? A-187. March 28, 1075 (Draft report under

review).
16. Revised Project Devtlopraent,,Ftiview and Approval System, Social Sound-

nessAnalysis Annex AIDTO cular A;241. April 23, 1(45 (Issued).
1,7:Library on EmpVayment and Income Distribution AIDTO Circular A-286.

May la, 1975 (ISInedk...,,
18. National ,Politier and Income DIsttibution Princeton-Brookings Report (In

19. inanefal*Difttiopment (Projected).
20..Pa rti ci pa t1on as Orograming Criteria ( Projected ) . =
21. Discus4,ing the Mai/date with Developing Country Governments (Projected)
22. Appropriately scaled tar Intermediate), Technology (Projected).

B. RURAL DZSZLOPIEL17

Rural Developmenttibrary (sued).
24. Rural Deiptopment Policy Statement (Fiscal Year 1978, Program Budget

Submission Guidance AIDTO pirealar A-448, June 22, 1974) (Issued.).
On)
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2.5, Concept I Overvaew of Rural Develop/nerd AIDTO Circular A-690. Oc-
tober 10, 1974 ).

X. Small Farmer Credit t:airleunep on Project nod Program Planning AIDTO
Circular A-418. Jung 6. 1974 (1....vviel ).

27 Practical Guidelines for Implementation of an Integrated Approach to
Rural Development ( Issued ).

AFR-AfDTO Circular A-217. April 1L,1975.
LA AIDTO Circular April 18.1`975.

AliTTO Circular A-216. April 10. 1975
EA AIDTO Circular A-3.5. May 1. 1975

4, Rural Development.Policy (Projected).
, Spatial Planning for Rural Development (Projected)
3( Market Prices l&slie, in Regional Planning In Process).
31. Base Level Organizations v Projected ).
32. .Rural Production Sector Programing and Strategy (In process).

A. Agriculture an prom:6i.
13:, Industry (In promss)
C. Marketing ( Projected ).

33. Rural Infrastructure and Agricultural Production In process).
34. Irrigation Associations !Projected T.
35. Farmers Association I Projected).
3i1 Small Producer Economics) Production vs. Equity in Agriculture (In

process).
Aartrult are Sector Asses4ment atikielines (In process).

3 Savings Mobilization Policy (Projected).
39. Land Tenure/Land Luiprovement and Organization (Projected).
40. Risk Aloidance (Projected ).. -
41. Issifes, related to removal of subsidies and Imposition of taxes on labor

dislacingequipment Projected). '
'

42, Functions of the Central Goren/Dent in a Decentralized System
(Projected).

4.1. Nycholo-c of Participation and Learning Theory (Ptojectedr.

C Hr.Atrif

4P.anning and Evaioatior, of Integrated Health Wks ery.Program AIDTO
Circular A.2'.3.02(13rch IR. 1974 (Isgied).

47,, Health Progfam Evaluation Guidelines Kit AIPTO Circular A-58,
-mry 23. 1075 (Issuer]).

46. Health Sepr Strategy I I b process).
' 47. Health Sector Asses=-went Guidelines (.6 process).

, 48. Lvov cost Health Delivery S. stems Implernenta lion Guidelines In process).
49. Ongoing Innos-ations in Low-cost Delivery Systems JIn process).

- Defining Health Statbs Bericinuarks and Targets 4 In priiiitss)
ij Folkiwup Health Sector Gnidglines (Projected for next year).

D. NVTRITInS

32- AID Nutrition -Stritegy, I AIDTO Circular A -996. September 1973).
(Issued',

53, Defining-an Adeinate Diet proces'4),

E. Emit iribx
DraP Fran- Is. :iv. for Develop n,; I's .,gram Subrnission's in Human Re-

sources DeveropmeAt Circular A -703, 1),"-(i)ber 17, 1974
.15 AID Education Progran. Strategy c AIDTO ('a-A.11.1r A r7, September 4,

1973fr(Issued).
56. Piokrarn Guidaoce Impferuenting Ants Strate-), for Educationand

Itunian:BetwurcestAIDTCI'(irmilar A-275, April 2. 1974 I Issued).
57. Defining Vractlea. -FAuca ton (In pmcv,:e4).
18. Final Fratrgis ork li .1' anti Asesevment Paper ( In pi pmss).
59. Presise Restatement Age-n. y :11m.ati"n I av y, Strategy I Projected ).

TION

PoKe Statement (In pr(ce.z4)
61. Beyond Family Planning 4AIIYE0 Circular A-111R, November 13, 1973)

(Issued).
. 7 0
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St'm MAP-1,
...

1- The p.r maj"rity.., nraitv by any measure ,.it totals over 800 million peo-
ple by our delinitio on. r around three-fourths-, of the total. population of AID-'
assisted countries. 31.,re than 9tt percent of some countries" population is in this
grp: while in atter better off countries the propurtion is far lower.

.2. As an aid to characterizing the pour majority. we use several rough bench-
marks-of ()uteri; . Falong short of any one benchmark is enough to place an indis
vernai in this vast grout.. In ipterpretink these berichmsirks the need to consider

's.tome time t. -
int.-slant of the ft-wt.-1.14e is strfessrtd as precision will be difiiiinit to achieve fpr

- . .
in

., .
3. The follo*tng benchmarks are described 4 n some detail :

i a i Pt p-ropita Income balms- $1.10 rill. year (19(39" prices) ;
tbk, hilhi dr-1 of fess than `2,180 to 2,670 calories (depending on the

,-s-iniry, ; awl
11.: f Several health indicators. Iffy czprdancif At. birth of below 55 years,

Infant mortality o psi-r.:3 er-' tlion-zatoi i_hlitirenisted. 0-1, hirthratot ever 25
.Pti tiii+u-a-ud DPulato.n, or aec-ess to - Broadly' deltnect health eerrieet for'
Nader Wiser-cent of Ike population, , -. -

11..-...- *144v:star, ilr- an-ant to apt.i. to A arying proportions of country popula-
ans, not t., r.-A21, t ripg as a n-hole.

. .
- 4. In v4lispruerit 1 ro,.m.s fur the poor will require time-consuming systemic,

change Program- most ilk. I; to staiiegd. and which reorite highest priority ern-
pliaspr under the on.ressional inandote awl All) policy. al-i those involving the
..r,,,,azo 4.fff.ettin pa r t Alia tpyri',f th poor in all fai:etz, of the development proc-
esti lint participation alone ,s ant ,offi. h-nt . Seeds. fertilizer. market. roads and
other capital inputs. health and trail mg pr "grams and other goods and services,
.,nd "solo ie. promuttri.: efficient u-- .,f all rcsources are needed if growth is to
rs cur. Limiting, 1.,,ilatt,,n e:tpar gion rersi:irts critical. Nioreocet. the benefits of

(63)
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growth must be shared equitab.;.. In Ile the LDC's carry the major isasponsibility
for their own development. AID can provide vita. assistance in ways consistent
with the spirit of the coagressional rasvidare that will help improve the' well
being' of the poor,

5. But moving the-poor major.* beyond the pOver*, benchmarks would be an
'extremely expensive and lengthy process even In - optima: policy settings. (Dou-
bling low per capita Incomes may recm-re adherence to demanding development .
regimens for 20 years or more., As AID** resourceslike those of other donor§
and of the LDCS--are limited, It A normally Impractical to think of AID-financed
programs affecting directly the entire poor majority in any country, mock less
moving it beyond the benchmarks la the near term. While AIp-ttruEnced programs
%must attempt to reach large ncrobers of poor people. AID% target group gill often
be a limited portion of the poor majority. in each country depending on its eco-
nomic and social conditions, its capabilities and desires, and other cx nsicIerations.
which determine 'the programs yielding the most impressive benefits at Wart cost.

6. AID assIstances focuses on :
covioertfroting on cousitries whose development policies we can support and

that can utilize our assistance effectively.
--coricentratiag ksy. rectors food and nutrition, population and beaith, and

education) affecting the basic well-being orthe poor;
provicitssg key component.; of development packages designed to involve and

affect broad segments of the poor majori*, thus multiplying the impact of our
assistance;

--tspportittg *elected pilot programa testing new approaches with potential for
affecting many people, thus encouraging the experimentation needed to
advance the art of development.

T. Targets for AID-assisted programs and projects should reflect unique local
circtunstances, bid to the greatest-degree possible they should be cast in terms
of their contribution to the long term -ter 14yeara-goals of improving the status
of the poor. Working in cooperation, with the I.DC's, targets should be defined in
terms of -output- indicators -- changes in income. health. et ceterawhere pos-
sible to assure that we focus on the relative effectiveness of alternative programs
and that wee are able t, evaluate and.lissess their impact on development ,objec-
tires. Setting targets for programs in rural development, nutrition, population,
health and education is disvussed particularly in relation to the ultimate obJec
tire of raising the :.sing standards of the.poor through their increased participa-
tion in the development process.

8. Several additional useful definitions are included as Appendix C.

I. Toi Cosoasestrocat liasoara
Pot erty in developiabonations is severe, and we shall not soon see it eradicated.

Nevertheless, the combination of developing dbuntry adherence to sound devel-
opment programs, expanded efforts to contain population growth, and construc-
tive assistance fr,..a, the developed word can pay off in improved living standards
for the poor. While the develoving kowitries. must carry the major responsibility
for their own development. aid donors cao provide critical marginal raw
in support of .LDC efforts. Past development efforts bare produced many
couraging results, although it is also, hear that the outcome has not always in-
volved major improvements for the mass of people at the base of developing
economies.

AID has a mandate from the Congress to help the poor majori* in developing
countries raise their living standards beyond subsistence levels. AID Pr6grams
are to be concentrated on the major problem areas of food'and nutrition, popula-
tion and health, and educat,on and should be marked by their involvement of the
hoar in the develop:aer.t process.

Wao Ant Tat POOR ,MAJOJUTT?

,The first step in designing programs involving and benefiting the poor is to
.determine chi, the poor.majority are. Few officials In developed or developing
,countries have spent .ratich time on that question, perhaps feeling that you know
the poor when yon APe then, and that attention could more usefully go to design-
ing and implementing program. for people who ate obviously poor by any reason-
able standard. We are sympathetic to thisi view, but the need to be Lure of our
focus at a time when AID appropriations are particularly tight requires that we ,
always have in mind what we want most to accomplish and for whom. A closer
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look si the charactP.zistici of the poor may suggest ways of improving the effte
tiveness of AID orogrokna.

The ;Zia are, of course, those Lying below some minimum standard. To make
. that standard operationao the poor majority is characterized in terms of rough

b...ichrnatki of per captta income, health, and nutrition stet= . any person who
plums falls short of o n-rY um levels fur any of these indicators is within the
poor pajortty and hay therefore be a potential beneficiary of AID programa

We have looked for benchmarks that are practicalShat la, measurable with as
moth accuracy as possible is LDCs Where data remain scarce and often
unreliable. )

But should these benchmarks be uniform:Abe same absolute levelsfor all
countries? Or shuoid AID define the poor majority in relative term (for etampte,
those to the lower tali of the economic -scale in each (The choice between
obsolete and recants standards Zs never easy when the relatively 'selloff are poor
by our own standards., Whole serious problems of oversimplification inevitably
arise. we nee broad.; uniform benchmarks generally comparable throughout AID.
assisted LDC s so poverty can be assessed without regard t.9 political boundaries.
These bent.tirciarks are tio.t .otended to define any sharp breakpoint between pov-
erty and prosperity. between the "have-nots- and the -haves", rather, they try to
seamy Pe-Pie who are indispouibly your and *dearly among the world's have
riots. The resulting poor majority is indeed a majority of the population of ALD-
asoo.sted coontries taker. as a whole ha the fraction of a riven country's popula-
tion included in this category will vary. A read:ire dednition--dellaing 'the.
poor to Include_the bottom half.of,the income distribution in each ecnmtrywas
rejected because so mar.; in tbs.. atiper half. of countries like Bangladesh br Zaire
would toe excluded afthougt. they are, 'feet, poorezothan many in the lowertalf
of canaries like . -

la constdertng iriteroourity AID allocations. snch'a unifbrm foyerty standard
thould piste Eyeful, aithough final der ieions will naturally reflect foreifi policy
concerns as *ell at an LDC's re?rources And general absorptive capacity ; in any

ast-. t-ery effort.-hoold be mac)o.to assure AID fends benefit that fraction of the
. recipient country's population thatis poor by AID's benchmark standards.. i . :

I. Potorrr Bmscusausas o . t
.. - . ,

i
A. COOILL ' . 1

The usual shorthand for minimum Bring standards is the per cardfsincome` .
needed to obtain essentia. goods and services. We been here too.' We have deftolscl
the r;our rlajority to Include anyone in ALD's recdplent countries sirlotn income
falls below $1.",fo in .1.0;5 priort over 800 million People, or eTrotmd.three-fourths
of the total population of these countrieft. (See appepdtx, page 74.1

Taken alone, income benchmarks harsh, serious problems.. They are inevitably
arbitrab. Inflation and artificial exchange rates can invalidate .intarcouritry
comparability. Acepal Income can be,dillictilt to measure. National averages for

r capita income are inappropriate, of course, since they would /Race whole
- countries lb or out of the poor majority. We need more ruicrorevel data, ideally for

indivicloais. that permit isolating persons in a siren countrif with incomes below. `
$150. But such data are scarce in LDC's and etpensive to coiled, PaftticolarlY for
the poor whose Incogg" may consist largely of einbsistence output produced and
consumed outside the market economy. We may have to rely on existing readcoutt
income surveys di other- surveys on a subnetiorial scale . in some cases, "educated
guesses" will hereto do.

Artificially high prices or the scarcity or virtual absence of ,some basic gads
ur services may leave an individual !unable to translate modest income into a
decent !icing standard. Using income a: erages for any large group of persona can "
mask uneven disitribution oftvhat goods and services are available, often to the
harm of women, children, or tome other disadvantaged group in whom AID has
particular' interest. '

Thu.. nhile helpful. income benchmarks are' meant to. be used in spirit to
*Identify the poor where greater percision is ItoirtetiCtiL 'To taste account of

',Ube Woftd Bank bag defined the poor to include anyone whose per capita income
faLle below to 1044 orirerousbly 650 million people. or about a third of the lots!
LOC nopulatton exeluding Chinz Re c-onseter this definition tool restrictive, because it

.'"-- excludes vast numbers of poor people who should i* eligible for,r.8. assistant*:
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Meanie benctroark probleins we also insinde in the poor =Son* anyone who
lark, minimum. accrpLablenottilios health.ststps dettned in rough terms.'

B. NIITZITION

Fetreine.hungees effeds are ail too apparent. but the dividing line between an
ad-quate and inadequate diet CD difficult to fix._ A number of definitions of an -ads-
qaate" diet is possible, ranging from one that merely avoids famine to one meeting
recommended les els of all nutrients. It etnusi be argued that,anyone whose diet
fails is provide reessmmsnded nutrients shookl qnstits for the poor rnajoritys
but that standard would be eicessively fine-tuned arid impractical.

Igo' ring other nutrients for the moment.. two reasonanle interpretations of
-adequacy" could he based on the calories needed to meet .

4a) "Maintenance requirements" detned by *FAO as the energy needed to
Insure constant body energy in a aonfasting subject for a rainlmtnia level pf
actirits needed for dressing, washing. eating. and so forthbut not for
demanding physical labor. Maintenance requirements average about 1,900 to
2,000 calories in major LDC regions.

(b) "Average requirements" permitting a standard level of "moderate
activity" for adults aged 20 to 39 and "normal growth" for children. Akerage -
requirements range, according to the FAO, from about 2.2(10 to 2,000 calories -

' in Inajor LDC regions and frog 2,160 (Indonesia) to 2,670 (Uruguay.) In
A4D-assiirted countries. (See ap.lnellx B, page -45, for the

These aseiage- MASI( aide variation in actual. 'requirements. Adequate diet.
rennireltents vary with age, sex, size, health status, occupation,. and elintate
Iremiatt and la satins women generallj require 300 to 500 astclitionakcalories
daily Sisk persons. particularly ch)ldiensrequire additional calories especially
when their illnesses in.tilbit'abscription of islet nutrients they do receive. Those
engaged in active labor need hundreds of isalories more as do those living in cold
llmates Thus our estimates of h cerage requIrenlents are rough, and may vary

by as much as 25 percent.
Bessipg in mind that LDC populations can improve their uo a losing standards

Jots if they can stork effectively, the poor ;majority is defined to include anyone
ash .- fails to receive the 'average requirements for each AIls-assIsted tountry.
The reasi for adopting eintry-specifie criteria rather than a single world-
wide Balm. Is thit this ease the FAO has adjusted requirements for the
unique tradition.; if each .country. As with Income, existing surveys of varying
toisprehensi.eness and quality along with experienced judgioents may have to
form the basis for estimate of actual caloric intake where more precise estimates
are Isapractickl,

Calorie requiremeits Ignore vitamins, minerals, and especially the protein
required for all physical and mental processes. It is often assumed that diets
providing Adequate, lakrie*, will also assure adequate quantities of-other nutri-
ents. That hopeful assumption too often proves inaccurate. Higher protein . -
counts do tend to 'berItssociated with higher calorie counts. But -exceptionssate
frequent. some staples, like yams and casava, provide little protein. Worse.
when calories are short, more protein is consumed for efiergs, leaving even "
less for its tuilque tasks Moreover. protilti quality caries. the several amino
acids frem which protein, are built Must be supplied in itrtain proportions. If
all are to be utilized folly. Whcn one or more is short, at. is frequently the case,
the protein Is of lower coats. tin such circumstanees programs to dkelosr.
food high in the scarce component are effective) s -
- Other nutrients are .not just desirable. tan esse, ntIal., fur reasonably good
nutrition (Iron .deficiency anemia debilitates millions Vitamin A deficiencs
blinds hundreds thole-.ands. A more tomprebensire nutrition measure would
inc-hide rsinlrements for josttirs vitamins andsninerals. As better data hecolne -

avalIable..iss will expand o.ir nutrition benchmark ti,:nclude other requirements.

HELLTFI
4 .

s flood health" status is even more difficnit to define than good nutrition.'
solisi,ristans suggest s peesos enjoys god &alai when is. , au suervasfully adapt
to his physical, social: and psychologicai envirolimc nt. but boa can that be

When itfrAlth or nniriri.,a tenslisecrits (all h. do6tled ,n ',nag or tut Ind144n:1111 pbyw
kA3 rarametrk they arold vim the orrsseissof a era,:ar. lumens orrr =mop% and
of prierva puttaage rate ebaage. or trtillefol levels

31n a *place. Fled nutrition ti a ntean to good heatih.
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assessed easily! Mar.) people in today a LDC't sqger frequent hunger,debilitat-
lug disease, attpks of acute illuesa, or other blialth problems, by ?Western
standards. they plainly stiffer poor health. Bot where on the spectrum of good-
ta-puor health should one draw the line to fix. an ,ricceptatte minimum? Can
.frtie defrie irdri.mam acceptable bealli-, An terms of practice: beachmarks 'uniform
and t-oniparable among countries'

Var.-fits health indicators that might be checked fairly easily on individuals in
developeci countries. such a- weight and vital signs, otaioualy cannot tie obtained
for the pa.ir majority scattered throughout I.JaCs. There is no practical litmus
4-4 for p-,oct beau for the indicsdaial, mach leas for minimum accept:01e
limit& We take a less dir-act approach, therefore, by including in the poor ma-
jority any person ...Ting among a group, varying in size. -where life expectancy
at birth. infant a., nality. fertility, and, more iadirectly, broadly defined health
servioa5 fail to uicei niseimuni standards Again. it beers emphasizing that our
health parameters should ire defined not in terms of national averages but in
terms of- averages fpr subnational groups.

1. Life Expectancy: 55 Years at Birth

eraae national life erne' toncy at bi;th ries today from 38 to 75 years.
ad.]; a midpoint 'median, of 54_ tit often e 70 in the developed countries
and falls short, of 45 in tlq poorest nation.. Anyone In that portion of a popula-
tion wi;bin a country where life nity at. birth falls below 55 years is
included in the poor majority. (Available data may be limited to averages
for regions or province. of a country and may have to be supplemented by
experienced judgments./

2. Infant Mortalityr 33 per 1,000 Infants Aged 0' to 1
4104

Average national infant modality varies between 11 and 218 deaths per
1,000 infalas aged tl t. 1 years. with a midpoint of about 113. The characteristic
rate above which muse of ttie worlds poor fall is about 33, that rate is taken
as another health benchroark, and we include in the,poor majority anyone in
that portion of the population where infant mortality exceeds 33.

3. Birth Bate: 25 per 1,000 Population

The health of mothers and children is closely, related to the number and
spacirii pregnaric-ca under primitive conditions. Eight children may not be
a health problem to a mother in an affluent society, but to a _mother in a
develyping country facing home delivery and an absence of prenatal or post-
natal care, to say nothing of hod or other shortages, repeated pregnancies
represent a clear health threat, They also threaten her children, both by
impairing bet- capatity to care ('Sr them and by increasing the difficulty of
lactation. There are laity demographic measures of average,n4mbers of preg-
aanciets stlien data ari a tailable, but the mritt convenient mtaWare`given data
saartity is the birth rate. alibi. rang4 from 10 to over 50 throughout the world.
The characteristic rat bove which most of 'the poor fall is roughly 25 per
1,000 popolatioft, f take that rat.. as another health benchmark, and incinde
in the pout majarity anyone living In that portion of the population where the
birth rate exceeds 25. i It bear% emphasizing that persons thing in areas with
lower birth rates ma: also'qualify for U.S. population assistance, which gener
ally flares the task of improving poi capita living standards of the poor.)

.
4. Ilralth Scrricc.s: Access for Under 60 Percept of 'Population

, The ab-eace -if better health status data argues for using such indirect measures
as we can devise. Health services broadly defined to include public and private
curative and prelkentive medical services, family planning, and nutritionall
incorporating appropriate scientific appraaches--can clearly Iroprcive health,
through provision of lean aateaa. envirobiaental sanitation, and other measures
nut, cunt ribpte as mar h t,. health la some circumstances (see below ). The absence
of such health %ervar pc i n at:k the inference that health Is probably not acceptable.
Among the pour tausep,rity, perhapn rt remit. on the abate, lack convenient and
regular amen% to tairanial maternal an W health eery Ws, rudimentary preven-
tive or curative service.% family plan g, or. adequate nutrition services. As a
conservative approach, the poor major includes anyone living in an area wheie
under GO percent of the popnlatian have th access, on grounds that those people
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are highly unlikely to enjoy minimum acceptable health. Again, to determine
actual health parameters, we may have to rely on imperfect ellattog data instead
of new surveys when the latter seem too costly to be practicaL

4V. DErmaaatio AID's Tamar Porcrnmos
.L WHAT DO WE SEEM TO' ACHILTEI

Given this immense group of poor from which to choose, how should AID's
target group be determined? AID resources are to be deployed in support of LDC
development plans and programs to help the majority who are poor. not to stimu-
late GNP indiscrirmnately wabont considering who MI; benefit. The Congressional
mandate and AID policy rest on the conviction that it is possible to achieve
significant In.proverner.t in the living standards of the poor majority through pro-
gram with low per capita costs.

Bnt how much we aim to help accomplish for the individual? -

--Should our t be mere maintenance of human life, however precarious,
Just beyond re survival? Gh en the problems of feeding today's population
and the prospect .of inevitable and substantial populstion growth, meeting
even this limited target demands tremendous effort and expensd

Should the target be a decent living standard--perhaps connoting a reason-
able amount of protein or rudimentary education, for example which may be
necessary to avoid severe and prolonged physical or mental impairment?
This level may be attainable only with strict adhdrence to demanding policy
regiments and the application of resources which, while modest in per capita-
terms, still add to lafge totals over the next few decades.

Should the target be even more ambitions, perhaps a comfortable living
standard more akin to our own, which might recognize a common right to
aspire among all people? This would be attainable, if at all, only through ..
massive economic and social transformation and vast expeuditure of scare%
funds.

Determining the suitabje goal must. of conrse, be the responsibility of the de-,
veloping countries .. nevertheless AID must set targets as well as if we are to
assess our own performance.

The benchmarks used t,... define the poor majority suggest themselves as targets.
Could not AID. In cooperation with the LDCs, aim to help move the poor majority
beyond these milestories in the net decade or so? Unfortnnately, the human and
,apital *resource, current; available in LDC's, including those supplied.by aid
donors. will not do the Job, trafring extraordinary technical advances, even given
ideal policies and more equitable distribution of goods and services to the poor.
How mnch would be needed to accomplish this? We cannot say with precision.
atthongh the price tag fbr each year would must likely be a multiple of the LDCs'
present gross national product and the aid donors' share well beyond the realm
of possibility. To suggest how largc: the job is. with 5 percent annnal growth in
real GNP and 2 percent annnal growth In population, per capita income would
double only after 25 year assuming stead) application of needed resources- -
and perhaps still fall short of $150.

Under these circumstances. -hy.v can AIM efforts or even all foreign aid
combinedmake a differenve to the poor majority? AID pros-lc:lel only a frac-
tion albeit occasionealy a large shareof the foreign resouites any LDC uses,

s and it is the LDC's own resonrtesand its own development policiesthat are
the primary determiriants 41 de el.)pmetrt progress for its own people. Whenever
possible. therefore. AID siipport thap,t be part id a development approach con-
ducive to the broad-kused systemic change heeded to affect the lives of the poor.
Barriers to development lo-the ecnomy. sot iet+. and politics of the LDC mbst be
Identified and a package of coordinated Ixilides established to remove or weaken
those impediments. (AID s st t t..r analitiN Aurk is a major step in helping LDC's
more in this dIrettion.) NA all got errooerits hate fully committed themselves to
this task, but AID's afsi-,tan e shvuld support programs that contribute tqw ard
expansion of such a broad-based view. c

For LDC's with vast and ev er-growihs fx)pnlation. the moat promising develop-
ment programs are thaw making a virtue of necessity by relying on broadly
labor-intensive approachee.' it i. i, .1 Sualcient. however, that the pdor simply have

While tbls labor will somptino...be proyfdd In th- form of paid employment on farms.
In public works. or In commercial InclastrIsi establIshmPnts. In most LDCs moth of
the labor of the poor sr11: be pr,,rldeol In the form of self emp.offnent on small farms or in
other enterprises.,
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opportunity for employment They should also participate as much as possible in
the development process to help Insure program effectiveness and equitable dis-
tribution of resulting benefits. AID sh;uld focus on programs emphsviitrig a par
ticipatiou strategy that includes the following broad objectives:

(a) development programs should benefit the poor primarilyivith the
objective of at least narrowing the relative income gap 'between rich and
poor ;

( by decisions about development programs should be made in cooperation'
with the poor to the fullest extent possible;

(C4 development programs require substErlist input from the poor who
stand to benefit ;

(d) implementing development programs becomes a learning experlende fo;
participants, yielding lasting improvements in their skills;

. . (e) participants can improve program performance by feeding back in-
formation to program administrators directly or indirectly; . .

(f) participation of and benefits for women are addressed explicit* sad.-
with a view to improving their condition.

The participation emphasis of the mandate reflects the congressional view that
AID expenditures should represent not consumer handouth with temporary
though beneficial impact but investment in people that pays off in increased ca
parity to produce, the sine qua non of the developing countries' own efforts to
sustain improi-ements in living standards.

But AID recognizes that while it is extremely important, popular participation
alone will not move the poor majority abole the poverty line. Other inputs rang-
ing from seedsuid fertilizer to dams, farm-to-market roads, and other essential
infrastructure must be available to complement labor while health, nutrition, and
training programs are needed to strengthen labor's effectiveness. Moreover,
ziolicies insuring access for the poor to these labor-augmepting inputs and pro-
moting their most efficient use are essential if productive capacity is to be in-
creased. Curtailing population growth is also extremely important in this process
if scarce resources are to be used wall.

N6 single type of changewhether in policies or in input supplies-Is likely to
be as effective a stimulant to development as integrated changes in both,; whole
systems will need to be modified if the poor are to proifier in the near future. In
close concert with other donors, AID can support LDC development efforts in this
direction by providing scarce resources, strengthening institutions, and generally
encouraging policies lixely to complement the contribution of the poor and insure
that they reap the fruits of their own labor. For. AID to make the maximum
contribution to development in widely varying LDC cultural settings, however,
will require increased attention to and understanding of local conditions and
circumstances. .

E. FOCUSING AID ASSIBIANCL

AID assistance can be made more effective by further focusing it is the man-
date suggests. We can concentrate on cohntriea committed to dev4opment ap-

. proaches we can support and able to use our funds effectively.
Congress has also directed us to concentrate assistance on several ra7-

rural production and nutrition, population and health, sairedtication an/human
resources development. Funding priorities in fiscal year 1974 and fiscal y= 1975
reflect the major concentration of AID,in these Three categories. ted
our sectors of emphasis to three, however, does not suggest that we will a
in the ear term much measurable impact oh a natfonal or international
While are attempting to strengthen the Impact of AID assistance beyond th
project el, to hold our programs strictly to that objective would tuiv,e a
effect o the experimentation we believe essential to improving program
effectir -

We ma limit our role to providing componentsadvisers, commodities,
flnancln teraof extensive sectoral programs designed to affect large num-
bers of le, thus achieving a multiplier effect for our aid strongly con-
sistent th intent of the congrestional mandate.

In me ca..., it will be particularly unrealistic for us to aim at having
sign' nt eff on most or all of the poor majority in a given country; problems
may too intractable, or the minimum resources required to have such
im t, may be too large even when policieri permitting their efficient are in
pla In such cases, we may have a comparative advantage in research d pilot
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programs of limited scale, Lev. approaches with a low pt.r capita oast'
that L.Dels can afford two rept!, ..n a wider basis. The demonstration effect of
such projects can be powerful aiot should be utilized.

Research- .and evaluation of all programs- 14 sorely seeded to advance the
still-primitive art of deselopment know too little about how deselopment
occurs in different eosourdc and cultural settings. and AID can help fill the gap,
often by financing LDC researcher:. Fur exaruplr. the Pere) an directs
the Agency to work to improve the status of women. Considerable Investigation
is needed into what affects the -tatas of women and What public programs may
most eftectively and, appropriately improve it.

In limiting our s.ssistance sse ra-cmssardy restrict Alit. uoruber of people we seek
to help in any direct seasc . o, generally not practical to try to affect everyone
in the poor majority who may be eligible for ounrAid.

Why should the poor majority include more people than we can help? The
pOor majority is riot monolithic. It is constructed 'of persons whose political,
economic, and cultural conditions vary. In some countries, programs to benefit
primarily only the poorest of the poor, say landless rural laborers, may be most
effective. In others, programs aiming ixinntraly at persons only slightly less poor.

'say farmers with only 4 in 5 acres, may be more pbomising. 1teallstically, the
poorest in some areas may be beyond orir capacity to help significantly because.
that would require a transformation of their way of life, which is simply In-
feasible at present, which others in the poor majority may be better able to use
the marginal resources we can offer. -

Determining the primary beneficiaries of AID assisted programs Is difflcult
given the Usual problems of piopointing direct and indirect impact. While these
problems are real and unavoidable, it is possible to identify primary beneficiaries
consistent with the spirit of the mandate. Our programs should not, of course.
needlessly limit who benefits, but It is importaut to emphasize that major bene-
ficiaries of an AID-assisted program or project should not be a country's pros:
pelvis elite major merchants, bankers, industrialists, or .farmerseven if they
should happen to quail* betatos of health Or diet idlosyncracy under some
benchmark as this would contradict Agency policy and the spirit of the congres-
sional mandate.
, In sum, the Agency must focus its attention on the broad pour majority, but

preserve the,fleXibility needed to program effectively within. that group in each
individual case.

V. SZTT1NO AID TABGETS

A. GENERAL. COUltrInf; .

Igor each AID program or project, specific targets should be set reflecting
uulqae country circumstan,s, polities, and, resources that affect payoff pospeers
these targets should oaturalls bt. set In cooperation' with the LDC's concerned.

/- U'llerever4 possible these targets sh; aid he expressed in per capita terms to
permit measuring progress toward the uniform poverty benchmarks resulting
from joint LDC-AID efforts designed to benefit the pOor.

Our ultimate targets include improv. meats in indhIdual income, health, aril
nutritionthese arc the final outputs from prograni inputs. It is hard, of course,
to predict the impact on health, for exaniple, of a gigs& prograin because other
things inevitably Influence heaith. ..eireover, improving health may require
synergistic combinations of pros rasis ..hose combiried effet.tistness elcceds the
sum of each program's individual effect. And to further complkate the elcture, a
given program may affect income .1- us v. a it as health. In setting targets
it is therefore tempting to contintrate on progrAn. oiputs, such as innoculations
gfsen, which provide useful operational and cost information But expreSsing ,

targets solely In terms of input terms haves no way to judge the relative effec-
liveness of different inputs in achieving /he sane outptft. ReistiJe effeCtiveness/ may vary enormously, arid must be it pritoe consideration in program planning.
Rowel er difficult, strong emphasis shouhrb, placed on relating program inputs
to-autputs On occasion, focusing on inputs may be the best we can yri the short
run, but care should be taken to explain att:full3 as possible the I' ik with out
puts- charges in the poor maJority's quality of life -.

In 'setting income t:.rg.is. for exarnp.e. the Agency should Hear in mind the
ongressional directive to benefit many among tin poor. possi1.13 .ml; ;nixie:41y.

A grow,, of prima,) btucticiaries should be identified. and consideration should
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also go to hula others may Lexie& indirectly, thus multiplying program effective-
ness. Rural prodattion programs are prorisirig means of increasing incomes

istuch includes output produced and consumed outside the market). But %pro-
grams All nuts-awn, health, population and education will also affect income by
Ana-easing the tspat.itj for wort.. any programs effectively stimulating Income
are likely involve the systems, change that lies at the heart of the development
process.

What follows is a Grief discussion of new emphases and directions in further
once of the mandate that AID programs may take In the fields of rural produc-
NFL, nutrition, health, population, and education, and how their specific targets
may be established.

More detailed guidance for each sector is in preparation and these pages
should ,not be viewed as a substitute for them.]

B. Emu. PBODUCTIOA 6

Some projects to promote rural production have been successful, but the pay-
off of future- projects an be increased substantially. For example, stimulating
agricultural prodisction through the Green Revolution - encouraging use of new
seeds and requisite inputs.like fertilizerhas resulted in some arises in greater
supplies of foods for home consumption and for the market, generally at lower
Prices especially welcome to the poor.whose income goes first-to purchase food.
But the poorest of the poor sometimes remain unable to afford food. Geographic
anbalances In food availabilities sometimes persist. Tenant laborers are some-
times expelled from land whose value is rising, especially if capital equipment
is priced artificially low relative to labor. And even when the food reaches the
poor, their chronic diseases may inhibitits efficient use.

We must preserve what works in thi&e programs While finding ways to remove
the obstacia4 they faced or ameliorate the problems the_y caused. Tip Green
Revolution is extremely important, but It cannot change the rural system alone.

What is needed is a package of rural development programs involvhig agricul-
ture, services and industries, infrastructure and institutions designed to improve
home consumption, money income, nutrition and the health of the poor both
dtrettis and indirectly. by providing greater access to better technology, improved
inpuis, credit, transportation and other goods or services, the scarcity of which
now constrains rural development. Thus, they may encourage enthusiasm and
self-confidence. a sense that people can improve their own living conditions by
participating In development activities that make sense to them. For example,
agricultural programs may provide access to key goods or services_which win
stimulate food output for home consumption, thus directly improving nutrition ;
they may also stimulate output of marketable goods, both food and non-food,
resulting in improved incomes and more indirectly In improved nutrition and

. health. Which goods or services are most needed will depend on,what "outptits"
in terms of income or health or.whatever are considered to have priority, how
there nhis best be achlevtd considering alternative. programs or policies, and
what goods or Services are already available. , .

In rural production. AID may often find itself fable to contribtte a crttical if
only marginal component of a developtoent package financed lariely by the LDC
and other donors, or we may find the pilot projects most appropdate. In selecting
.primary beneficiaries from the poor majority for our projects, care should be
taken to provide whatever secondary benefits are possible for others among the
poor majority. Mud some thought should go to the question of whether any among
the poor ninjority might be hurt by a given program.

With these general guidelines, rural programs can be designed to affect large
numbers of the poor. Specific targets. however, must be set for specific projects
considering starting conditions, host government resources and policies, and prot
pects for payoff. In same cases, it ui'ay be necessary to restrict targets to certain
short-term aohlevementslike acreage under new seeds or innoculations pro-
viderather than final outputs like Improved income. Bowever. the program

RActIon 703 of the' FAArtaltb.d Food and Nutritionis broadly Interpreted in
iroustirs history to consist of activities rin support of rural production rather tban
simoty smicultate. With tfje emphasis on the linkages between agriculture, indOstry
and marketing,
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should be designed 'with .a view toward AID's overarching goals of moving the
I poor beyond the poverty level and linkswvith those goals should be explained.

c strramort
Realistic nutrition targetsmajor components of diets or other rough in-

nicatnrs of nutritional statusmay be set only after determining current nutri-
tional status; It will be recalled that FAO's average requirements of daily
calories per person for each LDC are used as benchmarks for helping define the.
poor majority. But ',Marin a give.: country, diet requirements will vary from
group to group. Moreover. actual eutritionalsountent of food available to different
groups will vary depending on local production, technology, marketing, and car.
tural patterns of distribution. Even within a family, food may be distributed
more by custom than according to need, wjth mothers and children suffering
shortfalls that also threaten future generations. Thus, targets for AID-assisted
nutrition or nutrition related projects should be tailored to the specific circum
stances of each project.

Improved nutrition may result from prografna Involving direct child feeding,
food gortificatroa, education or better nutrition practices like longer lactation or
ithproved weaning foods, or-other measures in the nutrition field proper, agri
cultural or rural development programs tpat increase and diversify the supply
of food available or which stimulate agricultural production sc.; rural incomes rise
enough to permit additional fodd purchases, health and sanitation programs that
improve the efficiency of food utilization by reducing gastroenteric parasites and
mitigating other diseases, and 'educatIon programs that touch directly or in-
directly on nutrition.

Programs in the nutrition field proper have produced mixed results, feeding
program are sometimes promising, but may not mach all the needy, or they
may provide too little additional food to make a differtence, or they may stimulate
counter-balancing changes in distribution of other food. Experience suggests that
involving the poor more actively in nutrition plojects may promote greater under
standing of nutrition needs and available foods that Car. Rai off. As in other
fields, programs with limited budgets cart accumplish far morritvhen designed to
meet the basic needs of the poor, making use of whet they themselves can con.
tribute. The mandate encourage more such progrerng.

D. HEALTH

Some efforts to unprovee health in the LDCs have succeeded dramatically, par-
ticularly efforts to eradicate endemic diseases or improve personal hygiene and
ea tion But funds have also gone to curative services, which have not generally
resu ed to as broad health changes as other measures might have. Too often
developing countries have aimed to establish fiophisthated health services even
if they serve only a few people. Thus, most of the poor are still beyond access
to any but traditional health services and witeout the dean water or rudimentary-
sanitation essential to reasonable health. For them, life expectancy remains
low, morbidity and mortality, particularly among the young, remains very high.

Increased attention is now going to means of modifying the whole system of
policies and conditions that may account fcr the most conaeon threats to health
among the poor. An effective package that an LDC could finance with current re
sources is possible if reliance Is placed on inexpensivc ways (such as upgrading
traditional practitioners) of encouraging the pour to modify their practices now
conducive to ill health. Tt us the active partkipation of potential beneficiaries also
emerges as the keystone of approaches to improVng health.

Improving health, requires c 'eating private and public programs, including
those AID. assists, in sanitation an water, rmtrition. family pla,nning, personal
hygiene, health seevices_proper, and num'. and social measures too. Bearing
in mind that AID- assist health progra, should be designated to affect many
people if only modestly, at a low per ea to cost, our targets for per capita
improvement must be limited. Ir. lu years, ass ming current levels of donor and
LDC resources continue to be available and assuming LIDC policies are sufficiently
tough-minded and imaginative, it may be possible to move limited portions of the
poor majority beyond these benchmarks or toinove particularly disadvantaged
but large groups a little closer to the bench marks. In 5 years, with the same
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assumption about resource limitations, it will be difficult to do more than establish
some of the necessary preconditions.

Exceptions will occur, of course, particularly in more advanced countries or
in pilot areas where programs can often be organizild more quickly to achieve
health improvements sooner. But broader results will take time. Our short-run
goal may be simply to help establish a service network and other measuresneeded
to improve health, qur short-run targets may be couched in terms of program
inputs and operation.rather than health improvements which are our ultimate
target. A medium-'run goal may be to change some health practices, such as
encouraging longer lactauon , intermediate targets 'in terms of such health
practice changes may also be appropriate. But health measures will themselves
be designed to meet the ultimate target of health improvements as soon as pos-
sible and their success in doing so must be direfully monitored. si

POPIHATIOS

Increasing the slzt of theepie by providing more food and health services is
essential to improving per capita living standards; substantial progress will only
be possible if population growth abates. Thus,' ieasonable access tb safe and
effective family planning services and information is essential and is a primary
purpose of AID population program funding.

But people may be content with fewer children only if changes in economic
structure remove the advantages many parents now see in large families and as
changes in society open new options for women. In this context, modest improve-
ments in individual nutrition, health, education, and so forth, may be required
if substantial improvements in living standards are to become realistically
feasible. Population assistance should also fund programs needed to exPlore how
currently operating policy measures and socioeconomic conditions influence at-
titudes on family size, and what policies might work in ma-unction with family

'planning services and information to encourage smaller families.
In many cases, AID may be able to plan its programs with a view to a partic-

ular birth rate or fertility target set by the recipient LDC; in other,cases, the
target may simply be the implicit' one of reducing birth rates or fertility as
much as possible. In either case, focusing on DM need for reducing fertility may
help stimulate questions as to optimal combinations of services, motivational
carapaigns, and other policies that...stimulate participation in family planning
,questions less likely to arise if the target is the more limited one of providing
services alone. While it may. be both necessary and desirable to set shorter-run
targets in terms of services supplied, bearing in mind the overall target,of reduc-
ing fertility can stimulate more efficient and imaginative programing Specific
targets, whether in demographic or program. terms,can only be set or specific
projects depending on operating conclitioils.

iti EDIT C AT I 0 N

In a world of plenty, "education" may connote literacy and wide 1
truth for its own sake as well as a means to progress. In eworld of want educa-
tion must unfortunately of necessity be something far more restrictive and prac-
tical -mss" means to improving living standards rather than an end in Itself.AID
defines "minimum practical education" to be'that body of knowledge, attitudes,
and skill necessary to effectively contribute to and participate in a developing
society and economy. Education should help equip LDC, citizens cope with their
most pressing problemshunger, ill health, and a lack of mgre productive
employment.

Minimum practical education varies with, the situations people face. What is
essential to effective participation differs dramatically among and 'withinlcoun-
tries. In ethication, thatefore, AID must take the poor majority as defined
through 'some benchmark outside educationsuch as income or health. Then,
working with some or all of that majority, we can seek to identify education
targets expressed as their learning needs, and select and try out the molt promis-
ing alternative means for meeting those needs, including both formal and in-

- formal programs, in it process entailing the active participation of the poor from
start to finish. . /01
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It bears emphasizing that ltteracy rates or enrollment ratios may not be an
appropriate target For some countries, literacy may be one, though not the only.
learning need. Where resources are very short, where lifestyles severely limit
access tr formal educatio_n, or under other circumstances, programs to increase
literacy may or may not be the most effective means of enabling more people to
contribute to and participate in development Even the C.N.'s worldwide target
of "universal primary education" may be an inappropriate target, at least in
some countries' presect circumstances. Meeting the learning needs of the poor
majority with severely limited resources requires considering new as well as
traditional approaches, particularly those that engage the poor themselves at
all stages of the process.

vi. cONCLEISION

We close on the note with which we began . the problems of the poor majotity
are immense, but AID can and roust be of help. It is AID policy, with the support
of the congreasional mandate. to pursue as an underlying theme the approaches
described in simplified form in this paper. The true test of our success will, of
course, lie in the quality of the projects and programs carried out in developing
countries.

It is on that task that weemust continue to expend our greatest energies.

Angzstax A

'Poor majority popsiatioss in AID-misted countries
(

'POOR MAJORITY" 1N AID ASSISTED COUNTRIES, ACCORDING TO mammon OF POPULATION RECEIVING
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2.5
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'
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Country
Uruguay
Turket
ZgYbt

Syrian AJI16 Republic
Chile
Afghanistan
Trinidad and Tobago
Yemen Arab Republic

Liviaaroma.

Tunisia
Brazil
Upper 2;38A
Chad 2,370
31auritius 2,370
Nigeria _!*_. 2, '370

Senegal __________________ 2;370
Angola 2, 380
Korea, #00,b1tc___,.., 2, 360

Caiorte. - country Calories
2, 670 Botswana 2, 830
2, 520 Peru 2, 850
2,500 Sudan. - 2,850
2, 480 Gabon 2, 840.
2, 480 Mali 2, 840
2, 450 Nigtx 2, 840
2. 440 Rwand 340
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2,430

410
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; '
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3. CAPITAL reeici31ESS, C415174.1. ISTCY8r1-1, AND CLPITAL PZOTLCII3

The three terms -capltal transfer. 'capital intensity; and: capital project"
are sumstitnes ,used in coorte.%io:41 or other' documents in ways that suggest
confusion ss to their meaning. This triet fraper attempts so clarify what MD
means by these words:

A'capital transfer Ls an intt-rational financial transaction involving the
movement of funds frtart the tspitai-exporting to the capital-importing country
the funds can be 'Oen as grants, exthanged for debt instruments, or usedto
purchase equity positions. Captai tr-insf*rs thus seclude private and official
long- and short term purchases f debt. dais t foriign Investment, and private
and official grants Arturdingly tirlually alt forms of assistance extended by
AID to I,DC's intolve capital transfers Such transfers can. le turn, be used by
the recipient for purchasing g,,,,d and rerz fees from the Ulu :t.W States or from
other covntries. These could incaide razz iiieterials. intermediate or capital goods

services each as those of thnh tans, engineer., etc. Even though the expendi-
ture under any specifis. prop-a r..a be lrittrel) in locat currency ,and not require
direct procup-rnent from abroad,. the stapital transfer 4 IL tire form or foreign
txchanger is required to tins goods anii seas., -1, in the Iasi ma rRet and is there-
fore e&seritial to the rindertakita4; of any All) pwrriu,s in EDC-s_

A spital development prs .ft-,1 is thi creation. improvereent. or expansion
of physical ,r irad.tunon. 413,1, 1.2:041ore r-04: 0.ervices--factcrries,
fang improvement.. r.-....fAgrit nit T.:- r search .11.2( It:. ...-hc,ta systems, .etc.

1'30 Capital inttnsity .refers to th. prop,rtinn. in which capital L= combined
+with labor to generate-goods and ,eri lie. either in specific projects or tit a
more aggregated i nations/1. Sectoral. or suit-sector, level

The figjectivt '-large is als,, .tised it a father .rinse way without sryecifying
large in relation. to what Is a tr..o-'fer large in relation to the GNP of

r the recipient ...uniry, fax torsi illsp444.. t ifiVes.tment, program. the number
of intended hentlici-anes. the Az. . f Nasal xternal assistance tci that countrf.
the AID budget. or what,' ^y : -

Iii any'rase. the size of the project is-not iii. relevant yriterionT slat is
relevant ilia) that the *dee t rkakt- effiik-nt ise of seiri.e.insources and (lir
that the hi :befits flowin,: from ti,e. prole( t largely 6/ the poor. Some large
scale projects meet Mess- two rli na and stare small sr-ale max dt;tnot.

The size of a transfer does not s,grlify any-thing about its Juliet on the poor.
'Float groups benefit depends on the ressorris financed l the transfer are
used. A-ssiuming that the resource. firianeell 11 a large- and small transfer were
applied equally well meeting the need.: .,r the poor the larger transfer would
have the greater beneficial iniract, Under, these irt urostances a $20 million
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'rawer. for 1/2.42.11-e. lease twice the impact of "a $10 million transfer
to the same century.

Iniflioe.,,soa4 for AID Prograarszg .

a r Capitol Trossfers.-4 development assistance pror,garn.by its very nature
tuvoiree capital tratuiers, de far as AID is concerned, the appropriate site for a
capital, transfer i apart from AID budget consideritions'and Ka objectives riot
related to development, depends w., the determination and capacity of the gov-
ernment of the recipia mintry to implement policies, programs, and projects
ss hide reach the poor and the magnitude of additional resources which are needed
and can loe effectively used for this purpose.

(2) eepitta.oPreje-14.--Capital I:abject:5 can be .not only compatible with bet
essetitsid. to the athiesemeut of poeerty alleviation objectives. Capital projects
rhould tberefore, es dotedab9se. be lodged individnalty in terms of who benefits
from them and ehether ih their creation and =tisequent operation they employ
appropriate coiriblizetioris riZf apiLal and latterly. "-

131 Copia! istentity.The mixes of capital and labor'ehould be's-Jeered as a
spectrum running from highly capital intensive to rtrghly labor intensive. Some
seders or subsectors ,for example, petroleum reloing) are necessirill- Teri'
capital intensive because of the tecboology molt-ed. In other sectors (for ex-
nuip;e agriculture or .cepubtractiotie a range of teciLW:ogices exist or tan be de-
/std. Llet.'r, ssith tbeii shortage of capital and abundance of labor, should con-

centrate on sectors which are relatively labor-intensive and within sectors should
_employ technologies Maid:ire as labor jetensive as is compatible with social rate
of return criteria' that is, after correcting for , orted factor and commodity
prices) and with seasonal.vziadem in the avail; labor. In considering
factor intermits it is important that attention be given not only to the project
staff itself but to the effects of its backward andlorwlerd linkages on the demand
for capital and labor For instance, a project which by itself is rather capital
intensive "may create a need for inputs which are very, labor intensive or produce a
project which is used in very labor intensive ways. It is necessary, therefore, to
look beyond the project itself and take into account its indirect as well as its
direct employment effects.

:. THE BOLE OF MD SD "DIRECT 4.356 Uri AN CE" TO THE P0011 ILAJOIXIT

AID supports and assists I.DC agemdes in pleentek, financing, implementing,
monitoring, and es aluating programs and projects which promote development
activities %tech priosaros and directly deal with the problems of and benefit the
poor majority. V °

Alb may thkrefort sujeZactivities which directly benefit-the poor majority
or/support through assist in planning and institution building Lpe Wa-
des that deal directly with the problems of the poor majority Almost invariably
AID assistance v. dula reach the poor majority not "directly" through, for en'-

' ample: 1:.S. advises working directly, with villagers, but through :
(a) public Or private intermediary institutions, and
(b. advice leading to change'ln 1,1)C policies which, in several ways, might

improve (*mats to the poor ( for example, policies which influence the avan-t ability of opportunities- -lneioding employment and the supply and coat of

t basic goods and bervices).

5. PALTICIPATION

Ad approach to development that may be characterized as follows:
I. i/eeision. coneeiiiieg the activities to be Carried out are made, preferably.

h1 those benefittil I that Cs,atbe poor), or if trot, at least with effective consulta-
tion and ,nbetential aceepta rice by there:- benefited.

There are examplee of participation in decitsioruinaking -wit]; regard both to
project -.election and implementaton. At the Implementation level. participation
occurs in the analysis and approval of applications fer credit by local coop-

, erativee. This uenatly involves a "credit and finance" committee which does
most of like Nrork and the members of the, management hoard eft:* give the
forinel approval and are I:evilly responsible (In will ran co-ops) for the co-op
tuna. Esszciplea can be foetid in Bangladesh Thana), Gambia, Guate-
mala. and Tiawan. .

Participation in project Aselectin is illustrated by recent develOpments in the
program, of the National romrnnnity Development, Service, an autonomous
_agency Of the Bolivian Governusent. LO..21 people are hind and trained as tech-
: 85
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ntelr., by the NCDS to alalra staages establisk project ur"--44te'e5 to '4'ncitYprojects which are than subs -aced L4. int NA.DIS for maanciag. Another exam
is the rural public works program of the early sixties in East Pakistan where
Tillage representatives participated to project ael.eon at the_eckagy ataxia)
level . -

2 The ectivity in which they participate is, ideally, a learning experience
for benefited persons, which ..ocrea.Les their r..brlosve4 awls and, or Met capacity
to organize for common r.ourfoste...51,,for greater afcess to the benelits of
development.

An example would be women, who receive rt.-smine as midwives in Loma
infignt and child cart programs. TTarougl, their participation they increase their
knowledge of nutrition, the environmental situation aria control of communi-
cable diseases and also how to involve the local community for those programs
which are community wide.. Country elm:rip/et of such health and nutrition
programs include North East Brazil, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan.

3. Economic benefits are Widely and significantly shared by the poor with
the objective of narrowing the relative income gap between rich and poor,
for example, the co-op which benefits all small farmers or the type of hhalth
improveinent program cited in No.2 - -

Cotuatry examples include Egypt., South Korea, Sri Lanka, toad Taiwan.
4_53ie poor snake a significant contribution in effort and resources to the

activities which they benefit, for example, through personal savings, or
serving as members (usually without compensation, though expenses are cov-
ered) of local planning or project implementation committees, as 1n the examples
given in Nos. 1 and 2 above

Country examples include Thlwan in. particular ,es_well Ics Egypt_and South_
rofee, in the above mentioned Bolivia National Conan-unity Development
Seryiee program, villages are now expected to cover one- lialfof the total cost
Of projects.

5. The participation and contribution of women should be explicitly taken
Into account under the above-mentioned considerations, for example, any oethe

"'above or other examples when thaparticipants are Women.

4: M AL DLITLOPIIEST
-

We propose the following approach to a definition of rural development.
/aural development covers all sectors of development and all people who lire,
in farm villages or hamlets and those who live in urban centers whose economic
life depends primarily upon agriculture. In small and meditim-size countries, .
rural development by this definition may well cover the entire country apart
from the capital city and seaports and mining towns, if .there are such. In
some countries, major regional cities would also probably be excluded. Because
of variations In population densities and levels of moderpization in the develop-
ing world it is impractical to use community size as a critinion to divide urban
centers between those which are primarily (arms related and those whose eco-
nomic life is primarily nonagrieulturaL 'Section 103 on food and ,Avutritibn
antistance may, by .the above definition, cover 98 to 99 percent, of the urban
places in the developing world.

Rural development acwrding to section 103 and its legialabive history consists
of those resources to which the rural population, and eipecially the poor, need
access, both to inclease their output and incomes and to improve the quality
of their lives. The output component of rural development Is must usefully
thought of as total rural production rather than agriculture, and the emphasis
in production plknning is an the linkages among agriculture, ladilstrys., and
marketing ,these categories Include associated services and physical infrastruc
lure, .such as credit, information, inputs, processing, roads, Irrigation, asid so
forth r. Rural development is viewed as a process with an important self
sustaining .element and therefore one that requires local people, local resource;
and /ocirsevinei to be "volved to their fullest-in pprgect design.

s
5. COLLABOSLATITE ETTLE., 4.

.
An approach. r ao phltcy, program and project, development. characterized bi

an interactive Procesa of consultation, planning and decisionmaking between
AID and the government of a developing country. This process amumes a pertain
measure of congiuence ofpolicles and objectives between ATD.and the govern- ,
rrppent The framework of AID policies and requirements is defined by the Foreigh
Aetistance.Aet of 1973 and other legislative and administrative determinaticaul.

. . .
. -.



LETTER FROM CHAIRMAN THOMAS E. MORGAN TO, AID

. ADMINISTRATOR' DANIEL 'PARRRR
. -

Ficanrszy 24. 1975.
HOG: 'DANIEL PAEF7P
Administrator, Agency foz,fnternational Development, Department

of State, Washingtr.nz,D.C-
DErtklaiR. PARKZR The Committee on Foreign Affairs has a deep

interest fly the steps which.the Agency for International Development
is taking to implement those provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act
of 1973 which direct the Agency to ,underake far-reaching reforms of
the U.S. bilateral development assistance program.

I was pleased, therefore, to note the seriousness of purpose with
which cou have begun to implement the reformt, as evidenced in your
prehminary report to the cein-mittee as well as_in other ways.

I look forward, therefore, to receiving your full report at the time
of the congressional preseriation of your prograth I hope the informs;
tion it contains will be of great use to the committee in connection
with its consideration of legislation to extend ths-development aia
program beyond.this fiscal year.

In order to assist you in making the-forthcoming report as helpful
as possible to the committee, I attach a staff memorandum listing
some of the issues which might be cdvered. In general, it seems to are
that the committee would be injerested in information on the pro-
cedural steps AID has taken and plans to take to insure implementa-

- Lion, the substantive issues 'involved in designing and carrying, out
programs which conform to the new directions set forth the legisla-
tion, -and the difficulties, the Agency has faced and continues to face
in attempting to implement the legislation. The issues raised in the
relevahl portions of the committee's report on the Foreign Assisfance
Act of 1974 should naturally be dealt with. Above all, the Agency
should demonstrate specifically how it is analyzing, refining, and
carrying forward the concepts underlying the reforms in order to
apply them in practical ways in the variety of circumstances existing
in countries.receiving development aid. .

In addition, it would be most useful in.helping to increase congres-
sional understanding of the Agency's work if implementation a the
refet*Poikrbe treated in the context of the total detelekient effort
of the...nide:1 States, other countries, and international bodies, and
the importance of development as a meansof contributing to the solu-
tion of long-range problems facing the United States and the world. .

I am luny aware that- changes of the magnitude contemplated by
the Congress in a program as complex as development aid are not
atiitkly or easily accomplished. But I assume that, m view of the time
elapsed since enactment of the 1973 legislation, substantial progress is.

,being made, and I look forWard to receiving your next report.
Irith best wishes, I am..

Sincerely yours 6
. THOMAS E. MORGAN,

: - Chairman.

.. i
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Golai4trrEE ON FOREIGN APPAiliS,
February J. 1.975.

Mernorandurn to : Hon. Thomas E. Morgan. chairman.
From : Charles Paolitio:staff consultant.
Subject,ArD report (in implementation of 1973 development aid

reforms.
Attached is the Agency for International Development's prelirni-

nen report on implementation of the development aid reforms being
undertaken purSuant to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1973.

This report was called for in the committees report on the Foreign
' Assistance Act of 1974, which alsorequested "a full report at the time

of the presentation of the legiilative program for fiscal year 1976".
The full report is expected by the time the committee begins formal
hearings on this year's development aid legislation.

The purposes of this memorandum, are (1) to summarize very
briefirthe preliminary report and (2) tce suggest ways in which the
full report car be made most useful to the committee.,

I. THE PRELIMINARY REPORT
-

The attached preliminary report deals with AID's efforts to
the ref9rms in a variety of ways. For exaMple

. AID has prepared policy.papers for use es guidance for Ageing
programing in a number of areas related tc the reforms, such
as employment and income distribution. low-cost integrated
health delivery systems, small farmer credit, rural de; eloprnent
strategy, and the role of private and voluntary Organizations:
Others are planned in dish areas as small-farm agriculture and.

.labor-intensiveintermediate technology.
AID: is accelerating training and other programs designed to

increase AID personnel's understanding of the reforms.
-AID has established a number of special task forces to work on

of the reforms.
Alp is Llianging its programing and evaluation systems.in ways
which are expected to make it easier to determine who is benefit-
ing- from AID activities.

AID is carrying out profecfs in eail-e major field 'Which are trespon-
. site inSome degree to the congressional mandate.

a

2. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PULL, REPORT

The meaning of flec I-elm-rm.Ulm"' this committee and the Con-
gress undertook tovna.ct a reform of the U.S. bilateral development
aid program in 1973, it was done in the belief,that the development
of the world's poor is ultimately of fundamental importance to the
well being, and perhaps even the sun iv ahof the people of the United 8
States and of the world. The supporters of the reforms believed that
the greatest contribution The AID program could make to the world
wide development effort was to eoncentrate its resources on the solu-

', tion of major de% elopment problems in the light of a new perspective
on the nature of development. Simply put., that new perspective
supports abandonment of the "trickle-down" theory of development
and adoption of a "participation" strategy in its place, holding that

58 such' a switch makes ecopontic, as well as social and political, sense.

3
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This new approach to development has been practiced to various
degrees in some countries and has been written about for sepral years,
but there is no ready-made formula that can be applia.d in detail
around the world. Passage of the 1973 bill therefore left AID with a

rfLngressional
mandate which raised a Ifost of fundamental issues of

plementation. -
The new i economic eituation.At about the time of

enactment of the 19 3 ', the emergence of both the energy artd the
food crises, and the reactions of both rich and poor countries to the
new situation created by them, underlined the importance of the
developing world for the United States, and indeed for the function-
ing of the entire international economy. These events not only
substantial problems for the development of poor countries, but aftclel

_the relations of developed and_lie%eloping countries teach other and
to the world economy. They thereby complicated tKe implementation
of the development aid. reforms, while at the same time making the
success of the development effort all the more crucial.. Implications for the full implementation report.It is in this con-
text that AID has proceeded with the reforms, and it is in this context
that the implementation report should be prepared.

With this background in mind, it seems to me the implementation
report shou)d be designed to acomplish two basic purposes: (1) inform
the committee and the Congress in some detail how AID is turning its
program toward the new direction and (2) prcAlKde the committee with
a document which will enable members to understand how the reforms
contribute to the development effort, and the importance of that effort
in the context of the global problems we face. In order to do that, the
full report will-have to do at least four things:

1. Be convincing.The report should be written in such a way as to
louts attention on the main points in a readable way. It should convey
enthusiasm, conviction, and dedication. It should suggest the effective-
ness of the program through its irgpact on the life of the poor in the
developing countries.

2. Siren the importance of develo .The report 'should' place
the AID program in the context o the total development effort, of
which it is only a modest, tfiougli very significant, part. It should clearly
discuss the role of development in the solution of tong -range problems,
and the even greater importance which development of the poor coun-
tries has assumed in a world that is preoccupied with the effects of re-
cent international events in such areas as-food, energy and resources,
global inflation, and the changing world economic order, andthat is
struggling to cope with a new t a international relationships im-
posed by these events,

3. Recognize the exietence of a hanged international economy. The
report should explicitly t.onv ey a sense of the difficulties3 or opportuni-
ties, that may be presented by the recent events that have altered the
face of the international economy. It should explore frankly how pres-
sures resulting from energy prices and food shortages may make it more
difficult for AID to implement the reforms as rapidly as it might
have been able to in the absence of these, new and very seriois problems
that face so many poor countries.
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4. Address squarely the many issues raised by the ref orms.2The re-
port should treat comprehensively the fundamental issues involved in
implementation of the reforms. These may be broken down into (a) is-
sues of substance and (b, issues of agency procedure and management,
with perhaps (c) a separate category highlighting some of the major
difficulties the Agency faces in attempting to implement the reforms.

(a) Substance.The preliminary report recognizes the need to en-
gage in further policy work in such areas as the use of participation
as a criterion in selecting projects. articulation of policies concerning
small farmers, labor intensive agriculture, local industry, and local and
regional institutions, and ways of accelerating the use of work creat-
ing intelmediate technologies. However, the preliminary report, does
not itself deal with any.of the issues it mentions, noF does it mention
the many other substantive policy issues with which.the Agency is
grappling or which it has not yet fully confronted./ . -

For example, under the'reforms AID i,s not to use its funds simply
for the purpose of transferring resources to developuig countries, but
to help solve specific development problems in ways designed to citable
the poor to partichute in develOpment. It therefore becomes necessary
for AID to analyse pikiects in terms of their intended beneficiaries, to
make judgments about the extent to which pirticular projects, and the
governments of the,countries in which 4iity are to be carried out, are
apt to further these endsand to structure AID'S program accord-. .
ingly. The full report should discuss how AID views this issue and
how it is dealing with it. .

-

The Congress has enjoined AID to support activities aimtd at in-
creasing the participation of the poor in the-development process, but
has turned the program away from large infrastructure projects and
limited the major focus to such areas as agriculture and rural develop-
ment. Does this mean that AID should avoid participation in large
construction projects even if they are what the poor most need? Does
it mean that A D should not unaertake any project. which involves1
the poor in in ustrial development? The committee should know
A ID's thinking on such points.

Since one of the major reasons why people are poor is that they
lack jobs. it is necessary to explore the.possibilities of economic growth

.through job creating means 4urb as small farms apd 'knell industries,
and so-called intermediate t6chnoIogiesall of Vfiich use. more labor
per unit of production than large enterprises using the most advanced
and sophisticated technology. - .

These $re only a few of the dozens of substantive issues that need to
be fully explored by AID if it wishes to be responsive to the reforms.

(b) All) procedure.,. Even the most thorough understanding of
t ubstantive issues is of little value unless it is effectively used. AID'S
procedures to insure that its projects are developed in accordance with
the reforms are,"therefore. of considerable importance.

The preliminary report does not specify the j)rocedures being used
or planned ft* this nurpo.e. The report mentions the establishment
of special groups to deal with various aspects of implementation, but '
contains very little on the ,kinds of issues being addressed through
these Carious new task forces and procedural mechanisms.
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Since the only way to get projects -designed and implemehted in
accordance with the .reforms is to familiarize AID personnel with the
basic issues underly ing the new approach to development and to
structure the prbgraming process in such a way that the
criteria are applied at all AID must develop appropriate pro-
cedures to achieve these ends and the full report should
them.

(cY. Difficulties.Aside from explaining the fairly obvious fact
that carrying out the reforms it harder- to do in some countries than
in others. the preliminary report conveys little of the real difficulties

1 which the Agency faces in its efforts to turn its program in a radically
new direction. Yet it is obvious that the job is not an easy e, and
that AID will have its hands full trying to put the refomsi to prac-
tice in several dozen widely v 'rig countries aroirti . d,
while at the same time responding to a variety of executive 'ranch
and congressional premures which may cut across the new direction in
wiligh the Congress has enjoined the Agency to move.

Without treating the full report-as a way of excusing lack of action
in any area, the Agency should take advantage of the opportunity
Presented by the report to explain frankly and fully the'difficulties that
impede implementation of the reforms. so that the Congrtss may have
a realistic notion of the gob ahead,.

In order to provide some idea of the range of issues involved, I annex
a list of some of the issues ivith which AID should be dealing in im-
plementing the reforms and which should, therefore, be appropriate
subiects for discussion in a report on implementation. This list is
neither comprehensive nor definitive, but merely indicative of the
kinds of issues that need to be addressed.

A few of thesequestionsare being actively pursued by' the Agency,
- and some are mentioned in the preliminary implementation report.

Many are not.
. should not expect AD) to have a fully elaborated, detailed policy

or procedure on each issue ready to-be submitted to the committee in

the full implementation report at the time of the congressional
'presentation. There are no final answers to many of these questions, '-
and the process of working out appropriate Agency responses on Many
issues will take time.

But lie can certainly expect AIDto have begun to deal realistically
with issues such ai these and to be well along on a good many of thenj.
And we can expect the full implementation report -to describe the status
of the Agency's work on such issues.

Substance

Is AID acting on the assumption that the Congress has made a basic
choice between the "trickle - down" stgategy of development -and the
participation strategy and that it Ifthes the AID program .to be
carried out in accordance with the latter?

To what extent. if at all, does AID considei its job to consist of trans-
ferring resources rather than helping countries to solve development
problems through such means as policy influence, program develop-
ment, pilot programs, development of new methods of reaching the
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poor, and, rfseirchusing AID funds only as a means of.making and
to the exteht necessary to make a contribution to the solution of the
problem?

Should the "target group" for overall programs whic)i AID activi-
tip support be the entire population of poor people in a des eloping
esountqf If limitations are placed on the size or composition of -target .

groups," tic 72ording to w hat criteria should they be imposed ? If such
limitations are accepted. ho-d should the creation of increased social'
disparities and political problems that may result a,rded against?

To what extent doe:, AID see its job as matiteWf enlarging the
range of choices open to developing conntry = govenanieuts and insoring
tfiat policy decisions made by those goi epcinients are made only after
the advantages of activities which engage the poor in the development
proees-have -been -fully explored?

To what extent does the Agency rerognize a distinction between ac-
tivkies hith flitiS: be destirable from the point of view'of a participa-
tion strategy of development and those which the Congress has indi-
ated should be financed-With L.S. bilateral development aid funds?

rreler what circumstances, if at all, does AID consider that activi-
ties are consistent with the reforms if they

( fall within one of the sectors of emphasis but are not focused on
enablingthe poor to participate in development;
fall outstle the sectors of emphasis, but are focused on enabling
the poor to participate in development:

1aim at the poor but benefit also some of the rich;
benefit the urban poor:
require construction of physical infrastructure;
focus entirely on the poorest people; . .
,-exclude the poorest people:
benefit large farmers; ,y
call for mechanization;

. --are neutral with respect to the beneficiaries. but the poor can be
expected to be among those who benefit ?

To what extant should des clopment aid be allocate according to a
ountry's abuity and willingness to use funds in siirt of activities

which encourage the poor to participate in development?
What role does AID ell% isage for local institutions, and how, if at .

all, should AID help to create or strengthen them ?
To what extent, does AID consider it part of i "ob to insure that

total actin ity uhiat it helps finance is supported by ap opriate central
systems and seri ices? What is the proper role for the ntral govern-
ment in a development process that relies so heavily o a multitude
of local actions and institutions? What kinds of 'activi ies rapes the

oral go erriment need to Larry out to encourage and imulate local
growth.

In what ways does AID support the use of technologies appropriate
to the4eloping countries?

What is AID s policy toward savings fnobilizittion, and does AID.

programing reflect this policy? ).
imple-

mentation
To what extent is i eglonal planningg necessary for successful

of. a,participat?on strategy of.deielopmt, and to whaC
extent does AID''''ls programing reflect elements of regional planning?

. ,
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To what extent are the basic economic concepts supporting the view
that small farms and .-mall businesses and industries can be efficient
producers reflected in AID projects?

How Jo employment considerations, such as those eApressed in
policy determination No. 48 of October 2. 1972. and rerated backup
papers. get translated into AID projects?

How does AID %Jew the relationship between agriculture and in-
dustil in developing tountries, especially as it affects rural develop-
ment ? -----

What is the Agency's position with respect to problems of land
tenure's .- -iv -

What does.the Agency consider to be the appropriate roles for tech-
nology and institutional development in increasing agricultural pro-
duetion-ani erq.irring itil development ?

How is the Agency handling the problem of quick increases in
agricultural prod.uttion versus the requirements of small-farm agri-
cUlture and broad seale rural development?

Does the Agency have a clear idea, when it supports a program of
increased food production, who is going tt; receive the food or the in-
creased income from its sale? How does the Agency handle matters of
food supply, price, and distriblitiotrand their interrelationship?'

To what extent does. AID' view integrated delivery of health and
population services as essential to' successful programs?.

To what extent does AID view attention to the demand side of fam-
ily planning as important in reducin population growth rates, and
how much finding does the Agency p n to use for research and other
activities focused on effective demand?

How does AID .siew the relationship if any between red- uctiOn 'in
population growth and a participation strategy of development?

, What role does AID envisage for public administration? What
kinds of activities in the general field of public administration does
the Agency consider consistent With or necessary for support of a par-
ticipation stratega of development ? What kinds does the Agency con-
sider "suitable forNAQI, funding?

To what extent \ lies the Agency plan to support educationthe
transmittal of rele% ant information or skills=through organizations
not set up primarily for tl?at purpose? * .

What role does AID see for higher education (1) as a means for
supporting the new approach to development; (2) as appropriate for
A D fun ing?

What is the Agency doing to apply the participation strategy of de-
velopment to the following programs. or activities: -

participant training;
housing invistment,guaranties;
labor Programs:
use of local .currencies
..Moss amendment guaranties;
section 211(d) granCs;
research?
To what extent if at all should the. Agency apply the principles con-

. tanned in section 102(b) of the Foreign Atsistance Act to supportipg
assistance, Indochina, or Middle'East funds?
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AID procedures

How does AID p lan to insure, through written guidelines or other-
.{

wise, that oansiderations which are eentral to a participation stra
of development 'Ouch as those referred to above) are built into
project proce, including preparation and processing of DAP's and
the major project papers (PID'sPRP's, PP's, and project agree-
'meats), ovepsight Of implementation, and evaluation ?

. What is Krang done to shorten the length of time it takes for a project
proposal from the field designed in amordance with the reforms to be
approved and implemented? im

How are AID organization and perstumel policies being adapted too
the new directions? How is the current RIF affecting the Agency's
ability to carry out the reform,s? .

.119w is AID insuring that its personnel at all levels are familiar
with the bask economic model of participation in development which
is at the heart of the reforms?

aow is AID insuring that infortriation about promising or success-
furdevelopment activities, on the one hand, and relatively less success-
ful activities, on the other, which are iliustrative of various aspects of
this approach to development, are disseminated within the Agency?

How is AM insuring that AID-financed programs carried out by
private and voluntary organizations` are supportive of thiS approich
to development? .

How is /he data AID uses, and the means used to collect and measure
it, beingdapted to the new diiectioris? For example, does AID plan
changes in the degree of aggregation or disaggregation of data, to what
extent does Al]) plan to measure the output of its activities, what s-
tem is being des eloped to measures' lk is benefited and whd is
advantaged b, AID-supported activities, to w' at extent is the social
significance of data a factor In its use?

. Difficulties
.

What are sotne of the problems AID has encountered, in attempting
to implement the reforms, which art due to the inherent difficulty of
the task ?

To what extent has AID facA problems because it must rely heavily
in the design of new activities on individual missions scattered all over
the world/' -

To what extent do varying requirements imposed on the Agency
from different elemejits in the Congress make it pore difficult for the
Agencrto implenient the reforms?

To what extent,do requirements imposecl,on the Agency as part df
the carious soles it must play within the executive branch impinge on
its ability to nose as rapidly as possible toward full implementation
of the reforms? .

To what extent and in what Ways, if at all, has the impact of the rise
in prices, th energyfood. and other commodities on developing coun-
tries affe d Weir and to implement programs inaccord-

l',anceqr th a particfpation strategy development?
What's difOulties .if any re presented in pursuing the re-

forms iri the !bast developed countries?
.
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